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This dissertation reports on the integration of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) as
photonic films into optoelectronic devices, where the films’ inherent left-handed
mesoporous chiral nematic structure acts as a circular polarized light (CPL) filter
in the visible light range. The outcome demonstrates for the first time micro-
scopic semiconducting devices based on cellulose, capable of producing specific
electronic outputs when irradiated with either left- or right- handed CPL (LCPL
and RCPL, respectively). For this proof-of-concept two distinct optoelectronic
devices are targeted: a thin-film field-effect transistor and a thin-film photodiode,
spanning the whole visible electromagnetic spectrum. The devices are jointly
developed each one with a specific type of CNC, presenting photonic bandgaps
that are tuned for the active layer of the devices. On the one hand, lab-produced
(home-made CNCs – HM-CNCs) are synthesized through sulfuric acid hydrol-
ysis, yielding HM-CNC films with a photonic bandgap in the blue/UV region.
On the other hand, industrially produced Na neutralized spray-dried CNCs by
CelluForce (C-CNCs) are studied on behalf of their redispersion in water to yield
C-CNC films with a photonic bandgap in the green/red region. The work is
essentially divided into three main parts:
• Study of liquid crystalline and photonic properties of HM-CNCs and C-
CNCs in aqueous suspensions (Chapter 3)
• Implementation of HM-CNCs into field-effect transistors (Chapter 5)
• Implementation of C-CNCs into thin-film photodiodes (Chapter 6)
The main objective of Chapter 5 deals with the implementation of HM-CNCs
films, optimized through the first Objective in Chapter 3, into field-effect tran-
sistors based on amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (a-IGZO) as the semicon-
ductor. In the resulting devices the HM-CNC films take simultaneously the role
of the devices’ dielectric as a solid-state electrolyte and as a photonic filter for
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CPL. Consequently, this study encompasses two sub-objectives, connected firstly
to the study of the electrochemical properties of these films and their success-
ful integration into field-effect transistors without compromising self-assembly
behavior. And secondly, successful proof of CPL sensing capabilities of these
devices.
The final study shows the incorporation of C-CNC films, into amorphous
silicon-based thin-film photodiodes, achieving a light sensor capable of discrimi-
nating between RCPL and LCPL. The spectral response of the fabricated photo-
diodes is maximum for specific wavelengths in the green/red region. Irradiating
the devices in these wavelengths they produce photocurrents that are over 50%
distinct between RCPL and LCPL. Fast transient responses (on the order of ms)
of CPL are shown with possible logic operations, as well as humidity sensing.
Films produced through the methods described in Chapter 3 show promis-
ing properties for their application in sensing, co-templating, enantioselectivity,
photonic pigments or anti-counterfeiting. The insights presented in Section 5.1
contribute to applications in solid-state ionics of mesoporous structures or the
combination of optically active electrolytes capable of providing unique func-
tionalities in ion-gated transistors and circuitry. Finally, the types of devices pro-
duced in Section 5.2 and Chapter 6 may find applications in photonics, emission,
conversion, or sensing with CPL but also imaging, spintronics, optoelectronic
counterfeiting or information processing with logic states that depend solely on
the handedness of the incident light.




Esta dissertação é dedicada ao estudo de nanocristais de celulose (cellulose
nanocrystals - CNCs) e à sua integração como filmes fotónicos em dispositivos
optoelectrónicos, explorando a sua estrutura nemática quiral com orientação de
rotação para esquerda como um filtro de luz polarizada circularmente (circu-
lar polarized light - CPL) no comprimento de onda visível. Os resultados deste
trabalho demonstram dispositivos microscópicos à base de celulose, capazes de
responder com sinais elétricos específicos quando irradiados por CPL à esquerda
(LCPL) ou CPL à direita (RCPL). Para esta prova-de-conceito são destacados dois
dispositivos optoelectrónicos distintos: transístores e fotodíodos. Os dispositivos
desenvolvidos incorporam diferentes tipos de CNCs com um hiato fotónico espe-
cífico correspondente à região de absorção das camadas ativas dos dispositivos. De
um lado são sintetizados CNCs em laboratório (home-made CNCs – HM-CNCs)
que resultarão filmes fotónicos com um hiato no Azul/UV. De outro lado, CNCs
comerciais da CelluForce (C-CNCs), em forma de pó. A redispersão desse tipo
de CNCs em água é investigada, e resulta em filmes fotónicos com um hiato na
região do verde/vermelho. Essencialmente, o trabalho está divido em três partes
principais:
• Estudo das propriedades líquidas cristalinas e fotónicas de suspensões aquo-
sas de HM-CNCs e C-CNCs (Capítulo 3)
• Implementação de HM-CNCs em transístores (Capítulo 5)
• Implementação de C-CNCs em fotodíodos (Capítulo 6)
Capítulo 5 estuda a implementação de filmes de HM-CNCs, otimizados no
objetivo do Capítulo 3, em transístores de efeito de campo onde o semicondutor
é o óxido de índio-gálio-zinco amorfo (a-IGZO). Nos dispositivos finais, o filme
de HM-CNCs assume uma dupla funcionalidade: funciona como o dielétrico do
transístor (na forma de um eletrólito de estado sólido), e atua como um filtro
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seletivo de CPL. Logo, esta parte está divida em dois sub-objetivos: a primeira
estuda as propriedades eletroquímicas dos filmes de HM-CNCs, e a sua integração
em transístores de efeito de campo sem perda das propriedades de self-assembly,
enquanto a segunda parte é dedicada à prova de conceito da deteção seletiva de
CPL.
O estudo final demonstra a incorporação de filmes de C-CNCs em fotodíodos
baseados em silício amorfo, que resulta em sensores de luz capazes de diferenciar
entre os dois estados de CPL. A resposta espetral dos fotodíodos é máxima para
comprimentos de onda específicos na região do verde e do vermelho. Ao irradiar
os dispositivos finais nesses comprimentos de onda com CPL, estes apresentam
uma diferença de 50% nas foto-correntes medidas para cada um dos dois estados
de CPL. Os dispositivos finais mostram tempos de resposta rápidos (na ordem dos
ms), o que os habilita a serem implementados em circuitos para operações lógicas
baseadas em estados de polarização e também como sensores de humidade.
Filmes produzidos no Capítulo 3, mostram propriedades promissoras para
a sua aplicação em sensores, pigmentos fotónicos, e na área de anti-falsificação
e segurança. Os resultados da Secção 5.1 contribuem para aplicações em iónica
de estado sólido de estruturas mesoporosas, ou a combinação de eletrólitos ótica-
mente ativos. Por fim, os dispositivos fabricados na Secção 5.2 e Capítulo 6, podem
ser aplicados em áreas de fotónica, emissão, conversão ou sensores de CPL, mas
também imagiologia, spintrónica, anti-falsificação por dispositivos optoelectró-
nicos, ou processamento de informação com estados lógicos que dependem da
polarização da radiação incidente.
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State of the Art, Motivation and
Objectives
The interplay between electronics and photonics is seen as one of the most promis-
ing ways to potentiate modern technology, with photonics being coined as the
electronics of the twenty-first century, where devices that combine these two prop-
erties are considered to enable previously unseen performances in computation,
sensing, imaging, communication and connectivity.[1] It is widely accepted that,
in order to increase circuit complexity and to accompany Moore’s law, some sort
of paradigm shift is required, enabling a continuous scaling and increase in the
obtained performance-per-money, as was observed since its first formulation.[2]
This paradigm shift might lay in the realm of the aforementioned combination
between photonics and electronics. The integration of photonics into electron-
ics and vice-versa has been tackled, where specific bottlenecks for the silicon
industry have been identified, such as no lasing abilities or no useful Pockels
electro-optic coefficients, limiting its integration together with Complementary
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) technology.[1, 3]
Many approaches exist for the quest to efficient, abundant, cheap and eco-
friendly photonics that can be easily integrated with other electronic platforms.
Some remarkable developments that achieved results in this field are, for instance,
structured thin-films, 3D metamaterials, anisotropically grown structures, meso-
porous semiconductors or plasmonics.[4–9] Despite offering promising results
a lot of these works focus on methods that require high-energy input (such as
vacuum and physical vapor deposition or plasma techniques) for the deposition
of materials that do not present any sustainability. There is an ever-increasing
interest to move to more sustainable materials that can achieve similar results
for less energy input, transforming the required technology into an economic
one that is future oriented. These objectives are also supported by the European
Union in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) initiated in 2016, targeting
resolution by 2030. These are, more specifically for this work:
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• SDG 11 - Sustainable Cities and Communities
• SDG 12 - Responsible Consumption and Production
• SDG 13 - Climate Action
In this regard scientist investigate nature on a quest to imitate what is seen all
around. This approach has proven to be outstanding since the dawn of science
with for instance Plato, Leonardo da Vinci, Isaac Newton or Albert Einstein. In-
spiration gained through nature gave mankind access to airplanes (inspired by
birds), structured wetsuits (inspired by sharks) or aerodynamic cars and trains (in-
spired by fast predators and whales).[10] The field of photonics is similar in this
respect, as scientists regard nature as a mastermind for photonic structures, where
a bottom-up approach is key to the construction of repeating micro or nanosized
units, that give rise to intriguing interactions with a wide range of wavelengths of
the electromagnetic spectrum.[11] Some examples worth mentioning, in flora and
fauna alike, are the wings of butterflies,[12] scarab beetles,[13] seashells,[14] stom-
atopods,[15, 16] or fruit hulls.[17, 18] As examples, for technology output based
on photonics inspired by nature, one can take for instance camera lenses (insect
eyes), light emitting diodes and light sources (fireflies) and camouflage materials
(skin of Cephalopods).[19] Similarly, cellulose, which is by far the most abundant
biopolymer on earth,[20] is capable of producing periodic nanoscale structures
on its own. Consequently, over the last few decades, cellulose has moved into the
spotlight as a viable material for the fabrication of photonic materials.
In nature cellulose serves as the structural unit in cell walls to provide strength,
stiffness and toughness, whereas for society it has been used in clothing, paper
production and as an energy source.[21] When broken down, first through milling
and then through acid hydrolysis, it is possible to obtain highly crystalline Cellu-
lose Nanocrystals (CNCs). These CNCs present high aspect ratios (usually greater
than 10), are stable in aqueous suspension and form a chiral nematic liquid crys-
talline phase, giving rise to a long-range ordering, that can be preserved upon dry-
ing.[22] This process is referred to as Evaporation Induced Self-Assembly (EISA)
and is at the basis for structural order in CNC films. Since then CNCs have gained
a great deal of attention, owing to properties such as iridescence and selective
reflection and transmission of left- and right-handed Circular Polarized Light
(CPL), respectively. This property is attributed to the inherent chirality of indi-
vidual CNCs, which self-assemble into left-handed twisted superstructures.[23–
29] Dry CNC films present a photonic bandgap connected to rotating Bragg-like
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stacks, giving rise to a chiral nematic pitch. The photonic bandgap or reflected
wavelengths λref of such films is defined by the DeVries equation as follows:
λref = naveP cosθin (1)
where nave is the average refractive index, P is the distance of a full 360°
rotation of the nematic director and θin represents the angle between incident
light and the normal of the film.
The pitch and therefore λref can be controlled, and many works have been
devoted to shifting the photonic bandgap throughout the visible and infra-red
spectrum.[23, 30–33] Further works focus on the improvement of chiral nematic
ordering to obtain dry films with well-defined photonic bandgaps.[34–40] Fur-
ther research investigates the self-assembly of CNCs and their interaction, either
in suspensions or as a drying film, with different interfaces, such as liquid-solid,
liquid-liquid or liquid-gas.[31, 41–44] Finally, CNC films can be processed in a
way to become stimuli responsive where they can be integrated into devices capa-
ble of transducing these stimuli.[45–53] With all the work that has already been
conducted the results clearly evidence how much more there is to explore with
CNCs in suspensions or as dry photonic films.[54, 55] This trend can be traced
by the number of publications with keywords including “Cellulose Nanocrys-
tals” and “Photonic” from Web of Knowledge, where an exponential increase is
observed in the following Figure.
Number of publications and citations over the years containing “Cellulose
Nanocrystals” and “Photonic” as keywords.
Even though there is a large field of possible applications, an evident research
gap can be identified in this vast field of CNCs, which is connected to the inter-
play between photonic properties of dry CNC films and their intrinsic electronic
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or electrochemical properties. The question that has been laid out, which also
defines one of the principal objectives of this work, is how CNCs can be inte-
grated into optoelectronic devices, combining CNC films with other functional
materials as either passive or active components. As such CNCs can act either as
photonic filter systems, as electrochemically active films or as a combination of
both that can be integrated into optoelectronic devices transducing their photonic
response.
It is well known that the polarization of light can be used as an efficient in-
formation carrier. Examples of information exchange using polarized light (lin-
ear or circular) can be found in biology with polarizing vision in stomatopods,
cephalopods, crickets or bees,[15, 56–58] in flora CPL influences growth and
germination of certain plants,[59] but also in modern Information Technology
(IT).[60–64] More specifically for CPL, the two polarization states (left and right)
find application in advanced fields, such as spintronics.[65] The potential for
the use of CPL in IT is well-known but the emission and detection without
bulky optical elements has been a great challenge and is not an option in a
miniaturization-oriented society. Meeting this demand for device miniaturization
and system integration, miniaturized optical devices and compact detection sys-
tems are needed.[66] There have been several works devoted to the sensing of CPL
and the distinction between the two polarization states by means of electronic
circuitry with the use of chiral organic semiconductors, plasmonic metamaterials,
two dimensional-materials, nanorods and nanofin arrays, anisotropically grown
heterochiral metal–oxide structures or holographic metasurfaces.[7, 67–77] Nev-
ertheless CPL sensing remains a challenge, and there are ongoing works devoted
to this field.
Once again, these works show great promise but why not take advantage of
the very systems that have been successfully doing such processing for centuries,
which are shaped for this end through millennia of evolution? It has been theo-
rized for instance that electrons with specific spins, that are induced through chi-
ral systems (in a process referred to as Chirality Induced Spin Selectivity (CISS)),
may play an important role in electron transfer in photosynthesis, which could en-
hance electron conduction due to the coupling of the spin to the electron’s linear
momentum.[78, 79] Other studies show CPL sensitive chiral oligopeptides[80]
and even life’s fundamental right-hand twisted Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is
capable of CISS.[81] Consequently, one must give great importance to the tools
nature provides us and try to understand how to combine these tools with func-
tional materials for their use in photonic and/or electronic devices.
This work therefore sets out to use CNC films as a bio-inspiration for CPL
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filtering in several devices and applications. With the possibility for precise pitch
control the application of CNC films as photonic filters for CPL distinction in
sensors and optoelectronic devices is the logical next step.
One route of integrating cellulose into electronic devices resides in its inher-
ent capability of ionic conduction when processed into membranes and thick- or
thin-films, giving rise to electrolytic properties that can be accessed in electronic
devices.[82, 83] The use of paper, or cellulose for that matter, as a solid-state elec-
trolyte can be attributed to its inherent ability of water retention (either adsorbed
or coordinated), that forms a three-dimensional network, aiding in the process of
ionic conduction. Ions that diffuse through this network, by means of an applied
electric potential, may then either accumulate at specific interfaces or be absorbed
by electrochemically active materials. The latter can be applied for instance in
biological systems, fuel-cells, Electrochemical Transistors (ECTs) or systems that
undergo redox reactions. The former of the two opens routes to capacitors, super-
conductivity or Field-Effect Transistors (FETs), where the latter of these examples
plays a central role in this work.[84–86] In 2008 Elvira Fortunato and her team
implemented paper for the first time in a so-called “paper transistor”, where a
cellulosic membrane took simultaneously the role of the substrate, as well as
the dielectric.[87] This was the trigger for an extended research into the use of
cellulose for FETs, where many works evidenced the potential for cellulose as a
dielectric in these devices. In 2013 Diana Gaspar et al. took the leap to cellulose
on the nanoscale with the first transistors based on micro- and nanocellulose as
the dielectric in FETs.[88] The work showed promising results, however the CNC
membranes were produced starting from an isotropic suspension without chiral
nematic ordering and thus no photonic properties were taken into account. With
the use of Amorphous Indium Gallium Zinc Oxide (a-IGZO), a photosensitive
semiconductor, as the active layer of the transistor, it became clear that by using
the CNCs in their chiral nematic form one could obtain a transistor where the
electronic bandgap of the semiconductor could be matched with the photonic
bandgap of the CNC film.
The resulting device could give specific outputs, when excited with left- or
right-handed CPL with the right energy or wavelength of the coinciding bandgaps
(optical and photonic). With this proof-of-concept and by tuning the photonic
bandgap of the CNC films it would be possible to extend this method to other
semiconductors with different bandgaps. This would enable integration possi-
bilities for the combination of the CNCs’ photonic properties with minituarized
electronic devices that utilize photosensitive materials.
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Based on the research gap defined in this state-of-the-art and the possible
pathways to achieve this, the work presented here will focus on the following
main research topics:
• Study of CNCs as Photonic Films
And consequent integration of these photonic films into miniaturized devices
for CPL sensing:
• Thin-Film Field-Effect Transistors
• Thin-Film Photodiodes
The achieved results throughout this work received recognition through ar-
ticles and cover publications in peer-reviewed journals (Advanced Functional
Materials – Impact Factor (IF) = 16.83, Advanced Optical Materials IF = 8.28
and ACS Applied Electronic Materials – IF = N.A.) and presentations in national
and international conferences (e.g. European Material Research Society (EMRS)
Spring 2018, Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI) Japan
2019, EMRS Spring 2021).
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"The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to venture a little way
past them into the impossible."
Arthur Charles Clarke
This Chapter will give a concise introduction on the topics of Nanotechnology,
Light and its polarization states and some fundamentals on Liquid Crystals. It
was designed to build a theoretical foundation for subsequent Chapters and may
serve as a guide for readers to fall back on if questions regarding theoretical
background arise throughout the manuscript.
1.1 Nanotechnology
“There is plenty of room at the bottom!” was proclaimed by Richard P. Feynman
in one of his famous lectures in 1959 about physics and the upcoming revolution
that nanotechnology will bring in the field of technical applications.[1] Rather
than fundamental insight, this revolution will bring applications beyond our
imagination, he argued. He was in fact talking about manipulating and control-
ling “things” on very small scales. Asking one of his most famous questions “Why
cannot we write the entire 24 volumes of the Encyclopedia Brittanica on the head
of a pin?”, made people start to think more seriously about miniaturization and
its implications. He continued to calculate the necessary volume needed to code
all 24 million encyclopedias present in the world at that time, through binary
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information with tiny cubes of distinct metals consisting of 5x5x5 atoms (125
atoms per bit). The found volume was a cube with lengths of 1/200 of an inch
(around 127 µm – for 1015 bits), which, as he described it, is equal to “the barest
piece of dust that can be made out by the human eye”. Electron microscopes
were already known and available at that time, so it was possible to read that
information on the head of a pin (however not exactly at that small size yet). But
his point went beyond reading out information; he conjectured manipulation and
atomic rearranging at that scale, which was far from possible at that time.
Nowadays, roughly 60 years later the 5 nm transistor node technology is
reached, where Tawain Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) reports
a transistor density of 173 million transistors (one transistor is also equal to 1
bit) per mm2.[2] It surely is difficult to compare something stationary and un-
changing (such as metal cubes) with something as dynamic as transistors – which
Feynman also points out in his talk. Comparison is delicate, because firstly he was
talking about volume rather than area, and secondly a transistor is much more
complex than a 5x5x5 atoms metal cube. But just for curiosity, when comparing
a 5 Angstrom wide cube with a tens of nm wide transistor it becomes evident
that despite of all the already achieved, there is still much more room at the bot-
tom. In fact, he talks about whole circuits composed of merely 7 atoms. More
interestingly however, throughout his talk about downsizing he uses nature as
a prime example for storing complex information in atom-sized structures: the
long-chained molecules of twisted DNA, where each bit, he argues, is stored in
about 50 atoms. He calls them “marvelous biological systems”. This work will
resume to the fact that nature serves for scientists as the basis for their inspiration
to technologically relevant concepts in Section 3.1.
Nevertheless, Feynman never coined the term Nanotechnology. Nanotechnol-
ogy, as the concept as it is used today, only appeared for the first time in 1974 by
Professor Norio Taniguchi and was popularized (and also sometimes criticized)
by Kim Eric Drexler in 1980 and his book on the subject: “Engines of Creation:
The Coming Era of Nanotechnology” in 1986.[3, 4] However, in 1965, just a few
years after Feynman gave his famous talk, Gordon E. Moore came forward with
his hypothesis on “cramming more components into integrated circuits”. His
law (Moore’s Law) states that on the same integrated circuit area the number of
components (usually transistors) doubles every 2 years, which has been met until
today (see Figure 1.1).[5]
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Figure 1.1 – Achieved number of Transistors on a fixed area as a function of time
in years. The black solid line represents Moore’s prediction. Data from [6].
This insight, where transistor downsizing and scaling are the driving forces,
goes in accordance with the concept of miniaturization described by Feynman.
Moore’s Law has been met until today (where his initial estimate was only for
one decade), but transistor scaling is reaching its limit, where defects and ever
increasing production (and energy) costs pose not only an economic but also a
physical threshold, that eventually cannot be surpassed. Fortunately, a slightly
different law was developed by Intel’s Executive David House. He stated that
computer performance doubles every 18 months.[7, 8] Note how this statement
removes scaling issues and disconnects the computer performance per se from
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) technology. Con-
sequently, if technology is not capable of keeping up with Moore’s Law anymore,
a paradigm shift must happen in order to continue House’s prediction. This
paradigm shift could lie in the realm of quantum computing, spintronics, su-
perconductors or the possible interplay between electronics and photonics (see
Chapters 5 and 6).
The point of Nanotechnology thus is the art of being able to fabricate or mod-
ify structures with at least one dimension below 100 nm. At these scales, physical
properties (such as optical, electrical etc.) usually observed at the macroscale
can become quite different, as quantum-effects start taking effect and need to be
considered. As such, the field of Nanotechnology is very broad, reaching from en-
ergy storage devices, microfabrication, nanophotonics, nanomechanics, material
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science to the control of single atoms or molecules.[9–11] Fruits of these fields
usually find applications in medicine, communication, healthcare, electronics,
automotive or aerospace. Therefore, since its infancy, Nanotechnology has been
seen to impact society with wide ranging implications and ramifications for many
years to come.[4] In general, to achieve structures on the nanoscale, two distinct,
but equally valid, approaches are possible:
• Top-Down
• Bottom-Up
Both approaches are similar in terms of outcome but very different when it
comes to methodology and the resulting properties of the nanosized structures.
Figure 1.2 shows the main differences between the two approaches.
Figure 1.2 – The two approaches used for achieving structures on the nanoscale.
Bottom-up and Top-Down.
The top-down approach is the fabrication of nanosized features starting form a
bigger feature (Bulk). It is most commonly used nowadays in the area of thin-films
in combination with photolithography, building the basis for microelectronic cir-
cuitry. Thin-films can be deposited by several techniques (e.g. Physical Vapor
Deposition (PVD) or Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) techniques) or obtained
through silicon wafer oxidation, giving a film on a substrate, whose lateral dimen-
sions are orders of magnitude greater than its thickness, which usually is on the
order of nanometres. Photolithography (photo – light, litho – stone and graphy -
writing) in combination with a light sensitive material (photoresist) can then be
used to pattern these thin-films through etching, lift-off or other processes.[12]
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The bottom-up approach, on the other hand, starts out with precursor solu-
tions used to synthesise clusters with sub-nanometer sized features and subse-
quently building up nanostructures in the desired dimensions. Strong candidates
for these methods are stabilized chemical reactions that cut-off at specific sizes or
supramolecular interactions (through electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding, π −π in-
teraction, Van-der-Waals, hydrophilic-hydrophilic or hydrophobic-hydrophobic).
The former is often used to synthesize nanoparticles with different morphologies
(spherical, rods or sheets),[13–15] while the latter is often brought into context
with self-assembled structures.
This work takes advantages of mostly the top-down approach with the syn-
thesis of CNC particles from microcrystalline cellulose and thin-film deposition
of conductors and semiconductors through physical and chemical vapor deposi-
tion techniques (Chapter 4). However, the bottom-up approach in the form of
self-assembled nanostructures will be used to obtain mesoporous photonic films
from suspended CNC particles (Chapter 3).
Nanotechnology was very accurately summed up in a phrase by the National
Science Foundation in 1999: “nanoscience and technology will change the nature
of almost every human-made object in the 21st century”.[16] They were not far
off.
This work demonstrates how Nanotechnology is not only the study of the very
small but truly an area of multidisciplinary proportions and vectors, where on the
nanoscale, diverse areas such as soft-condensed matter (cellulose nanocrystals)
and solid-states physics (semiconductors) can be combined and linked to create
something truly new and exciting.
1.2 The History and Math behind Light and its
Polarization
Electromagnetic (EM) radiation comes in a wide range of wavelengths, with dis-
tinct properties and applications. However, despite the many possibilities, in the
context of this work, when talking about EM radiation, focus will lie mostly (if not
stated otherwise) on the visible spectrum and a little bit beyond (300 nm ≤ λ ≤
850 nm). These wavelengths are particularly interesting not only because they
are visible for the human eye (380 nm ≤ λ ≤ 740 nm) but also because semicon-
ductors present strong absorption coefficients inside this spectrum (1.5 eV to 4.1
eV). While the former leads to applications of liquid crystals in displays and anti-
counterfeiting, the latter will be explored in this work for sensing applications
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with specific CNC-semiconductor structures (see Chapter 5 and 6).
Fundamentally and classically, EM radiation (of photons) refers to an EM field,
which propagates through space and carries radiant energy.[17] An EM wave
is classified as a transverse wave, meaning that the electric and magnetic field
components oscillations are perpendicular to the propagation direction of the
wave (as opposed to longitudinal waves; for instance sound waves). Additionally,
the electric and magnetic field components oscillate perpendicular to each other
and in space. Consequently, for an EM wave travelling along the z-axis, the
electric and magnetic field will oscillate in the xz– and yz-planes or vice-versa,
respectively (see Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.3 – a) An electromagnetic wave travelling along the z-axis with its elec-
tric ~E0 and magnetic ~B0 field components oscillating in the xz- and yz-planes,
respectively. Observe that both components are perpendicular to each other. b)
Considering a wave with arbitrary form lying in a local reference frame xy-plane,
which is perpendicular to the propagation direction z. It should be noted that the
components may not oscillate perfectly in the xz or yz plane (as in a). In this case
they need to be decomposed into their respective components ~E0x (or ~B0x) and
~E0y (or ~B0y). Also note that the magnetic component is usually omitted and only
the electric components are shown.
In vacuum an EM wave travels at the speed of light (c = 299792458 ms-1) and
the distance it takes for the EM field to repeat itself is denoted as the wavelength
λ (λ0 if in vacuum). Comparatively, the time it takes for a full oscillation to occur
is denoted as the period T , which as a reciprocal is the wave’s frequency f .
To describe an EM wave mathematically the wavenumber (k – magnitude of
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where υ is equal to c when the EM wave travels in vacuum (with refractive
index n = 1). However, if the EM wave travels in a medium where n > 1, the phase




↔ υ = c
n
(1.4)
This relationship between the phase velocity and the refractive index will
become relevant in the context of liquid crystals and their birefringence in Section
1.3 and Chapter 3.
As already hinted in Figure 1.3 and in order to simplify the mathematical
description, normally the electric field is described, while the magnetic one is
omitted and is assumed to always oscillate perpendicular to the electric field.
Therefore, for the example in Figure 1.3b, with a sinusoidal EM wave travelling
along the z-axis, it is possible to establish the following individual electric field
components:
~Ex(z, t) = ~E0x(t)cos(kz −ωt) (1.5)
~Ey(z, t) = ~E0y(t)cos(kz −ωt + δ) (1.6)
here t stands for time, ~E0x and ~E0y are the magnitudes of the electric field
components of ~E0 in an arbitrary plane and δ represents the phase shift between
the two components. The phase shift is an important parameter for this work,
as it spans over a range of 2π, originating various polarization states of the EM
wave, including LCPL and RCPL. These are the Circular Polarization (CP) states
that are reflected or transmitted by the chiral nematic CNC structres, that will be
implemented in semiconducting devices for sensing appliacations. Considering
Figure 1.4, it is possible to establish the following relations between δ and the
polarization of the EM wave.
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Figure 1.4 – Phase (δ) shift between the x- and y-components of the electric field.
a) and b) ~E0x and ~E0y components of an electromagnetic wave travelling along z
without and with a phase shift, respectively. c) Polarization states for 0 ≤ δ ≤ 2π
(for equal magnitudes of E-field components). For δ = kπ, where k = 0, 1, 2, 3,
. . . the light is linear polarized. For δ = (2k−1)π2 , where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . the light
is circular polarized. For all other values in between, elliptical polarization is
obtained. The handedness of the polarization (for elliptical and circular) depends
on the relative position of the x- and y- E-field components.
Since the CP state is the most important one in this work, the shown cases
here are simplified to an extent where the local reference frame is constant, and
the magnitudes of the E-field components are equal. If not stated otherwise
these will be the conditions when dealing with CPL throughout this work. For
a more complete description of the underlying phenomena and intermediate
elliptical polarization states originating from distinct azimuthal, ellipticity and
reference frame angles, the reader may revisit the introductory part of the work
by José J. Gil and Razvigor Ossikovski on “Polarized Light and the Mueller Matrix
Approach”.[18]
From the relations of Figure 1.4 it is thus possible to arrive at the two polar-
ization states that are in focus in this work: LCPL and RCPL. The convention for
the electric field vector rotation adapted throughout this manuscript will be from
the point of view of the observer (IEEE convention) as depicted in Figure 1.5.[19]
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Figure 1.5 – Schematic representation of CPL in 3D. a) and b) Electric field
components for RCP and LCP, respectively. c) Adopted IEEE convention for CPL
throughout this work.
To obtain CPL using polarizing filters normally the light beam is firstly linearly
polarized by either a polymer or a wire grid polarizer, followed by a film which
defines the phase shift and handedness of the exiting beam. The former of the
two is known as the retardation or a quarter-wave plate since it shifts one of
the E-field components over π/2 to reach CPL (see Figure 1.4). Wave plates
are fabricated from birefringent materials (for example quartz, mica or plastic),
where the thickness and the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices define
the nature of the wave plate (quarter-, half- or full-waveplate). A sandwich of
these two layers (linear polarizer combined with a quarter-wave plate) transforms
an arbitrary polarized light beam into CPL. The handedness is defined by the
rotation of one of these layers in respect to the other, where the fast-axis serves as
the reference axis that defines the handedness.
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1.3 Liquid Crystals
How is it possible to have crystals that flow? It seems odd to have a state of matter
that combines properties that are preserved only for liquids with that of crystals.
However, this concept is clearly justified, as liquid-crystals combine fluidity and
inability to support shear (liquid properties) with optical, electrical and magnetic
anisotropy as well as periodic arrangement of species in one or several spatial
directions (crystal properties).[20] In 1888 a botanist, by the name of Friedrich
Reinitzer, investigated carrot juice extracts and he noted two different melting
points: one from solid to cloudy and another from cloudy to clear. The extract
he was looking at was a derivative of cholesterol – cholesteryl benzoate, which
much later also inherited its name to one important liquid-crystal phase, the
cholesteric or chiral nematic phase. Renitzer was actually trying to determine
the molecular weight of cholesterol with his research and accidentally stumbled
upon this phenomenon.
The new state of liquid-crystalline matter discovered, but not yet identified as
such, by Reinitzer, was firstly looked upon as an exotic substance with a double
melting point characteristic for about two decades. A correspondence between
Reinitzer and a German physicist Otto Lehmann brought some insight to this
mesomorphic state of matter, as Lehmann (who coined the term Liquid Crystals
(LCs) in 1904 and is nowadays treated as the father of LCs) successfully identi-
fied the optical anisotropy of the fluid with optical polarizing microscopy. The
correspondence between Reinitzer and Lehmann came soon to an end with a lot
of questions unanswered. However, with Reinitzer some fundamental findings
on the cholesterol derivative, such as, the two melting points, selective reflection
of CPL and linear polarization rotation were addressed. Reinitzer turned to other
fields while Lehmann continued his research on cholesteryl benzoate and related
compounds.
However, most of the LC compounds known today were synthesized by Daniel
Vorländer, Derek Gray, John Goodby and Geroge Friedel.[21, 22] LCs remained a
scientific curiosity merely sustained by fundamental research for over 80
years.[23] But scientific interest reawakened for LCs and their potential practical
application during the search for materials for displays to replace bulky cathode
ray tubes during the miniaturization of electronic components. Consequently,
LCs were investigated for this type of application and found suitable with the
demonstration of a display that was stable at room temperature.[24] The electric
field-effect on LCs was also already known[25] and well described, and soon a new
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type of display was born in the Radio Cooperation of America (RCA) laboratories:
the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) shortly followed by the Twisted Nematic (TN)
LCDs.[26] This type of display would ultimately change society and the display
industry, creating yearly billions of dollars in revenue, whilst all of this started
out with a botanist who was simply trying to determine the molecular weight of
cholesterol. Today it is well known, that Reinitzer was observing phase transi-
tions of a chiral nematic LC. LC phases are ubiquitous in nowadays technology
and nature, where, for instance, they make up cell membranes and, as such, are
essential for life itself.[27, 28]
1.3.1 Molecular Design for LCs and their Properties
There are many molecules that form LC phases. One requirement, however, is
that they all should present an anisotropic shape or specific groups with distinct
solubilities. These specific properties in well-defined circumstances (concentra-
tion, pressure and temperature) confer long-range orientational and/or positional
order due to interactions between the LC particles or between the LC particles
and the solvent. Long-range orientational order signifies that physical proper-
ties on the microscale are translated to the macroscale, resulting in phenomena
that can be observed by microscopy or even the naked eye. Note that not only
molecules can form LC phases, but also bigger particles and nanostructures (in
colloidal suspension) that possess the right properties (such as shape anisotropy),
as will be explained more in detail in Section 1.3.2.6. In fact, colloidal LCs are
at the basis of this work and “LC molecule” will only be used as the main term
during theoretical background foundation, but this term will later be substituted
by “LC particle” or “LC unit” to describe CNC particles for the remainder of the
document.
LC molecules normally present a rigid and a flexible part, which form the fun-
damental building blocks of the liquid crystalline phases that induce structural
order. Mesogen is the rigid part of the fundamental building block of a liquid
crystal that induces structural order. Whereas the rigid part (also called meso-
gen), provides the crystalline order, the flexible part usually confers the fluidity
(liquid properties) – see Figure 1.6. Hence, mesogens give rise to mesomorphic
(from Greek intermediate) phases (also mesophases) or LC phases, where the
three terms can be used interchangeably.[29] The interplay and balance between
the two parts is crucial for the design of LC molecules. Nowadays, the design of
LC molecules aims for mesomorphic behaviour at or close to room temperature,
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as this provides more technological valuable applications. In 1972 with the minia-
turization of electronic components in full throttle and Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT)
monitors becoming too bulky, a chemistry group led by George William Gray at
the University of Hull synthesized what would become one of the most widely
used LCs in LCDs: 4-Cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl (C18H19N) or commonly known as
5CB (Figure 1.6). 5CB undergoes a crystalline-nematic phase transition around T
= 24 °C and a nematic-isotropic phase transition around T = 35 °C. This is much
lower when compared to the compound Reinitzer was studying, which undergoes
LC phase transitions only well above 100 °C, which somewhat hinders practical
optoelectronic applications.
Figure 1.6 – A Calamitic LC molecule. a) 5CB molecule with a rigid and a flexible
part. b) Equivalent schematic representation used for LC phase images.
The 5CB molecule presents an elongated rod-like shape and is classified as
one of the most common types of LCs, namely a calamitic LC. The rigid part is
usually provided by two or more phenyl groups linked directly together or by a
rigid linking-group. Additionally, they end in hydrocarbon chains that promote
their liquid properties.
Another important class of LC molecules are disc-like molecules, where one
molecular axis is much shorter than the other two. These molecules are commonly
known as discotic LCs and stack into one direction to form very specific LC phases,
which are shortly revisited in Section 1.3.2.2. Hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene
(C42H18) aromatic core with alkyl side chains, as depicted in Figure 1.7, is an
example of a discotic molecule that forms LC phases.[30] It is used in supramolec-




Figure 1.7 – A discotic LC molecule. a) Hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene as aromatic
core and alkyl side chains (XR) with rigid and flexible part identification. b)
Equivalent schematic representation used for LC phase images.
Another important class of LC forming molecules are amphiphilic molecules
with hydrophobic and hydrophilic ends. They form positional and orientational
order in both polar and non-polar solvents in the form of micelles or vesicles.
Depending on the polarity of the solvent either the polar heads or non-polar
tails are presented to the solvent whereas their counterparts self-assemble. As al-
ready mentioned, LCs are crucial for life. In this case amphiphilic phospholipids
self-assemble to create lipid layers as structural units for cell membranes.[20]
More exotic LC forming molecules have received a lot of attention, such as side-
and main-chain polymers, bend-core structures (which also form chiral super-
structures), banana, donut, X- and Y-shaped or bowlic molecules with exciting
properties, such as sub-microsecond optical switching, ferro-, antiferro- or para-
electricity, depending on the LC phase and non-linear optics.[32, 33] Despite all
the existing LC forming molecules, calamitic LCs will be in focus due to their
relevance connected to CNCs in this work.
All of the LC units discussed here can be classified by means of their phase
transitions through which they change their positional and/or orientational or-
der. The compound Reinitzer was studying has a very special characteristic: it
undergoes a phase transition with a change in temperature. Classically, a phase
transition is recognized as a thermodynamic transition with a change in entropy
between the four states of matter: solid, liquid, gas and plasma, as indicated in
Figure 1.8a. However, in the context of LCs, a phase transition is not necessarily
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one of these fundamental transitions, it rather describes the transition between
one or several LC phases (see Figure 1.8b).
Figure 1.8 – Phase transitions. a) fundamental thermodynamic phase transitions
between the solid, liquid, gas and plasma phase. An entropy increase is obtained
when moving from solid through liquid and gas to the plasma phase. b) phase
transitions in LCs where a change in temperature (∆T ) or concentration (∆C)
can induce a transition between the individual phases: crystal, LC and liquid.
It should be noted that the LC phase can include various mesophase transitions
(nematic, chiral nematic, smectic), depending on the LC. With increasing temper-
ature/concentration the entropy (disorder) of the system also increases.
Depending on the physical property that induces the phase transition, LCs






A LC is characterized as lyotropic (from lyo- dissolve and -tropic change) if
a phase transition can be induced by a change in concentration of the LC unit.
Typical examples of lyotropic LCs are amphiphilic molecules in a solvent, such
as water, these include soaps and detergents. The change in concentration thus
dictates their interaction. In this context, CNCs in water (the solvent) also form
a LC phase with lyotropic properties, as discussed more in detail in Chapter 3
Section 3.7.4. The CNC concentration determines if the phase is isotropic, chiral
nematic or nematic.
A thermotropic LC reacts with a phase transition upon change of temperature.
Consequently, the double melting point characteristic, as observed by Reinitzer,
Lehmann and Vorländer, was simply a manifestation of the thermotropic prop-
erties of their compounds. The first transition at 145.5 °C can be ascribed to a
solid-chiral nematic (anisotropic) phase change, whereas the second at 178.5 °C
to a chiral nematic-isotropic transition. Calamitic and discotic LCs also fall into
this group.[20] 5CB, for instance, undergoes a crystalline-nematic phase transi-
tion around T = 24 °C and a nematic-isotropic phase transition around T = 35
°C. This is much lower when compared to the compound Reinitzer was study-
ing, where temperatures above 100 °C somewhat hinder practical optoelectronic
applications.
A metallotropic LC is obtained when organic and inorganic molecules interact,
where their relative composition ratio determines the LC phase. Additionally,
metallotropic LCs also show a dependency on concentration and temperatures.
Lyotropic and thermotropic LCs are the most common types and there is a mu-
tual dependency for lyotropic LCs between temperature and concentration.[34]
As schematically depicted in Figure 1.9, not only the temperature but also the
concentration simultaneously dictates whether a lyotropic LC is in the Isotropic
(I)), bi- (I+N) or Nematic (N) phase.
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Figure 1.9 – a) A lyotropic LC, where the LC particles are dissolved in an appropri-
ate solvent. b) A thermotropic LC. c) Mutual dependence between temperature
and concentration for a lyotropic LC type. By increasing one or the other it is
possible to move between distinct phases. It should be noted that the nematic LC
phase is merely an example. Different phases are possible depending on the used
LC.
1.3.2 Liquid Crystal Phases
Many mesophases exist in the world of LCs and the nature of these phases is highly
dependent on the anisotropy of the LC units as well as properties connected to the
rigid and flexible parts (in the case of thermotropic LCs) or of the micelle/vesicle
or micro- nanoparticle (in the case of lyotropic LCs). However, with the chiral ne-
matic phase in focus in this work, mainly the nematic and chiral nematic phases
of LCs will be emphasized, with some insight into the smectic class, when ap-
propriate. These types of mesophases fall into the Friedelian class of LC phases,
named after the French mineralogist and crystallographer Georges Friedel who
put forth his “Mesomorphic States of Matter” to the Annales des Physiques in
1922.[35] An outstanding contribution as he laid the foundations for the classifi-
cation of LC phases as they are known and still used today. He coined the terms
nematic, smectic and cholesteric phase (reminiscent from Reinitzer’s compound
cholesteryl benzoate). The terms and the underlying classifications come from
the LC phases’ appearances when observed through crossed polarizers under a
microscope (due to their birefringence). Additionally, he introduced the term
mesophase, which is also still used today. Nonetheless, despite the widespread
adoption of his terminology among scientists, another term stuck, which Friedel
did not agree with: Liquid Crystals, as termed by Otto Lehmann in 1904. He
defended that LCs are not crystals at all but rather “peculiar liquids with some
hint of solid properties”.[see 27, page 80-90] Apart from the Friedelian class of
LC phases, other notable mesophases are shortly mentioned in the final part of
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this section for completion purposes.
1.3.2.1 Nematic and Smectic Phases
When observing a nematic (from Greek nema - thread) phase through crossed
polarizers under a microscope Polarized Optical Microscopy (POM), one observes
microscopic thread-like structures, originating from topological defects in the LC
phase (also called disclinations). The nematic phase, one of the most widespread
LC phases, is mostly produced by calamitic LC molecules (although some discotic
LC molecules can produce similar structures).[see 20, p. 44]
As indicated in Figure 1.10 and 1.11, in the nematic phase, the LC molecules
adopt an orientational ordering without any positional order, where neighbor-
ing LC molecules align in respect to one another, where the center of mass is
isotropically distributed in all three dimensions.
Figure 1.10 – Local director (~n) definition and spatial and/or temporal long molec-
ular axis deviation (θ) for a nematic LC phase.
The spatial and temporal average orientation of the long axis of the LC unit de-
fines a vector called the local nematic director (~n). It is a dimensionless unit vector
with sign invariance (~n = −~n), sometimes referred to as a signless pseudovector,
that does not change significantly over a distance that is at least 2 orders of magni-
tude higher than the size of the individual LC unit.[29] Beyond such length scales,
the local director of the system changes and produces a complex director field
~n(r) that is observable with POM due to optical anisotropy. It is this director field
that produces the textures and colors observed through crossed polarizers, which
gave their names to the LC phases. With only one degree of ordering (solely local
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director alignment) the nematic is the least ordered of all the LC phases, which
confers a high degree of fluidity but also highest symmetry.[see 29, p. 44] and
[see 36, p. 44]
Since the beginning of LCs it was always of great interest to mathematically
describe the average orientation in these partially ordered systems. In this regard
tensor algebra is a suitable tool to describe deviations in terms of rotation from
locally defined axis. For this, the Herman’s orientational order parameter S (in-
troduced as a scalar order parameter for LCs by Tsvetkov),[37] describes to what









where θ represents the angle between the long axis of the LC units in respect
to the local director (see Figure 1.10). The angle brackets either give the average
of many molecules at the same time or of one molecule over time. If all the LC
molecules are perfectly aligned with the local axis there is no deviation and hence
θ = 0°, yielding S = 1. For this state, the system presents highest orientational
order. Whereas, when all LC molecules randomly point in any direction, the term
in the angle brackets assumes random numbers within its range and the average
of purely random numbers with equal probability gives 0. It follows that such
a system with S = 0 is in a completely disordered state. Using only this term
however oversimplifies matters because it is only considering deviations along
the z-axis. Additional terms for the x- and y-axis should be considered . These
two terms (usually brought together as the parameter D) are however normally
much smaller when compared to S and can thus be neglected .[see 20, p. 27]
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Figure 1.11 – Schematic exemplification of three main LC phases from calamitic
LC particles. a) Nematic LC phase with local director (~n) indication. b) smectic
A phase with local director and layer normal (~Z) indication. c) smectic C phase
with local director, layer normal and tilt angle (ϕ) indication.
Apart from the nematic (Figure 1.11a) higher order mesophases can develop,
where the centres of mass of individual LC units tends to remain longer in individ-
ual layers than in between these layers (see Figure 1.11b). These phases are called
smectic (from Greek meaning soap) due to similarities in mechanical properties
when compared to neat soaps. There are many polymorphs of the smectic phase,
depending on the arrangement and orientation of the individual LC units. As de-
picted in Figure 1.11b and c, the two most common ones are the Smectic A Phase
(SA) and the Smectic C Phase (SC). Whereas the SA phase aligns perpendicular
to the normal of the layers (~Z), the SC phase exhibits a tilt (ϕ) in respect to the
normal of the layers. The self-assembled amphiphilic phospholipids as the struc-
tural units in cell membranes is a good example of a smectic phase. Smectic LC
phases are sometimes regarded as candidates for next generation LCDs, as these
promise higher contrasts, lower switching times and wider viewing angles.[38]
1.3.2.2 The Discotic Phase
Whereas calamitic molecules usually form nematic phases disc-shaped or bowlic
molecules (as presented in Figure 1.7) form discotic phases. The two main types
of discotic phases are represented in Figure 1.12a and b, where the lowest or-
der mesophase has only orientational but no positional order. A higher ordered
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discotic phase is appears, when the discs stack into columns, giving a columnar
mesophase with clearly defined positional order in one dimension.
Figure 1.12 – The two types of discotic phases with a) nematic discotic and b) the
columnar phase.
1.3.2.3 A Special Nematic Phase - The Chiral Nematic Phase
With the chiral nematic LC phase taking a central role in this work, this section
will give some fundamental background on this special mesophase. Still part of
the Friedelian class of LC phases the Chiral Nematic Phase (N*) came firstly to be
known as the cholesteric phase; a throwback to Reinitzer, where it all started. Still
today such systems are sometimes called Cholesteric Liquid Crystals (CLCs). As
mentioned, the compound under study was cholesteryl benzoate, which presents
all the characteristics of a calamitic LC molecule (see Figure 1.13). Consequently,
the question arises why does this compound not form a nematic or smectic phase?
The answer lies in the 8 chiral centers that cholesteryl benzoate possesses, in-
dicated by an asterisk in Figure 1.13, making it a chiral molecule (no mirror
symmetry) with a total of 256 possible enantiomers. However, only one of these
256 enantiomers is produced by nature, which was also the one Reinitzer was
studying. It follows that a chiral LC molecule is necessary to induce the forma-
tion of a chiral nematic phase. In this special case of cholesteryl benzoate, a N*
phase is formed as a direct consequence of the chirality within the molecular LC
unit. Nevertheless, the chiral nematic phase is not only observed in pure chiral LC
compounds but also in achiral nematics in the presence of chiral dopants, result-




Figure 1.13 – Structural image of a cholesteryl benzoate molecule with indica-
tion of the 8 chiral carbon centers (marked by an asterisk). Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity.
Friedel understood that the LC phase formed by cholesteryl benzoate (in the
right temperature range) was not an ordinary nematic LC phase, as it showed
distinct optical properties not to be found in the latter. Those properties include
optical rotation and selective reflection of linear and circular polarized light. Con-
sequently, the LC phase formed by cholesteryl benzoate was regarded as distinct
from the nematic phase and coined cholesteric phase, which later became the
chiral nematic phase (due to the intrinsic presence of chirality in the mesophase
and LC units). The optical properties, as firstly observed by Reinitzer are due
to an inherent microscopic helical superstructure, where the twisting axis lies
orthogonal to the local nematic director (see Figure 1.14). Whereas in a nematic
LC phase the rotational symmetry is broken, in a chiral nematic phase the mirror
symmetry is broken.[40] This renders a N* phase non-superimposable with its
mirror image, a feat also observed on the atomic scale for chiral molecules.
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Figure 1.14 – Schematic representation of a left-handed a) and right-handed b)
chiral nematic LC phase with indication of a half-pitch (P/2) rotation (equivalent
to 180° director (~n) rotation) and the local director along the twist. The factor q0 is
often referred to as the chirality wavevector magnitude and its sign indicates the
handedness of the helix. The colour gradient does not represent any real physical
meaning and serves merely for easier visualization.
It follows that the N* phase is made up of individual pseudonematic layers
with a continuous twist when moving from one layer to the next, where a full 360°
local director rotation represents the pitch (P). Due to the sign invariance of the
director, physical properties of chiral nematic LCs repeat over a distant of P/2, in
this context also called the periodicity (L).[see 41, p. 55] To describe the director
field n(r) of a chiral nematic phase along the z-axis, as depicted in Figure 1.14 the







where q0 is the wavevector magnitude, describing the local director rotation
around the z-axis when moving upwards and the constant relates to the boundary
conditions of the system (helix alignment).[see 41, p. 55] The term q0 is also
known as the chirality and will reappear when dealing with the Distortion Free
Energy in Section 1.3.2.4.[see 39, p. 384] Sometimes a helix axis ~m along the z-
axis and perpendicular to the local director (m⊥n) is defined, which, as the local
director, is also sign invariant, resulting in a clear definition for the handedness of
chiral nematic structures: a left-handed helix is always left-handed, no matter in
which direction (up or down) looked upon. The same is valid for its mirror image,
a right-handed helix. The general convention for handedness is widely accepted,
where a positive chirality wavevector represents a right-handed helix and a nega-
tive chirality wavevector corresponds to a left-handed one (also connected to the
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rotary power – see Section 1.3.2.5).[see 41, p. 56] While mixing specific amounts
of enantiomers or heating certain chiral nematic phases handedness inversion
can be induced, suppression of the twisting occurs when a racemic mixture is
reached.[42] Most interesting however, is the fact that in the realm of chiral LC
molecules, little to no prediction based on the single molecule can be made about
the handedness of the resulting macroscopic configuration. It is quite perplexing
that even knowing the molecular configuration of a chiral LC molecule does not
give any information about the handedness of its N* phase.[see 41, p. 56] Some
rules of thumb have been proposed and observed for certain molecules with for
instance the number of atoms separating the chiral center from the mesogen and
whether its configuration is S or R, to predict the macroscopic handedness.[43, 44]
Nevertheless, this area is still subject to controversy and has not yet conclusively
been answered.[see 41, p. 56]
1.3.2.4 Continuum Theory for Nematics - The Distortion Free Energy
In an ideal calamitic LC, the LC units are (on average) aligned in a certain direc-
tion and thus form a specific director configuration. If deformations or distortions
to the nematic director configuration occur, an elastic response acts upon the LC
to restore a uniform director orientation. This elastic response is characterized
as a force and depends in the three most simple cases on external deformations
through volumetric confinements. These three basic distortions are represented
in Figure 1.15 as Splay, Twist and Bend.
Figure 1.15 – Schematic representation of the three fundamental director field
deformations that result in an elastic response and thus a force that tends to
restore a uniform director configuration, where a) represents splay, b) twist and
c) bend deformations.
Fundamentally, distortions of the types depicted in Figure 1.15, cause an incre-
ment in the free energy density of the system.[see 29, p. 103] Hence a commonly
used term is the Distortion Free Energy Density. The modern interpretation of
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the free energy density was greatly influenced by works of Carl Oseen, H. Zocher,
Alfred Saupe, Jerald Ericksen and Frederick Charles Frank, where the latter gave
rise to an alternative terminology, called the Frank Free Energy Density. For








K2 [(n · curl n)± q0]2 +
1
2
K3 (n× curl n)2 (1.9)
where n denotes the director and K1, K2 and K3 are the elastic constants for
the three fundamental deformations splay, twist and bend. For chiral LCs, the
additional term q0 is introduced.
For this work the second term (the twisting term) is of particular interest, as
it can be directly related to chiral nematic LCs. Due to the introduction of q0 a
naturally occurring twisting can be accounted for. Here it is however important
to distinguish between a forced twisting of a non-chiral nematic and the naturally
twisted state of a chiral nematic LC.
Any unnaturally induced twisting deformation of a non-chiral LC results in
the deviation from its natural director configuration and thus in an increase in the
frank free energy. This is for example the case of twisted nematic cells in LCDs,
where a nematic LC is introduced between two substrates with perpendicular
planar anchoring, as also shown in Figure 1.15b. For this case, a non-chiral
nematic is forced, by deformation, into a twisted configuration, acting upon the
natural director configuration and thus increasing the frank free energy. The
twisting case of a non-chiral nematic can be accounted for by Equation 1.9, with
n · curln , 0 (twisted director field) and setting q0 = 0.
In a chiral nematic LC the twisting of the director field develops naturally,
representing a ground-state with a constant positive or negative twist (right- or





Consequently, a twist deformation of a chiral LC, which acts upon the sec-
ond term of Equation 1.9, is any deviation from this naturally occurring twisted
ground-state. The twist term is hence minimized when n · curl n = ±q0, resulting
in a ground-state with a spontaneously twisted director field.[see 39, p. 384] It
follows that one must distinguish between a non-chiral nematic LC without a he-
lix, from a chiral nematic LC where the helix formation is suppressed by external
factors (suspension properties or confinements). The former is in its low-energy
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ground-state, whereas the latter is in a frustrated high-energy state. The associ-
ated frank free energies between the two are fundamentally different.[see 40, p.
15]
1.3.2.5 Iridescence and Selective Reflection of Chiral Nematic LCs
Chiral nematic LCs are optically very active and show a great variety of inter-
actions with electromagnetic waves, such as, iridescence in general, selective
reflection of CPL, circular dichroism , plane polarization rotation and waveg-
uiding. Furthermore, these interactions are based on the nature of the twisted
superstructures and specific extrinsic properties (handedness, orientation, sur-
face anchoring, refractive indices, light propagation in respect to the helix etc.).
A thorough mathematical description for all cases can become quite complex and
might deviate from the central research objective. Interested readers are referred
to “Polarized Light in Liquid Crystal Polymers” by Toralf Scharf to gain insight into
more specific cases not taken into consideration here.[45] Other notable works
worth revisiting on the subject include the works by Berremann and Scheffer and
also a monograph on general aspects of optics in helical LCs by Belyakov.[46–
48] Consequently, this section will focus on the following simplifications when
dealing with chiral nematic LCs:
• Only the short-pitch cases are considered, where the pitch lies in the visible
spectrum and selective CPL reflection occurs. Mid- and long-range pitch
chiral nematic LCs also exist, but are used in different areas, for instance
waveguiding and in the TN cell in displays, for linear polarized light ro-
tation. The latter case however does not necessarily need a chiral nematic
LC, as the twisting is induced through specific surface anchoring and cell
layout.
• The twisting helix is always normal to the substrate and, if not stated other-
wise, to the propagation direction of the light. This is normally achieved in
a planar substrate anchoring configuration (also called Grandjean orienta-
tion). In Chapter 6 Section 6.1.3.1 specific cases will be studied, where the
propagation direction is not normal to the CNC film and thus not parallel
to the twisting helix.
• Infinite sample dimension is assumed, which for practical cases is achieved
with 10 full rotations of the local nematic director. However, selective CPL
reflection in CNC films was shown to occur at even less full rotations.[49]
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• Molecular optical activity and material absorption are neglected.
Usually, the pitch in a N* phase is several orders of magnitude greater than the
size of an individual chiral LC unit. In a CNC suspensions, for instance (whose
chiral nematic phase will be in focus in Chapter 3 Section 3.7), the pitch ranges
from about 3 to 100 µm. This is three to five orders of magnitude higher than the
average CNC diameter (see Figure 2.8). For the case of CNCs, this pitch will de-
crease upon solvent evaporation, yielding pitches on the order of the wavelength
of the visible spectrum, resulting in a short-pitch chiral nematic. The case of
chiral LC molecules however is quite different, where the pitch by default may
already lie in the short pitch regime and iridescent colors can be observed due to
circular Bragg reflection of the helical superstructures. The reflected wavelengths
follow:
Nλref = P navecos(θin) (1.11)
where N represents an integer related to the diffraction order, λref is the re-
flected wavelength, nave the average refractive index of the medium and θin the
angle between the incident light and the helical axis of the N* phase (normal to
the films surface).
In fact, Equation 1.11 represents the theoretical ideal case of a chiral helix in a
LC. When taking interfaces with distinct refractive indices into account (as is the
case for a solid CNC film), this equation, established by DeVries, must be adjusted
to the real angle of incidence into the chiral nematic helix after refraction (θref r),
according to Snell’s Law of refraction:
nair sinθin = nave sinθref r (1.12)
where nair and nave are the refractive indices of air and the CNC film and θin
and θref r are the angles of light incidence and refraction to the normal of the film
(considering also a normal helix orientation to the film β = 0º). Solving this for
θref r gives:







substitution in Equation 1.11 and setting nair = 1 yields Fergason’s law:









Here, λref is the reflected wavelength, nave is the average refractive index of the
material, P is the pitch of the chiral nematic structure and θin is the light incidence
angle. This phenomenon has been explored extensively for CNC membranes,
since the optical angular response can give crucial information about the different
drying stages of CNC suspensions.[50, 51]
Equation 1.11 is derived from Bragg’s law in conjunction with the DeVries
equation about the rotary power of certain chiral compounds, which was derived








where Ω is the rotary power in radians per unit length, P is the pitch, ∆n is
the birefringence, λ the incident wavelength and λref the reflected wavelength
(also sometimes referred to as the Bragg wavelength λB). It should be noted
that Ω deals with rotation of plane polarized waves and in the limit, where λ =
λref , Equation 1.15 breaks down and selective CPL reflection occurs, following
Equation 1.11.
This selective circular Bragg reflection (as schematically visualized in Figure
1.16) was also one of the first striking observations Reinitzer described and that
led Friedel to distinguish the chiral nematic from the nematic phase (apart from
distinct textures in POM). Equations 1.11 and 1.15 can be plotted graphically as
schematized in Figure 1.16b and c).
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Figure 1.16 – Rotary power and selective CPL reflection of a chiral nematic LC.
a) Selective reflection and transmission exemplified by LCPL incident parallel
to the twisting helix of a right- and left-handed helix, respectively. The right-
handed helix transmits LCPL, whereas the left-handed helix reflects most of it. b)
and c) correspond to a graphical illustration of Equations 1.11 and 1.15 for the
rotary power and the reflected intensity for a left- and right-handed helical LC,
respectively. In this specific example λref = 600 nm.
A few considerations must be taken into account when observing the rotary
power and the circular Bragg phenomenon in a chiral nematic phase.
• The sign of the rotary power when λ < λref gives information about the
handedness of the helix. A negative sign represents left- and a positive sign
right-handedness, respectively (as observed in Figure 1.16).
• Close to the Bragg wavelength λref , the rotary power becomes very large
and switches signs when λref is surpassed (see Figure 1.16b and c).
• Light incident along a perfectly helical LC splits into two circular polar-
ized eigenmodes of the Maxwell equations, where one is left- and the other
right-handed. While the eigenmode with the handedness of the helix is re-
flected the other propagates unobstructed. For non-perfect chiral nematic
LCs (with defects and tilts) more eigenmodes of elliptical polarizations are
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possible, where the axes of the ellipses follow the rotation of the local direc-
tor of the helix.[see 39, p. 64]
• For Equation 1.11 the diffraction order for normal incidence is equal to 1
and highest reflection intensity is observed, yielding λref = P nave. In this
case the spectral width of the peak is equal to ∆λ = P∆n. Consequently,
a photonic bandgap can be identified, which (for a perfect helix) lies in
between the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of the medium
(see Section 1.3.2.7) times the pitch: no < λref < ne.[see 45, p. 362]
• Finally, it should be noted that when dealing with CNC films (either as
drop-cast thick-films or as dish-cast membranes) the drying process induces
monodomain formation, where the pitch is not always constant and the
twisting helix may deviate from a planar to a tilted configuration. This
induces dispersion in the observed λref from Equation 1.11. This will be
considered more in detail in Chapter 3 about CNCs as a chiral nematic LC.
Thus, when a short-pitch chiral nematic phase, with λref lying in the visible
spectrum, is observed in front of a black background distinct reflected colours
can be seen by the naked eye. When positioning circular polarizers in front of
the sample these effects are either enhanced (CPL filter equal to the handedness
of the helix) or attenuated (CPL filter opposite to the handedness). A similar ef-
fect is observed for the transmitted light, which takes a complementary colour to
the reflected one and shows an opposite handedness to the chiral nematic phase.
Therefore, materials that possess in some proportions chiral superstructures are
CPL sensitive and can be classified as band-rejection filters with a well-defined
photonic bandgap. Combining or cascading such materials in layers thus opens
the possibility for interesting applications, such as multi- or narrowband filter-
ing.[53] Additionally, by infiltrating such structures with either emission sources
or specific solvents that alter the pitch, the helix orientation, the film thickness or
the average refractive index, optical stimuli sensing or CPL emission with well-
defined wavelengths can be achieved. It is thus evident, why chiral nematic LCs
can be highly relevant for optoelectronic application and why chiral nematic CNC
films are in the foreground of this work.
1.3.2.6 Liquid Crystal Phases from Colloidal Suspensions
Not only molecules can form Liquid Crystalline systems. Recently, a new area
of liquid crystal formers has received increased attention due to their strong po-
tential for technological applications: Colloids. Colloids are soft matter systems,
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where micro- or nanoscopic particles are suspended evenly throughout another
substance. These particles are kept suspended in the host substance by thermal
fluctuations.[54] Well-known, everyday colloidal systems are for instance ink,
milk or fog but colloids have found their way into technological valuable con-
sumer products with quantum dots or plasmonic nanoparticles bringing forth
next generation solar panels and displays.[55, 56] Colloids are capable of forming
liquid or crystalline states, where crucial insight can be gained for their molecular
or atomic counterparts. Further, they provide self-assembly vectors for composite
materials and help in understanding complex biological systems. Mesoscale self-
assembly in such systems may lead to artificial materials and to structures with
emergent physical behaviour arising from the orientation of nano- or microparti-
cles into precisely controlled configurations.[57]
In 1936 Bawden et al. reported for the first time on the appearance of liquid
crystalline properties of colloidal rodlike particles in aqueous suspension.[58] The
investigated particles are made of a crystalline protein, possessing the properties
of Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) and were obtained through infection of tobacco
or tomato plants. Upon concentration (2 wt%) they observed a phase separation
into an upper isotropic and a lower anisotropic layer. They were able to observe
birefringence in the anisotropic layer and anisotropy of flow (shear birefringence)
in the upper layer upon gentle agitation. Curiously, the latter phenomenon was
reported in the article by means of a goldfish swimming in a dilute suspension
observed through crossed polarizers. At the boundary between the two layers,
they observed the formation of spindle-shaped bodies, which nowadays are reg-
ularly referred to as tactoids. Their observations led them to the conclusion that
they were dealing with fibre-like particles. This means that the particles them-
selves are anisotropic (just as LC molecules), where one or two dimensions are
larger than the third. This work opened the door to a whole new area of research:
Colloidal Liquid Crystals.
Shortly after this discovery, a rudimentary explanation of tactoid formation
and phase separation behaviour of such systems based on electrostatics was firstly
given by Langmuir in 1938.[59] It took however another decade (1949) for a sound
theory based on entropic arguments to be developed. This theory came to be
known as the hard-rod model for lyotropic phase transitions by Lars Onsager.
Onsager suggested a theory based on idealized cylinders and their excluded
volume, where a loss of rotational entropy is repaid by a gain in translational
entropy, resulting in a long-range orientational order (trademark of nematics).
More specifically, when two cylindrical objects that are oriented parallel to each
other come into proximity there is little excluded volume between them, and they
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can come closer. However, when they present some angle to one another the ex-
cluded volume surrounding their centres of mass is greater preventing them from
approach. This latter case results in a net decrease of positional entropy. Conse-
quently, parallel arrangements are favoured due to a decrease in orientational en-
tropy with an increase in positional entropy.[40] This observation however holds
only true where a sufficient confinement of neighbouring anisotropic nanorods is
given, implying sufficiently high volume fractions (φv).[60] Therefore, long-range
ordering of nanorods in suspensions only starts to be effective at a lower critical
volume fraction (φlc), which depends on the morphology and excluded volume
of the nanorods (φr). Below this φlc the LC exists in a pure isotropic phase and
no long-range ordering can be observed on the micro or macroscale. This lower





where d and L are the nanorods widths and lengths, respectively. The inverse
of the d/L ratio naturally gives the aspect ratio of the nanorods. This means that
for high aspect ratio rods the required φlc to move from isotropy to anisotropy
will be smaller than for low aspect ratio rods. Above this lower critical volume
fraction the isotropic and the anisotropic phases coexist. When given enough
equilibration time in suspension these two phases separate where the denser
anisotropic phase precipitates at the bottom and the isotropic phase floats on top
(as observed also by Bawden for TMV). Once the nanorod volume fraction reaches
the upper critical volume fraction (φuc ) the two-phase system develops into a pure





Ideally the volume fraction of the anisotropic phase (φa) would increase lin-
early from 0 to 1 between φlc and φ
u
c . The two previous equations on phase
separation from the Onsager hard-rod model can be jointly represented in Figure
1.17.
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Figure 1.17 – Schematic representation of the Onsager hard-rod model. The total
rod volume fraction (φr), as calculated by the length (L) and width (d), is the sum
of all the individual rod volume fraction’s (φi). Below are the lower and upper
critical rod volume fractions (φlc andφ
u
c ) with a schematic diagram of the different
phase regimes.
Just as the crystalline proteins from the mosaic virus, CNCs present particle
anisotropy. They can be approximated as cylindrical rods with high aspect ratios
where length dominates over the width usually by a factor of 10 or greater. This
lays the foundation for the liquid crystalline properties of cellulose nanocrystals
in suspension, where they act like a colloidal LC. The approximation of CNCs as
symmetrical rod-like particles might be outdated due to new insight into the real
morphological shape of CNC nanorods, that can now be seen as a twisted beam
or spindle-like particles with irregular shape as described by Lagerwall et al.[61].
This insight is crucial, because if the particles in suspension are symmetrical a
nematic phase is obtained (as for the TMV). But if the particles present asymmetry
with distinct morphologies such as ellipsoidal or with a curvature a variety of LC
phases (chiral nematic, twisted smectic etc.) can be obtained, as is the case for
CNCs.
Several studies with CNCs from different sources were conducted in order to
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relate the aspect ratio with the upper and lower critical volume fraction to confirm
the established boundaries in 1949.[61–65] Unfortunately, the investigations ran
into two considerable complications. First and foremost, the excluded volume
fraction φr is not only linked to the particles dimensions but also to its surface
charge and EDL, which in turn influences the CNCs’ bound water layers. In fact,
the excluded volume fraction is not constant with the CNC wt% in suspension,
as an increase in concentration also increases the released counter-ions. This
effectively screens the CNCs’ surface charges and an increase in wt% does not
scale linearly with φr . Secondly, a completely liquid crystalline sample cannot be
reached in practice, as before 100% anisotropy the suspension enters a kinetically
arrested gel-state where no further phase separation can take place.[66–70]
Phase separation is a central process and essential to produce high quality
photonic films from CNCs. This topic will receive further attention in Chapter
3 Section 3.7.4 and 3.7.5, where the phase separation behaviour of Cellulose
Nanocrystal from CelluForce (C-CNC) and Home-made Cellulose Nanocrystals
(Lab produced) (HM-CNC) will be studied.
1.3.2.7 Liquid Crystals in Polarized Optical Microscopy
Optical Anisotropy in LC units - Birefringence
Isotropic liquids like water for instance present the same physical properties in-
dependent of the direction at which they are measured. This is due to the fact that
the water molecule is itself isotropic. However, as was shown, this is not the case
for LCs, where their constituents show a high degree of dimensional anisotropy,
which manifest anisotropic phenomena for different physical properties, such as
elasticity, viscosity, permittivity, magnetism, electricity and optical (their magni-
tude varies depending on the direction of measurement). They are connected to
the orientational anisotropy, which stems from the crystalline character of the LCs.
This inheritance from crystals also confers anisotropy to solids, where, depending
on the molecules that occupy crystal lattices or the crystal lattice itself gives rise to
anisotropy. For instance, the only phase that is isotropic is the cubic one, whereas
all other possible phase symmetries are anisotropic.[20] Consequently, measuring
certain constants of LCs, such as the dielectric constant, magnetic susceptibility
or the index of refraction, along one direction gives distinct values from the same
measurement into a different direction.
One of the most apparent anisotropic properties is optical, which is distinct
from isotropic phases, as was also successfully observed by Reinitzer. As the
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refractive index along the LC particle is different from the one measured perpen-
dicular to it, LCs develop birefringent (double refractive) properties, which are
defined by their birefringence:
∆n = ne −no (1.18)
where ne is the refractive index parallel (along the LC unit – also called the
optical axis) and no represents the refractive index perpendicular to it. As already
elucidated in Section 1.2 (Equation 1.4) the phase velocity of a wave depends on
the refractive index of the medium in which it propagates. The higher the refrac-
tive index, the slower will be the phase velocity. As a consequence thereof, if light
travels through a birefringent material it will split up into two components with
distinct velocities, where one is related to ne and the other to no, also designated
as the extraordinary and ordinary ray, respectively. Light transmitted through
such structures shows a plane polarization and thus interacts strongly with linear
polarizers, giving valuable information about the medium’s orientation, which
are ultimately used to identify and classify LC phases in POM (see Figure 1.18).
Due to this interaction with linear polarizers LCs give very distinct textures that
help to identify specific LC phases.
Figure 1.18 – Schematic of the phenomenon of birefringence in a birefringent
material. Unpolarized light enters the material and is split into and ordinary and
extraordinary ray travelling at different velocities. The exiting beams are plane
polarized and can be visualized through linear polarizers.
Textures in Chiral Nematic Liquid Crystals
When observing a LC through a microscope with special polarization optics (usu-
ally crossed polarizers), it is possible to observe very characteristic textures. This
is connected to the birefringence of the individual LC units, that interact differ-
ently with linear polarized light when their optical axis aligns parallel or per-
pendicular to the polarizers. The observed textures are highly characteristic for
specific LC phases, which was also one of the tools used for the identification and
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classification of distinct LC phases throughout history. Here, special emphasis
will be given on the topic-related chiral nematic LC phase and textures that are
predominantly observed in CNC suspensions and dry CNC films (membranes or
dry droplets).
For an adequate identification of the natural textures of calamitic LCs, they
are usually prepared on a glass slide, which can be either untreated or treated,
to promote specific surface alignment effects of the LC units. Due to the long-
range orientational order of LCs the anchoring effects can, in theory, be translated




In the planar configuration the LC units align parallel to the glass slide’s
surface, where they either align parallel to each other (uniform planar - Figure
1.19a) or show a random orientation (degenerate planar – Figure 1.19c). In the
homeotropic orientation the LC units are oriented perpendicular to the glass
substrate (Figure 1.19b) or with a certain angle to it (uniform tilted – Figure
1.19d) These main anchoring types are schematically depicted in Figure 1.19.
Planar configurations are normally obtained through rubbing of a polymer
surface (previously spin-coated onto the glass) to induce micro-grooves, with
which the LC units preferentially align. Additional techniques, such as PVD
deposition of oxides or photolithography can be used to induce either planar,
homeotropic or uniform tilted anchoring, depending on the tilt angle during
deposition.[71–75]
Figure 1.19 – Four distinct anchoring types of LC units on a glass substrate for
POM observation, where a) is planar, b) homeotropic, c) degenerate planar and d)
uniform tilted anchoring.
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Additionally, homeotropic alignment can also be achieved through coating
with surfactants. The hydrophilic heads connect to the substrate, while the hy-
drophobic groups stick out. Steric interactions then orient the calamitic LC units
upright. Commonly used surfactants include lecithin (egg yolk), stearic acid or
tensides.[see 76, p. 24] All of these anchoring techniques yield very specific tex-
tures. For the present work however planar anchoring is desired, as the CNC helix
develops perpendicular to the substrate, resulting in the best photonic response
of the films. This naturally happens without any treatment of the used substrates
(normally Glass/Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)). Nevertheless, the drying process of the
CNC suspension usually yields monodomains, formed through the coalescence
of tactoids (see Chapter 3). These monodomains may not develop perpendicu-
lar to the substrate, resulting in tilted chiral nematic structures. Hence not only
textures connected to planar anchoring are observed but also textures that are
usually just observable for homeotropic anchoring. In the following, the most
common textures for CNC films and suspensions are explained.
One of the most commonly observed textures of chiral nematic LCs are the so-
called oily streaks or “Ölige Streifen” as termed by Lehmann or “Stries Huileuses”
referred to by Friedel. For oily streaks to appear the local director is anchored
planar onto the substrate and the helical superstructure develops perpendicular
to it. The oily streaks then appear due to a network of defect lines in the form
of edge dislocations between perfectly helically ordered regions.[35, 67] If given
enough time (in solution or suspension) the oily streaks migrate and coarse, effec-
tively dissolving the defects, to yield uniform helical orientation throughout the
sample. In samples prepared from CNC suspensions these types of defects are
usually only observed where the chiral nematic phase coexists with the nematic
one.[67, 77, 78]
The most commonly observed texture in chiral nematic suspensions or films
are the so-called fingerprint textures, which develop either in homeotropic an-
choring conditions, or when the helical axis is tilted in respect to the substrate
surface as a result of the drying process. In this case the chiral nematic helix
develops over a distance of tens or hundreds of micrometers, making it possible
to be observed and identified through POM. The rotation of the director along
the helix orients alternately the LC units parallel or perpendicular to the line
of sight, resulting in a decrease or increase of the brightness, respectively. Con-
sequently, an equidistant alternating pattern of dark and bright fringes can be
observed. Sometimes a true reminiscence of an actual human fingerprint. Figure
1.20 shows a schematic for the appearance of the fingerprint texture together with




POM images in this work are obtained in reflection mode, by using an Olym-
pus BX51 microscope, coupled with an Olympus DP73 CCD camera, and acquired
with the Stream Basic v.1.9 Olympus software. A cold illumination source gen-
erated by a halogen lamp (KL 2500 LCD, Olympus) was used. The images were
obtained with 10× objectives (Olympus, MPlanFL N) and automatically scaled by
the software.
Figure 1.20 – Fingerprint textures in chiral nematic LCs, where a) shows a
schematic for the appearance of this texture, b) shows a dry chiral nematic C-CNC
droplet through POM with a LCPL filter in the optical path (Scale bar 500 µm) and
c) shows a 3 wt% C-CNC suspension in a capillary at the isotropic/anisotropic
interface (Scale bar 100 µm).
It should be noted that this texture is only visible in POM, when the pitch
is on the order of micrometers (long pitch chiral nematic). The developed dry
CNC films for this work, however, possess in principle pitch in the visible light
range (hundreds of nm), which should not be visible through POM. Nevertheless,
some monodomains that are formed and tilted during drying may freeze-in the
pitch at much longer wavelengths than desired, giving nonetheless rise to the
characteristic fingerprint textures. For the case of CNC suspensions, the pitch
remains in the long-pitch regime until solvent removal and drying, therefore
fingerprints can be easily observed for CNC suspensions and especially during
tactoid formation. The distance between either two dark or two bright fringes
gives the distance of the local half-pitch (P/2). This yields a reliable technique
to determine the pitch of the sample, especially in suspension, where the pitch
in the anisotropic phase should be constant and scales inversely with the CNC
concentration (see Chapter 3 Section 3.7.4).
Another interesting texture that develops for twisted LCs is the so-called focal
conics texture with possible fan-like structures for strongly twisted LCs. The
fan textures were already identified by Friedel, they have however been treated
later more in detail by Yves Bouligand.[79] For the focal conics texture to appear,
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the helices inside the chiral nematic LC show a random orientation in respect to
each other and the substrate (see also Figure 1.22). For CNC films, focal conics
have been observed by Gray and Roman in the form of Parabolic Focal Conics
(PFCs).[80] They observed this defect structure as a repeating square lattice with
a period of 50 - 60 µm over significant areas (5 - 20%) of their dried CNC films.
The crosses of these squares correspond to the intersection of the parabolas with
the surfaces of the film. Similar textures have been observed for molecular chiral
nematic LCs, such as Hydroxypropyl Cellulose (HPC). But the works of Gray
and Roman showed, for the first time, that PFCs can also be obtained by rod-
like nanoparticle colloidal LC suspensions. Figure 1.21 shows a POM image in
reflectance mode of a dry short pitch C-CNC film ( λmax ≈ 600 nm) with a random
PFC square lattice pattern. The dimensions of the squares are similar to the ones
observed by Gray and Roman. It is quite difficult to align and preserve the chiral
nematic CNC structure during drying and consequently the PFC structure is only
sporadically observed. Additionally, the PFC texture is, by all means, a defect
structure, which decrease CPL response and the photonic properties of the film,
hindering efficient optoelectronic application. Hence, their appearance was never
induced, and the PFC texture appears merely as an artifact, that is sometimes
visible in dry CNC films.
Figure 1.21 – Observation of Focal Conics. a) Dry short pitch C-CNC film (with
λmax ≈ 600 nm) in POM reflectance mode. Indicated are the two main textures
observable for dry CNC films: fingerprints (1) and parabolic focal conics (2). b)
Parabolic Focal Conics as observed by Roman and Gray. Adapted with permission
from [80]. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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In summary the most relevant chiral nematic CNC textures, that will be ob-
served throughout this work, are shown in Figure 1.22.
Figure 1.22 – Helix orientations in respect to the substrate and film surface and
the observed textures with a) Oily streak, b) Fingerprint and c) Focal conic tex-
tures.
A low standard deviation in the helix orientation distribution and an average
helix orientation into a certain direction yields either planar texture (with oily
streaks for defects) or the fingerprint texture. On the other hand, a high standard
deviation of the helix orientation distribution gives focal conics, which in CNC
films is mostly observed as a PFC defect structure.
1.4 Brief Concluding Remarks
This Chapter showed some fundamental aspects of light and its polarization states
with special emphasis on the circular polarization, which will be in focus in this
work. Furthermore, liquid crystals are examined, including their discovery, no-
table phases, optical activity, continuum theory and textures. This was all focused
around chiral nematic LCs, being the central research topic. It was also shown
how calamitic LC molecules form chiral nematic phases, when the molecule itself
presents chiral centres. Additionally, insight on colloidal LCs was given, where
the Onsager hard rod model predicts a liquid crystalline behaviour due to en-
tropic reasons. Further insight into cellulose, cellulose as a nanomaterial, its
chemistry, morphology and the chiral nematic phase formation of aqueous CNC
suspensions will be provided throughout the next two Chapters.
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"Look deep into nature then you will understand everything better."
Albert Einstein
The following Chapter on Cellulosic Nanomaterials will deal with some back-
ground on Cellulose, its history, chemistry and morphology and the path from
cellulose micro- to nanocrystals, including acid hydrolysis breakdown. It will con-
clude with fundamental structural, chemical and morphological characterization
of the used cellulosic materials in this work.
2.1 The Quest for Sustainability
“Modern Technology owes Ecology an Apology”. This is a heavy statement, formu-
lated by Alan M. Eddison, that should weight on everyone’s shoulders. Since the
dawn of Science, Technology was kept upright as a beacon of hope for a better
future. However economic interest and corruption most of the times overshadow
the realms of the long-awaited society living in harmony with the environment.
As energy requirements increased it became much easier in the late 18th and early
19th century to simply use fossil fuels to generate the needed energy in combus-
tion engines.
At the time nobody thought about negative repercussions, because it was a
simple solution to a complex problem. Now, over 100 years later the price must
be paid. Still today lobbyists do not want to hear about climate change and what
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might happen to our children or children’s children. But the truth is that society
must become conscious about what has been done and the best ways, not only to
stop, but to reverse these adverse effects that have been affecting the environment,
and transform the world into the better future that was promised by Science and
Technology. A big cornerstone is offered by scientists: renewable energies and
resources. It is evident that modern society is in dire need of renewable resources
and a way to efficiently implement them to become more sustainable.
In this context, cellulose as the most abundant biopolymer on earth (estimated
output between 1013 and 1014 kg per year)[1] emerges as a main tool for its use as
a renewable material, counting already with numerous applications. Figure 2.1
shows a schematic representation of some of the applications of cellulose (micro
and nano) nowadays, including areas as diverse as pharmaceutical, packaging,
automotive, drilling, paint, biomedicine and bionics.
Figure 2.1 – Some of the most common technological and societal applications
nowadays of Cellulose on the macro and nanoscale.
However, most of the time cellulose has been used as a passive constituent
such as a filler or substrate, disregarding some of its potential for society. Thus,
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turning cellulose into an active constituent in modern applications to reduce
our carbon footprint is crucial for future generations in order to become more
sustainable. One main concern of this work is thus focused on the application
of cellulose as an active part in technologically relevant devices. In this context
Nanotechnology (as described and defined in Chapter 1 Section 1.1) has become
a tool for engineers to combine materials with added functionality with different
areas in a multidisciplinary way spanning the whole spectrum of science from
arts to electronics over biomedicine to aerospace.
2.2 Cellulose: History, Chemistry and Morphology
Taking a step back: What is cellulose and where does it come from?
As the main material in focus in this work, this Section will give a fundamen-
tal background on cellulose, its basic building blocks and their properties, with
special focus on CNCs. This section is divided into the following main topics:
• History and Origin of Cellulose
• Chemistry and Morphology
• From Cellulose Micro- to Nanocrystals
2.2.1 History and Origin of Cellulose
Cellulose looks back upon millennia of extensive use, where most likely the very
first “technological” use must have been the ignition of cellulosic material to
create fire – a moment that set our very early ancestors on their path to superiority
over other species. Other milestones include but are not limited to its production
of flax yarns, hemp to produce ropes or clothing as discovered in Asia dated to
a few thousand years BC, fabrication of garments and the spinning of cotton in
Egypt and India dating as far back as 3000 BC. A more detailed description can
be accessed in “Cellulose: a random walk along its historical path” by Hon et
al..[2]
Industrially relevant applications include pulps, tissue and packaging mate-
rials.[3–5] Indeed, celluloid, generally considered as the first thermoplastic, was
developed in 1856 as a combination of nitrocellulose (initially used in explosives)
and camphor.[6] More notably however is that cellulose has taken the key role
as an information carrier through paper production since ancient Egypt. Not
surprising, as paper derives from the word papyrus, a thick mat with resemblance
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to paper, produced by the Egyptians from the pith of the Cyperus Papyrus plant to
write and draw. The work presented here shall resume to the topic of cellulose as
an information carrier exploiting different aspects of the fundamental building
blocks of cellulose in microelectronic devices in Chapter 5 and 6. More technolog-
ically advanced applications for cellulose have been seen in its use for propellants,
glues, thermoplastic biopolymers, paints, food, pharmaceuticals, construction or
even in gunpowder, bringing technological and monetary value to this highly
abundant biopolymer.[4] Moreover, through fundamental investigation, cellulose
helped to establish some of the most fundamental concepts that are known in
polymeric chains research.
Figure 2.2 – Some of the most common cellulose sources.
As a raw source for industrial processing, 93% of cellulosic fibres are obtained
from either hardwood (angiosperms) or softwood (gymnosperms), while the rest
comes from other sources, including bagasse, algae, straw, bacteria or seeds (see
Figure 2.2).[7] Besides the distinction between hard- and softwood with signifi-
cant differences in structure, morphology and chemistry both are composed of cell
walls known as tracheids and vessels for soft- and hardwood, respectively. The
cell walls (as schematized in Figure 2.3) are synthesized by a plasma membrane-
localized Cellulose Synthase (CESA) enzyme family, which are organized as six
lobes into 25-30 nm symmetrical rosettes (Figure 2.3b), called Cellulose Synthe-
sis Complexes (CSCs). Investigations into CSCs and their behaviour is still an
ongoing research field, however each CSC is believed to contain up to 36 CESAs.
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The CSCs move around while extruding cellulose (as six hydrogen bonded β-1,4-
glucan chains - up to 7 µm in length) into the extracellular space.[8, 9] It is thus
from this extracellular space (cell walls), where the cellulose fibres (either micro
or nanofibrils) can be later extracted. Figure 2.3 depicts a schematic of a wood
cell and its cell wall structure.
Figure 2.3 – Wood Cell and its constituents. a) Wood cell with individual layers.
b) Cross-section of cell walls until plasma membrane.
Protecting the cell there are several parts, including the middle lamella, the
primary and secondary wall. Additionally, the latter is divided into S1, S2 and
S3. In general terms the chemical composition of the cell walls can be divided
into:[10]
• Cellulose (42 ± 2%)
• Hemicellulose (27 ± 2%)
• Lignin (28 ± 3%)
• Extractives (3 ± 2%)
Consequently, cellulose makes up almost half of the cell wall and can thus be
extracted with a fairly high yield. Furthermore, it is found in all the layers of the
cell wall, however most frequently throughout S2 in the secondary wall.
2.2.2 Chemistry and Morphology
Figure 2.4 breaks down the cell walls even further to reveal the inner micro- and
nanostructure, down to the individual molecular layout. The cell walls are made
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up of microfibrils, containing the cellulose nanofibrils, which divide further into
individual cellulose chains.
Figure 2.4 – Schematic representation when breaking down plant cells into their
micro and nanostructures. a) Moving from plant cell to cellulose macro, micro-
and nanofibrils and into individual polymer chains. b) Chemical structure of
cellobiose, the repetitive unit of cellulose with two β-D-anhydroglucose units.
From a chemical point of view cellulose is a polysaccharide made up of re-
peating cellobiose units (made up of two D-glucose units). These units are linked
through equatorial acetal bonds that connect the anomeric C1 and C4 carbons of
each glucose ring. Resulting in β-1,4 glucosidic bonds, where each unit is rotated
by 180° around the chain axis. These equatorial bonds confer to cellulose a linear
outline with a ribbon like structure, where polar hydroxyl groups are located
on the sides and the non-polar CH groups on the flat surface (see Figure 2.4b).
Figure 2.5 exemplifies this concept, where 3 D-glucose units are represented. It is
further possible to observe that extra hydrogen bonds between the 3-OH and the
ring oxygen atoms provide the polymer with considerable intra-molecular stabil-
ity. Additionally, from one cellulose chain to the next further hydrogen bonds
stabilize the whole structure conferring inter-molecular bonding.[11] Cellulose
may appear in at least 4 polymorphs, reaching from type I through IV, where
throughout this work the focus lies on Cellulose type I. Cellulose I, which con-
stitutes the crystallographic structure of native cellulose, found in plants and
bacteria, presents two crystallographic structures; the monoclinic Iα and the tri-
clinic Iβ , which are present in different proportions, depending on the source of
the cellulose.[12]
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Figure 2.5 – 3 repeating D-glucose units in the chair conformation with indication
of intra-molecular bonding (dashed pink lines). Numerous inter-molecular bonds
are also formed to neighbouring molecules (not indicated here).
Due to the interplay between polar and non-polar functional groups cellulose
is insoluble in commonly used solvents. The strong inter- and intra-molecular hy-
drogen bonds give additional chemical and thermal stability, where cellulose does
not melt below its degradation temperature, as well as mechanical strength.[13]
Usually strong acidic or alkaline conditions or considerable temperatures are nec-
essary before degradation sets in. These two specific properties inhibit however a
facile industrial application, as conventional polymers are normally dissolved in
suitable solvents or more commonly melt down for extrusion or injection mould-
ing. Nevertheless, cellulose has seen an increase in industrial applications with
suited chemical modifications.
The -OH group at the C6 carbon is the most exposed one, offering a specific
binding site for functionalization. In order to overcome solubility issues, cellulose
can be modified to yield cellulose derivatives that are highly soluble in common
solvent systems.
The selective addition of specific functional groups (e.g. Cellulose ethers such
as Hydroxypropyl cellulose, Carboxymethyl cellulose, Hydroxyethyl cellulose or
Methyl cellulose) provide solubility of cellulose derivatives in for instance water.
Due to the chemical and thermal stability of non-modified (native) cellulosic
fibres, it is often used in its supramolecular structure, such as in paper, where the
morphology of the cell wall is maintained.
Apart from the interesting applications that emerged from non-modified cellu-
lose in for instance packaging, cleaning, construction or as an information carrier
(books, notebooks etc.), additional interest arose for cellulose on the nanoscale.
In this case the native cellulosic fibres can be broken down into nanofibrils or
nanocrystals, conferring a completely different approach to the production of
films and membranes from nanocelluloses with added functionalities, such as
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high gas barrier properties, increased surface to volume ratios and distinct me-
chanical properties from native lignocellulosic fibres. Additionally, when deal-
ing with the smallest possible constituent of lignocellulosic fibres – the cellu-
lose nanocrystals – interesting liquid crystalline and photonic properties can be
achieved, which are in focus in this work and will be explored more in detail in
Chapter 3.
2.3 From Cellulose Micro- to Nanocrystals
In nature, the basic building blocks in plants are made up of 20 to 40 cellu-
lose polymer chains, held together by hydrogen bonding. They form micro and
nanofibrils of varying dimensions, constituting the plants’ cell structure.[14] The
cellulosic polymer chains are usually oriented parallel to each other, giving highly
ordered crystalline regions. However, as in all polymers, there are also amorphous
regions. This arrangement yields alternating amorphous and crystalline regions,
where a variety of theories propose different models for their occurrence. While
some suggest that cellulose macro molecules pass through regions of high and
low lattice order, others propose that highly crystalline units are embedded in
amorphous regions (see Figure 2.6.[see 10, p. 18]).
Figure 2.6 – Schematic representation of a singular cellulose nanofibril emerging
from a cellulose microfibril and its alternating crystalline and amorphous regions,
where the cellulose polymer chains pass through high and low lattice order.
These studies are encompassed in investigations on the supramolecular ar-
rangement of the polymer chains inside the fibrillar and sub-fibrillar structure of
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the cell walls. A consensus has been reached, where it is widely accepted, that
cellulose chains are packed either partially or completely into highly crystalline
regions (called micelles or crystallites), which are embedded in an amorphous
matrix. These crystalline regions are disconnected from one another by the amor-
phous regions. Through X-ray analysis it was proposed that these crystalline
regions possess (for cotton and wood based cellulose) on average uniform widths
in the range of 60 Å with lengths of minimum 600 Å.[15, 16] Figure 2.7 shows
one of the many proposed structural theories for the arrangement of crystalline
regions surrounded by an amorphous matrix. This model came to be known as
the micellar structure model.
Figure 2.7 – The Micellar Structure Model with alternating crystalline and amor-
phous region.[10]
The structural defects imposed by the amorphous regions were thought to
be an excellent attacking site for the individualization of the highly crystalline
regions through physical or chemical transverse cleavage. The result would be
a colloidal suspension of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), where the amorphous
part was partially or even completely removed. Nickerson and Habrle in 1947
were the first to study hydrolytic attack on cellulose with investigations into hy-
drochloric and sulfuric acid.[17] However, only conjectures regarding viscosity
measurements were done no direct CNC observations. Two years later in 1949
Bengt G. Rånby was the first to develop the first colloidal suspensions of CNCs
through the boiling of degraded wood or cotton in concentrated sulfuric acid.[18]
He was also able to directly observe CNC crystallites through SEM imaging. The
chemical hydrolysis treatment results in a transverse cleavage of the fibrillar mi-
celles into shorter nanocrystals, while the initial width is maintained. To better
visualize a CNC crystallite Figure 2.8 shows an AFM image of a single C-CNC
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crystal on a mica film with the height profile represented in red along the green
line. AFM is carried out on an Asylum Research MFP-3D Stand Alone system,
which operates in alternate contact mode. Commercially available silicon AFM
probes (Olympus AC160TS - f0 = 300, k = 26.1 N m-1) are used to generate the
surface images, which are then plane-fitted.
Figure 2.8 – AFM image of a single C-CNC with indication of height profile (red
graph) along the CNC (green line). A schematic indicates the used dimension
nomenclature with L for length and d for thickness (or width). The scale bar
indicates 75 nm.
The shown crystal presents a spindle-like high aspect-ratio form reminiscent
of a rice corn with a length of about L = 200 nm and an average thickness of d =
4 nm, resulting in an aspect ratio of L/d = 50
The starting material for the hydrolytic extraction of CNCs can be chemically
bleached soft- or hardwood pulps. However, other sources for CNC production
have been successfully implemented for instance, cotton linter, tunicate, Bacterial
Cellulose (BC), or Micro Crystalline Cellulose (MCC), where each starting mate-
rial yields CNCs with distinct dimensions and thus liquid-crystalline behaviour.
The latter (MCC) is of particular interest as it is employed for the production of
the HM-CNCs used in some parts of this work.
The discovery and first successful hydrolysis of cellulose on the nanoscale
opened up many pathways for research in this new area. Jointly with the emer-
gence of nanotechnology the use of nanomaterials made from renewable sources
brought about a tremendous interest in the application of these biofriendly, highly
abundant and biodegradable materials. A detailed description and analysis of the
used MCC and the resulting CNCs is provided in the following Section.
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2.4 Cellulose Forms and their Characterization
2.4.1 Microcrystalline Cellulose
Microcrystalline cellulose is a form of cellulose, that is usually achieved through
mechanical or chemical routes. The discovery of MCC was in fact an accident,
where in 1962 hydrolyzed cellulose (through HCl treatment) was disintegrated
in a blender in order to obtain a precipitate of microcrystalline cellulose frag-
ments.[19] However, the result was much different from the expected as a stable
colloidal suspension was obtained. When dried out, the microcrystals started to
agglomerate due to hydrogen bonding to form porous random structures. The
macroscopic appearance is a white powder (see Figure 2.9a), which came to be
known under the commercial name Avicel. MCCs show some remarkable proper-
ties, including zero toxicity, chemical stability, good hygroscopicity and reversible
absorbency and have thus a huge application field in, for instance the pharma-
ceutical production of tablets but also in the food sector in dairy products, as a
stabilizer or fat replacer. Further it finds application as a reinforcing agent in
composites.[see 10, p. 58]
Figure 2.9 – Macroscopic and Microscopic appearance of Avicel. a) Dry Avicel
powder in a petri dish. Scale bar indicates 2.5 cm. b) POM image of Avicel
particles dispersed in water and dried between microscope slides. Striking bire-
fringence is visible. Scale bar indicates 200 µm. c) - f) SEM images of Avicel with
increasing amplification. Scale bars indicate 200, 60, 40 and 20 µm, respectively.
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As can be seen in Figure 2.9b Avicel dispersed in water, shows strong bire-
fringence when observed through crossed polarizers. In powder form analyzed
through SEM it appears as agglomerates in the range of several to tens of microns,
with irregular porous structures.
SEM images throughout this workare obtained using a Carl Zeiss Auriga cross-
beam (SEM–Focused-Ion-Beam (FIB)) workstation instrument, equipped with an
Oxford energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer. Samples are mounted in aluminum
stubs, coated with a thin carbon layer using a Q150T ES Quorum sputter coater.
The acquisition is performed using an accelerating voltage of 2 or 5 kV with 5.6 –
7.2 mm as working distance.
The Avicel agglomerates, as observed in 2.9c-f, consist of many tightly packed
cellulose microcrystals that stick together due to Van-der-Waals forces. Later,
during hydrolysis, these agglomerates will be dispersed in sulfuric acid, which
then starts to attack the amorphous structures, releasing the CNCs contained
within.
2.4.1.1 Avicel Material Characterization
In the following section the Avicel powder (ph101 - Sigma-Aldrich) used for lab
produced (home-made) CNCs (HM-CNCs) will be characterized for its structural,
morphological, chemical and thermal properties.
Figure 2.10 – Structural, chemical and thermal analysis of Avicel used for HM-
CNC production. a) XRD with peak identification. b) Absorbance FTIR with peak
identification and c) Thermogravimetric Analysis between RT and 500 °C with
indication of onset of degradation.
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XRD analysis was performed using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro, in a Bragg–
Brentano geometry and Cu Kα line radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). All baselines and
fittings regarding XRD data in this work were conducted using the software High-
Score Plus.
The represented XRD diffractogram in Figure 2.10a is typical of cellulosic
materials with at least some degree of crystallinity. The main individual peaks as-
sociated to the crystalline planes can be identified as represented in the following
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 – Most relevant XRD peaks associated to Avicel as identified in Figure
2.10.[see 10, p. 76]






The degree of crystallinity (or Ic) is an important factor as it represents the
fraction in percentage, which is occupied by the highly ordered CNCs in regard to
the remaining amorphous regions. Microcrystalline cellulose is expected to show
a lower degree of crystallinity than CNCs, as the hydrolysis reaction removed
most of the amorphous polysaccharide material. There are several approaches
to calculate Ic, where the most correct one lies in the Ruland method.[20] In this
approach the peaks are deconvoluted and the crystalline and amorphous contri-
butions are taken into consideration via the respective areas of the deconvoluted
crystalline peaks and the whole diffraction curve. However, this approach has
two major drawbacks. Firstly, there is no standard XRD data for amorphous cel-
lulose hence the determination of the amorphous area involves significant errors.
Secondly, typical peak functions such as gaussian and Lorentzian do not fit the
amorphous profile well.[21] Another, more straightforward empirical method
lies in the approach conjectured by Segal et al., where only the intensities of the





where I002 is the maximum intensity of the 002 peak (see peak 4 in Figure
2.10a) and Imin represents the minimum between 16° and 20° (minimum between
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peak 2 and 3 in Figure 2.10a). Considering Equation 2.1 Avicel yields a crys-
tallinity index of around Ic ≈ 79%.
In XRD each nanocrystal is assumed to consist of one or more crystallites,
which make up the whole nanocrystal. The size of the crystallites is directly con-
nected to the intensity of the 002 peak, where the Full Width at Half-maximum






where K is the shape factor (considered unity), D is the crystallite size, β
represents the FWHM of the 002 peak, λ the irradiation wavelength (1.5406 Å)
and θ is the Bragg diffraction angle. Considering Equation 2.2 the crystallite size
of the used Avicel for HM-CNC production yields D ≈ 6.8 nm.
Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectroscopy (FTIR) acquisitions in this work
were performed at room temperature, using an Attentuated Total Reflectance
(ATR) sampling accessory (Smart iTR) equipped with a single-bounce diamond
crystal on a Thermo Nicolet 6700 spectrometer, with the following conditions:
incident angle of 45°; 4000–650 cm-1 range; 4 cm-1 resolution and avergaes of 32
scans.
From Figure 2.10b the typical FTIR absorption bands of cellulose are visi-
ble, such as H-bond stretching of OH groups between 3600 and 3000 cm-1, C-H
stretching and bending at 2900 cm-1 and 1380 cm-1, respectively, or the charac-
teristic cellulose bands between 1500 and 750 cm-1.[23, 24] Peak identification
(from Figure 2.10b), wavenumber, type of vibration and the functional groups
involved can be extracted from Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 – Most relevant FTIR peaks associated to Avicel as identified in Figure
2.10.[24]
Peak ID Wavenumber Type of Vibration Functional Group
1 3328 Stretching O-H
2 2900 Stretching C-H
3 1630 Bending O-H (absorbed water)
4 1380 Bending C-H
5 988 - 1156 Stretching
Several peaks C-OH in the
Glucopyranose ring
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The O-H bending peak around 1630 cm-1 of adsorbed water is particularly
interesting to study the amount of adsorbed water inside the cellulosic structure.
This peak will receive special attention in Chapter 5 Section 5.2.2.2, where the
amount of water can be traced after the infiltration of specific ions into HM-CNC
films.
Figure 2.10c shows the Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Simultaneous Ther-
mal Analyser STA 449 F3 Jupiter) of Avicel powder between RT and 500 °C (step
of 0.05 ºC). The assessment of the thermal stability of the used materials is impor-
tant for final device production, where sometimes processing temperatures above
150 °C are needed for thin-film deposition or annealing purposes. As Avicel will
merely serve as the starting material for HM-CNC production TGA serves solely
for comparison reasons with the obtained HM-CNCs and the as-received C-CNCs
(see Section 2.4.3.2). Due to strong inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bond-
ing cellulose does not melt but rather undergoes thermal degradation. Thermal
degradation of cellulose proceeds in three main steps:[25]
1. Dehydration of the cellulose to produce dehydrocellulose.[26] Characterized
through an initial decrease of mass associated to the loss of absorbed and
adsorbed water from within the cellulosic structure (until around 270 °C)
2. Depolymerization by an endothermic process into tar (from 270 °C on-
wards).
3. Decomposition via exothermic reactions into gaseous products and char
residue.
The main mass loss is associated to the last two steps and can be verified in
Figure 2.10c with a decrease of mass from around 95% to 12%. The temperature
range for the onset of degradation of Avicel (or native cellulose for that matter) is
high enough for usual post-deposition annealing treatments of amorphous semi-
conducting devices produced on paper substrates.[27] However, the transition
from microcrystalline cellulose to cellulose nanocrystals induces some significant
thermal property changes that will impair usual post-deposition annealing, as
will be explored more in detail in Chapter 5.
2.4.2 From Cellulose Micro- to Nanocrystals
To move from MCC to cellulose on the submicrometric scale, where this fam-
ily is generally classified as Cellulose Nanomaterials (CNMs), disintegration or
liberation of these cellulose nanostructures must occur. The liberation occurs
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most prominently during mechanical, chemical or enzymatic treatments. CNMs
present unique characteristics connected to their nanoscale size, resulting in large
surface areas and also their intrinsic fibril morphology. Consequently, CNMs
have huge potential applications, including adhesives, cosmetics, barrier mem-
branes, nanocomposites, batteries and supercapacitors, catalysis, textiles, health
care, biomedical, cement, in drilling fluids, drug delivery and many more.[28]
CNMs can be further divided into CNCs, Cellulose Nanofibrils (CNFs), tunicate
CNCs, algal cellulose and BC. Each subgroup naturally presents very distinct
degrees of crystallinity, allomorph ratios and particle morphologies. Figure 2.11
depicts, apart from the appearance of native lignocellulosic fibers (a), three dis-
tinct types of CNMs, namely CNFs (b), CNCs (c) and bacterial cellulose (d). Be-
low the macro photographs (membranes, dish-cast from the starting materials
in the petri-dishes), SEM images show the appearance of the membranes on the
nanoscale.
Figure 2.11 – Cellulosic Materials on various scales with SEM images. a) Native
lignocellulosic fibres, b) CNFs, c) CNCs, d) BCs. The membranes in c) show irides-
cence owing to the chiral nematic arrangement of the CNCs inside the membranes
(more on this topic in Chapter 3); this arrangement does however not show in the
corresponding SEM image, as it is a surface image. In the SEM image in d) dead
bacteria are indicated by red circles.
From the SEM images and the corresponding length scales it becomes evident
that when moving from micro- to nanocellulose there is a considerable reduction
in fibre diameter for CNFs, CNCs and bacterial cellulose. This provides a drastic
increase in the volume-to-surface area for CNMs. Moreover, regarding CNCs, no
individual fibres are visible anymore. This hints on a reduction not only in fibre
diameter but also in length, as the individual CNCs form an apparently uniform
surface. On closer inspection however, individual CNCs can be observed.
Optical properties are also very distinct between the native cellulose mem-
branes and the membranes obtained from CNMs. Whereas native cellulose yields
an opaque, translucent appearance, membranes derived from CNMs are usually
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transparent (membranes from CNCs may show iridescence – see Chapter 3). This
optical behaviour is connected to the scattering of the incoming light by fibres and
voids in between them. The native cellulosic membrane of Figure 2.11a presents
strong surface light scattering and surface Fresnel reflections, effectively hinder-
ing the transmission of light in the visible range.[29] Transmittance spectra of the
four membranes from Figure 2.11 are shown in Figure 2.12a.
Figure 2.12 – a) Transmittance spectra of the membranes in Figure 2.11. Light
scattering mechanisms in b) native cellulosic paper and in c) paper made from
CNMs. ©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission [30]. All rights reserved.
CNMs, on the other hand, pack more tightly and leave less voids in between
the fibres, where light can be scattered. This concept is schematized in Figure
2.12b and c, where the incident light is either scattered (b) or transmitted (c)
through the membrane. In the group of CNMs, when moving from NFCs over
Bacterial Cellulose to CNCs the transparency increases steadily, which can be
connected to increasingly tighter packing. In this regard nanocrystals pack more
tightly than nanofibers, leaving less voids for possible scattering. The superior
transparency of CNMs make them particularly interesting for optoelectronic or
coating and packaging applications.
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2.4.2.1 CNCs
Obtaining CNCs through acid hydrolysis by strong mineral acids is nowadays the
main route for the production of CNCs not only in laboratories but also on larger
scales, as successfully demonstrated by, for instance, CelluForce©.[31] Since the
discovery of CNC liberation by sulfuric acid, other acids, including hydrochloric
or phosphoric, have been shown.[32–35] Depending on the used hydrolysis acid,
the functionalization of the most exposed C6 carbon can either present hydroxyl,
sulfate or phosphate groups (see Figure 2.13).
Figure 2.13 – Three examples of oxygen functionalization on the C6 carbon atom
exemplified on a cellobiose unit at the surface of the CNC obtained through a)
hydrochloric, b) sulfuric and c) phosphoric acid hydrolysis.
This in turn has a tremendous impact on colloidal stability, ionic strength and
most importantly the liquid crystalline behaviour of the CNCs in aqueous sus-
pension. It was shown that colloidal stability suffers considerably when CNCs are
obtained through hydrochloric hydrolysis.[36] This can be connected to the low
surface charge of the hydroxyl groups and consequent inter-particle aggregation.
To improve colloidal stability the surface charge of the HCl hydrolysed CNCs
can be increased by including a post-synthesis treatment with TEMPO (2,2,6,6,-
tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl), resulting in carboxyl groups on the surface or
through polymer grafting.[37, 38] On the other hand, sulfuric and phosphoric
acid treatments have shown excellent colloidal stability due to the high surface
charge and size of the bulky sulfate and phosphate groups.[1] In fact, the ini-
tial approach followed by Rånby turned out to be the most promising one for
the production of CNCs with good colloidal stability and most favourable liquid
crystalline properties.
2.4.2.2 CNCs from Sulfuric Acid Hydrolysis
Nowadays the sulfuric acid hydrolysis is the most commonly used approach to
obtain CNCs. Especially when aiming for liquid crystalline properties to produce
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chiral nematic films or membranes. Colloidally stable CNCs have been success-
fully prepared by this method with a great variety of sources, including BC, MCCs
(Avicel), cotton, soft or hardwood pulps.[36, 39–42]
During hydrolysis, the acid diffuses into the pulp fibres and removes polysac-
charide material that is closely bonded to the microfibril surface. This initial
reaction removes most of the amorphous regions throughout the cellulose start-
ing material. This is followed by a breakdown of the cellulose polymer chains
(transverse glycosidic bond cleavage) into slender individual crystallites.[see 10,
p. 36] This remaining part corresponds to the highly crystalline regions of the
cellulose, as already depicted in Figure 2.4 in Section 2.3. After reaction quench-
ing, several centrifugation steps and dialysis to increase the pH, a cloudy aqueous
CNC suspension is obtained. In this suspension the CNCs are naturally connected
in a tight network through Van-der-Waals interactions. To break this network, in-
crease colloidal stability and promote liquid crystalline properties, mechanical
energy, usually in the form of tip sonication is applied. This procedure is very rele-
vant for the CelluForce© CNCs in Chapter 3 Section 3.7.4, where certain amounts
of tip sonication energies will be investigated regarding colloidal stability, phase
separation, liquid crystalline and photonic properties of dried films. Tip sonica-
tion consequently breaks up agglomerated CNCs and provides a clear suspension
with a slight Tyndall effect (for isotropic suspensions only), where blue light is
scattered by the suspended particles giving the suspension a blue appearance.[43]
Figure 2.14 compares HM-CNC suspensions before and after tip sonication.
Figure 2.14 – Macroscopic images taken of HM-CNC isotropic suspensions after
(left) and before (right) tip sonication broke up agglomerated CNC particles. The
slight Tyndall effect becomes evident in the vial on the left. Scale bar indicates
0.5 cm.
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Depending on the used source, the cellulose content can be quite different. For
example, whereas cotton-seed fluff contains ≤94%, flax or hemp contain ≤80%
wood contains only ≤55%.[30, 44, 45] Consequently, the chosen starting material
will in part also determine the obtainable synthesis yield. Yield and reproducibil-
ity optimization regarding hydrolysis conditions is a complex topic and not sub-
ject to this work. For further insight, the reader is referred to “Cellulose Nanocrys-
tals: Properties, Production and Applications” by Wadood Y. Hamad.[10]
The synthesis conditions for the home-made CNCs (HM-CNCs) followed in
this work is derived from the works of Revol and Gray with minor adaptions.[41,
46] In short, the synthesis proceeds as follows:[30, 47, 48]
“Avicel from Sigma-Aldrich (Avicel PH-101, derived from cotton as indicated by
the supplier, Sigma-Aldrich, particle size ≈ 50µm) was used without any further pu-
rification. A total mass of 10 g is hydrolyzed by sulfuric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 95 –
97%) diluted to 64 wt%, with an acid/solid ratio of 8.5:1, during 130 min at 45 °C,
under vigorous stirring, and quenched with ultrapure water (Millipore Elix Advantage
3 system). The resultant material was centrifuged with ultrapure water with consecu-
tive cycles and the CNCs suspension collected for pH values between 1.9 and 3.9. The
product was dialyzed (Spectra/Por 4 membrane, molecular cut-off 12–14 kDa) against
ultrapure water, for at least a month until a constant pH was reached. The obtained
suspension was treated by tip sonication in a 500 W ultrasonic processor (Vibra-Cell
from Sonics) at 60% power with cycles of 1 s on 1 s off for 45 min.”
CNCs provided by CelluForce© (C-CNCs) were obtained through the same sul-
furic acid hydrolysis from bleached Kraft pulp (as pioneered by Gray’s group and
scaled up at FPInnovations Pointe Claire, QC, Canada).[41, 49–52] The hydrolysis
is followed by dilution, separation from residual acid and neutralization through
sodium hydroxide solution and finally spray-dried into powder form.[53] In this
regard, spray-drying refers to a process where the CNC suspension is sprayed
in a high temperature environment, which results in a complete removal of the
solvent and agglomeration of the CNCs into a dry powder.
The final CNC dimensions are influenced not only by the source material,
but also by the overall acid hydrolysis conditions and ionic strength.[54] As the
acid hydrolysis is a diffusion-controlled process the final CNC dimensions will
inevitably present a certain heterogeneity, where the average dimensions also de-
pend on the chosen starting material. In general, regardless of the preparation
method, CNCs are disperse in width and, in particular, in length (where typical
values range from 30% to 50% dispersity).[14] Table 2.3 shows a comparison of
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three distinct sources with their respective CNC dimensions for the same hydrol-
ysis conditions.
Table 2.3 – Comparison of three different cellulose source materials and the re-
sulting CNC dimensions for similar acid hydrolysis conditions.
Source Material Lengths (nm) Widths (nm) Aspect ratio Ref
Cotton 100 - 300 7 14 - 43 [40]
Softwood kraft pulp 105 - 255 3-5 21 - 85 [36]
Valonia Algae 100 - 2000 20 5 - 100 [55]
As will be seen later (Section 3.6 Table 3.2) the CNC’s dimensions and cor-
responding aspect ratios play an important role during slef-assembly and were
shown to have an impact on the resulting pitch and consequently photonic prop-
erties of dry CNC films.[56] Additionally, phase separation behavior following
Onsager’s hard-rod model is affected by the CNCs’ aspect ratios, as demonstrated
before in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.2.6.
With the described sulfuric acid hydrolysis conditions, a sulfation (derivatiza-
tion) of the cellulosic hydroxyl groups (predominantly on the C6 carbon) occurs.
This promotes an addition of surface sulfate ester groups and transforms cellulose-
OH to cellulose-OSO3H (as shown in Figure 2.13b), where the hydrogen counter
ion may later be exchanged with other alkali ions, such as Na, as is the case for the
C-CNCs. The pH of aqueous CNC colloids depends on the type of this counter
ion, where the sodium salt form has been shown to be chemically and thermally
more stable, especially as a powder.[39, 57] This is why commercially available
CNCs are often sold as spray or freeze-dried with Na as the counter-ion.
The obtained HM-CNCs from the above-described reaction are in colloidal
suspension and called never-dried CNCs. Naturally when dealing with colloidal
systems, where high colloidal stability is wanted, it is much desired to tune the
interaction potential between individual particles to the maximum of repulsive.
Due to the surface sulfate groups the CNCs are equally electrostatically charged
and repulsion occurs naturally. Thus, after sufficient sonication treatment the
electrostatic interaction between individual particles is great enough to keep the
particles farther apart than the action of Van-der-Waals forces, stabilizing them.
At this point the suspension is kinetically stable, where temporarily even minor
thermal fluctuations (on the order of kBT) are not enough to induce aggrega-
tion.[14]
Nevertheless, over long periods of time desulfation occurs (the main cause of
chemical CNC degradation in stable suspension), promoting changes in colloidal
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stability, dispersion uniformity, sulfur content, pH and conductivity. More im-
portantly however, even with very high zeta potential (ζ), prolonged storage at
room temperature leads to particle aggregation, which has shown to have con-
siderable impact on the self-assembly properties and consequently the photonic
band-gap.[58, 59] It is thus advised to always store CNC suspensions in the fridge
at low temperatures (4 °C). Even when stored in the fridge some tip-sonication is
usually employed before drop- or dish casting the CNC suspension to break up
potential agglomerates.
In the case of the used spray-dried C-CNCs the interparticle separation dis-
tance was reduced to less than the Debye screening length. In this case interparti-
cle separation reaches distances, where Van-der-Waals forces start to take effect.
From this point on it is in fact possible to separate the particles again, but only
through the application of considerable amounts of energy through, for instance,
sonication. Therefore, emphasis is given on this specific topic of tip sonication,
playing a central role in redispersing sodium neutralized spray-dried C-CNCs in
Chapter 3 Section 3.7.4.
Counter-ion exchange either through membranes or direct electrolyte addition
has a considerable impact on self-assembly behaviour and may alter the pitch
(see Chapter 6). Furthermore, increasing the pH through the addition of, for
instance NaOH into HM-CNC suspensions (as will be explored in Chapter 5
Section 5.2.2.1) also strongly impacts the liquid crystalline and self-assembly
behaviour. However, the addition of ions into CNC films is important for this
work as they improve electrochemical properties of dried HM-CNC films, which
will alter their behaviour as solid-state electrolytes in field-effect transistors in
Chapter 5 Section 5.2.2.1.
It is important to note that after obtaining CNCs in a stable suspension they
can be deposited through various techniques to obtain solid films or membranes
(as explained more in detail in Chapter 3). The following section on the character-
ization of the CNCs, used in this work, studies CNCs in both forms: suspensions
and films.
2.4.3 CNC Material Characterization
In this section fundamental morphological, structural, chemical and thermal
characterization of the CNC starting material (HM-CNCs and C-CNCs) will be
analysed. These characterizations will be important in subsequent Chapters and
Sections when going into final device fabrication. This section will concentrate
only on a selected choice of characterization tools that are relevant for this work.
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A complete and very comprehensive work on cellulose nanomaterial characteriza-
tion is given by Foster et al. in “Current characterization methods for cellulose nano-
materials”. Structural and morphological aspects will be analysed through Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), and XRD, while chem-
ical composition will be analysed through Elemental Analysis (EA) and FTIR.
For thermal analysis TGA will be used. Further characterizations such as optical
(for photonic properties), electrochemical (for electrolytic properties) or electro-
optical (for device analysis) will be remitted to each section where necessity arises.
2.4.3.1 Structural, Chemical and Morphological Characterization
X-ray diffractograms were run for HM-CNC and C-CNC membranes in the range
of 5° to 70°. The diffractograms as represented in Figure 2.15a show the typical
main peaks of the crystallographic planes as already identified before for Avi-
cel. The amorphous peak Imin and the crystalline peak I002 were reduced and
increased, respectively by the sulfuric acid hydrolysis, promoting an overall in-
crease in crystallinity. Following Equation 2.1 the obtained crystallinity index for
HM-CNC and C-CNC yield 87.5% and 84.1%, respectively. For crystallite sizes
(using Equation 2.2) values of 5.8 nm and 6.3 nm were obtained for HM-CNCs
and C-CNCs, respectively.
Figure 2.15 – Structural and chemical characterization of HM-CNC and C-CNC.
a) XRD diffractograms and b) FTIR.
As expected, the crystallinity index of CNCs is higher when compared to
Avicel, whereas crystallite size is decreased. The usual crystallite size of CNCs
extracted using strong sulfuric acid hydrolysis, as the one explained before, falls
consistently between 5.8 nm and 8.3 nm.[see 10, p. 79] The obtained results
fall within this range. These results based on XRD show how the sulfuric acid
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treatment increases the degree of crystalline order when moving from Avicel to
CNCs. Also it can be observed that CNCs obtained in a controlled lab environ-
ment present higher crystallinity when compared to CNCs obtained on a larger
industrial scale.
Considering the FTIR data (obtained from CNC films) in Figure 2.15b the
usual peaks for cellulose are obtained. However, an additional peak around 812
cm-1 is detected, which is connected to vibrations between sulfur and oxygen
(S-O) as a consequence of the sulfate surface functionalization.
DLS and AFM were used to investigate the individual sizes (length and thick-
ness) of the two types of CNCs. The CNCs’ dimensions together with their sur-
face charge (zeta potential) strongly influence interparticle interactions and the
excluded volume fraction, which in turn influence liquid crystalline properties
and the EISA process. DLS is an excellent technique that provides in a fast and
efficient way information about size, size distribution and surface charge (if cou-
pled with an electrophoretic cell). Nevertheless, it is important to note that DLS
assumes spherical particles and is therefore not the ideal technique for morphol-
ogy determination of rod-like CNCs. Despite this controversy, DLS is nonetheless
often justified for comparison reasons between samples with similar particle mor-
phologies. DLS and Zeta Potential measurements were performed using a SZ-100
nanopartica series (Horiba, Lda) with a laser of 532 nm, at Room Temperature
(RT). Suspensions were diluted to 0.01 wt% and prepared with 10 mM NaCl.
Figure 2.16a shows the DLS data obtained for the two CNC types, where a
similar average size is predicted with a higher dispersion in size for HM-CNCs.
The measured zeta potential is given in Figure 2.16b, where a more negative
charge was verified for HM-CNCs. The higher the zeta potential, the higher
will be interparticle distances and agglomeration becomes less probable. This
confers higher colloidal stability to the HM-CNC suspension when compared
to C-CNC. This behaviour was verified through sample shelf-life assessment.
Suspensions of HM-CNCs showed excellent colloidal stability over time. On the
other hand, visually, C-CNC suspensions did not seem to destabilize, however
when drop-cast after a few weeks of standing, photonic properties were decreased
with lower CPL distinction and the photonic band gap was blue-shifted. Only
with tip sonication treatment the suspensions returned to their initial properties.
This can be connected to two different processes. Firstly, lower surface charge
leads to agglomeration between particles. Secondly, the presence of Na counter-
ions lead to the formation of a gel-state where EISA is hindered. After a short
interval of tip sonication agglomerations are broken, the suspension leaves the
gel-state and colloidal stability is re-established.
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When comparing DLS data with AFM measurements a clear difference be-
tween particle morphologies can be observed. Whereas DLS predicted similar
particle dimensions, AFM shows the real CNC ones (see Figure 2.16c to f). Over
50 CNC particles from each sample were measured using ImageJ software. The
number of investigated particles (N > 50) was chosen in order to obtain statis-
tically relevant data that fall out of the experimental noise. Wherever a higher
precision (M = 1√
N
) was needed the number of investigated particles were in-
creased. The resulting measurement data and Bell curves are given in Figure
2.16e and f for lengths and widths, respectively. From these data the averages
and standard deviations were extracted. It can be seen that HM-CNCs are shorter
(137 ± 40 nm) when compared to C-CNCs (181 ± 62 nm). The widths are also
distinct for both CNCs types (3.3 ± 1.0 nm and 3.9 ± 1.2 nm for HM-CNCs and
C-CNCs, respectively), giving distinct aspect-ratios of 41.5 ± 17.4 and 46.4 ± 20.8.
The obtained results lie within the expected range of CNC dimensions for sulfuric
acid hydrolysed Avicel and Softwood Pulps.[40, 42]
Figure 2.16 – Morphological CNC characterization. a) Particle size DLS data. b)
Zeta potential data. c) and d) AFM images of C-CNCs and HM-CNCs dispersed
on a atomically flat mica film. e) and f) CNCs lengths and widths (or thicknesses)
size distribution as measured from at least 50 individual particles from c) and d).
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Some more recent works show that the CNC particles are not cylinders but
rather flat ribbons, where the width dominates over the thickness. This can be
taken into consideration through the deconvolution of the data obtained by AFM
(as explained more in detail below). With this, a corrected aspect-ration can be
calculated using L√
W×T
, where W and T represent the width and the thickness,
respectively.
Thicknesses were measured using the average height across the CNC on the
AFM image. This type of measurement reduces inaccurate data that might come
from the convolution of the AFM tip while being dragged across the width of the
CNC. It was seen that there is a considerable discrepancy between the two meth-
ods, where the latter (height profile) yields more accurate results in terms of real
thickness. Whereas the measured width can be deconvoluted to give information
about the non-cylindrical nature of the CNC particle (as schematized in Figure
2.17).
Figure 2.17 – Width measurement of a CNC particle using AFM. The convolution
of the tip around the edges of the CNC gives an apparent width that appears on
the AFM image. A better approximation to the real width lies in the height profile
data.
Comparing DLS with AFM results it becomes evident that DLS data of non-
spherical particles should be treated with special care. In fact, DLS gives rather
information about the hydrodynamic diameter of the particle instead of its real
physical size. Chapter 3 Section 3.7.4 resumes to DLS as a characterization tool to
assess the hydrodynamic diameter of C-CNCs in suspension for consecutive tip-
sonication cycles, giving insight on the breaking process of agglomerated CNCs
to obtain a stable colloid.
2.4.3.2 Thermal Characterization
Thermal degradation of CNCs proceeds in the same way as described for Avicel
or native cellulose. However, the presence of inorganic ions (functionalization
at C6) leads to thermal degradation at lower temperatures than for untreated
cellulose.[see 10, p. 129][60] Furthermore, it was shown that lower pH leads to
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earlier onset of degradation when compared to neutral or basic pH.[61] This can
be observed in Figure 2.18a where TGA curves of HM-CNCs and C-CNCs are
compared. Evidently, acidic HM-CNCs show an onset of degradation around 187
°C, whereas NaOH neutralized C-CNCs present this onset around 224 °C. These
temperatures are still much lower when compared to Avicel (270 °C). These ob-
servations lead to the conclusion that the presence of the sulfate groups decreases
thermal stability as they catalyse carbonization of the cellulose backbone.[62,
63] Elemental Analysis (Thermo Finnigan-CE Instruments Flash EA 1112 CHNS
series) evidences a decreased amount of sulfate groups for C-CNCs when com-
pared to HM-CNCs (0.35% to 1.02% - see Table 2.4). This decrease in surface
sulfate groups is fundamentally at the basis for the increased thermal stability
observed for C-CNCs. Furthermore, a transition from a one-step (Avicel) to a two-
step degradation (HM-CNCs and C-CNCs) is observed. HCl hydrolyzed CNCs
or solvolytically desulfated CNCs for instance show a similar one-step pyrolytic
behaviour as Avicel.[58, 62, 64] However, despite decreasing thermal stability, the
surface sulfate groups not only confer electrostatic stability in suspension but are
also an important factor for chiral nematic self-assembly. Consequently, removing
the sulfate groups in order to increase thermal stability is not in the interest of
this work, where photonic films are desired.
Figure 2.18 – Thermal analysis of HM-CNCs and C-CNCs. a) TGA curves for
both CNC types. b) CNC films on Glass/ITO substrates were submitted to the
indicated temperatures for 15 min.
It should be noted that while thermal degradation of the two CNC types sets in
at 187 °C and 224 °C, for HM-CNC and C-CNCs, respectively (Figure 2.18a), film
degradation in the form of carbonization or film deformation (due to internal
stress) may set in at lower temperatures. This is an important aspect, as this
behaviour will impair effective thin-film deposition. In general, it was found that
HM-CNCs will not sustain any deposition procedures where temperatures above
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130 °C are involved, while C-CNCs showed thermal stability for temperatures
until 170 °C (see Figure 2.18b). For temperatures above this threshold the films
start to degrade, which is accompanied by a loss of their chiral nanostructure.
2.5 Brief Concluding Remarks on Avicel and CNCs
This Chapter gave insight into the history of cellulose, its origin, chemistry and
morphology. This was followed by one of the fundamental concepts to go from
cellulose micro- to nanocrystals, using acid hydrolysis. To achieve highest col-
loidal stability paired with improved LC behaviour, the sulfuric acid hydrolysis is
the most widely used and will be employed in this work. Fundamental characteri-
zation techniques (structural, chemical, morphological and thermal) were applied
to analyse the cellulose starting materials (Avicel, HM-CNCs and C-CNCs), ev-
idencing higher crystalline order when moving from Avicel to CNCs. However,
thermal properties decrease due to the addition of surface ester groups that catal-
yse degradation at lower temperatures than for Avicel. This is an important aspect
to keep in mind for device fabrication, where sometimes temperatures above the
degradation temperature are needed to enhance electrical properties.
In order to better understand the main differences between microcrystalline
cellulose (Avicel) and cellulose nanocrystals (both types) Table 2.4 shows a com-
parison.
Table 2.4 – Comparison of some crucial parameters between Avicel and the two
types of CNCs used in this work.
Parameter Avicel C-CNC HM-CNC
Particle Diameter by AFM (nm) - 3.9 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 1.0
Particle Length by AFM (nm) - 181 ± 62 137 ± 40
Crystallinity Index (%) 79 84.1 87.5
Crystallite Size (nm) 6.8 6.3 5.8
Sulfur Content (wt%) - 0.35 ± 0.02[a] 1.02 ± 0.03[a]
pH (dispersed in water) 7 7 2.8
Zeta Potential (mV) N/A -30.9 -69.7
Thermal Degradation Onset 270 °C 224 °C 187 °C
[a] - Thermo Finnigan Flash CHNS
What sticks out as most important is the difference in thermal degradation.
Additionally, as expected the crystallinity index and the crystallite sizes are very
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distinct when moving from micro- to nanocellulose, indicating higher structural
order.
The following Chapter will provide an in-depth study on the LC behaviour
of CNC colloids. This includes a dispersion guide for spray dried C-CNCs using
tip sonication treatment, where different energy inputs are studied to obtain a
stable colloid and phase separation. Phase diagrams will be provided for both
CNC types (HM-CNCs and C-CNCs) where an increase in CNC concentration is
accompanied by an increase in anisotropic volume fraction, evidencing the valid-
ity of the Onsager model. Finally, evaporation induced self-assembly condition
optimization will be studied to improve photonic properties of the obtained films.
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Cellulose Nanocrystals as Photonic
Films
"We just have to do what nature has always been doing."
David Attenborough
The previous Chapters gave some insights on liquid crystals, their proper-
ties, textures and LC phases with special emphasis on the chiral nematic one.
It was also shown how colloidal suspensions of rod-like particles can form LC
phases due to entropic reasons. This Chapter provides insight into the history
and formation of chiral nematic structures in CNC suspensions and deals with
some theories on the underlying fundamentals of chiral nematic order. The self-
assembly in suspension can be retained after drying and iridescent solid films are
obtained with properties reminiscent of short-pitch left-handed chiral nematic
LCs. This provides LCPL reflection and RCPL transmission in the visible light
spectrum. Some theories on CNC twisting will be given with special emphasis on
the first studies of CNCs as LCs. It follows a thorough analysis on photonic film
formation and how the macroscopic photonic aspects can be controlled through
evaporation induced self-assembly. An in-depth investigation on the dispersion,
phase separation behaviour and the resulting phase diagram of commercial CNCs
from CelluForce© (C-CNCs) and lab produced CNCs (HM-CNCs) will be pro-
vided. Furthermore, crucial analysis on the photonic films obtained from these
suspensions will be provided. This Chapter effectively lays the foundation for the
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implementation of the resulting films as photonic CPL filters in semiconducting
optoelectronic devices in subsequent Chapters.
3.1 Optics and Photonics in Nature
Scientists and engineers take nature as a source of inspiration to mimic or copy
designs found in biological systems. The resulting branch of material science
is regarded as bio-inspired materials where this approach has been acknowl-
edged with high potential in fundamental research and for practical applications.
Biomimicry or material science with bio-inspiration thus involves the study of na-
ture’s design principles and its effective copy for society relevant challenges and
applications.[1] The structures developed by nature evolved throughout millennia
to perform very specific functions, such as, actuation, charge transfer, catalysis,
molecular recognition, light harvesting, dispersing seeds, attracting polinators,
escaping from predators or self-replication.[2–4] Especially relevant for this work
one can also take the examples of signal transduction, sensing, self-assembly and
self-organization of micro- and nanosized structures, yielding what is called a
photonic crystal.
Photonic crystals are achieved with a periodic micro- or nanosized arrange-
ment of high and low dielectric constant materials. The periodicity in conjunction
with the dielectric constants of the involved materials determine the wavelengths
of EM radiation that experience highest interaction. Photons, behaving as waves,
either propagate through a photonic crystal or not, which is intrinsically con-
nected to their wavelength. Wavelengths that are able to propagate are called
modes and the conjunction of modes are treated as bands, where the inhibition of
propagation of a specific band is called a photonic bandgap of the photonic crystal.
This results in iridescence or structural color, where the coloration is not caused
by pigments but by the inherent ability of selective reflection or transmission of
specific wavelengths. In this regard photons in a photonic crystal are similar to
electrons in solids, where the periodicity of the ion cores also present forbidden
bands, giving rise to electronic/optical bandgaps (see Chapter 4 Section 4.1). The
interaction of photons with a photonic crystal comes in the form of thin-film
and multi-layer interference, diffraction, selective reflection, scattering, low-loss
wave-guiding, or inhibition or spontaneous emission or absorption, giving rise to
intriguing applications.[5–7] The advantage of structural colors as compared to
pigments is their ability to retain coloration over time, as long as the structure
stays intact. Pigments on the other hands suffer from chemical degradation.
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Photonic crystals come in three different types, depending on the layout of the
repeating units: 1D, 2D and 3D. Figure 3.1 depicts the three types of photonic
crystals. The 1D photonic crystal structure is the one that resembles most closely
the CNC structures used throughout this work as the repeating units propagate
into only 1 spatial direction, which coincides with the direction of the chiral
nematic helix.
Figure 3.1 – Photonic Crystals with repeating units in a) 1 dimension (1D), b) 2
dimensions (2D) and c) 3 dimensions (3D).
The periodic structures inside a photonic crystal must be around half the
wavelength of the EM waves to be affected. Consequently, to achieve interaction
with wavelengths on the order of visible light, structures with merely hundreds of
nm need to be achieved. The fabrication of repeating units in the nanometer range
is challenging, especially for photonic crystals with higher dimensional order.
Nature is a mastermind for the construction of nanosized periodic arrangements
of dielectric materials in all three dimensions, having perfected the bottom-up
approach in flora and fauna over billions of years of evolution. Examples of low
and higher dimensional photonic crystals in nature are depicted in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2 – Iridescence of photonic crystals in nature. a) Paracheirodon innesi
with layered 1D structures indicating mating habits. Scale bar indicates 2 cm.
b) Aphrodite sea mice exhibit 2D photonic structured hair in the form of voids
(with spacing of 500 nm) embedded in a high-refractive-index chitin matrix.[8]
Scale bar indicates 5 cm. c) Blue morpho butterfly with 1D photonic hierarchical
structures inside their scales. Microscope scale bar indicates 100 µm. d) Peacock
feathers with differently colored barbules owing to a 2D photonic structure.[9]
Scale bar indicates 15 cm. e) Iridescence in cuttle fish and squids. Scale bar
indicates 3 cm. And f) Mother-of-Pearl 1D structures in mollusk shells. Localized
sequence of thin layered organic/inorganic matrix with high inorganic content of
CaCO3 embedded in proteins.[10] Scale bar indicates 1 cm.
Apart from these layered symmetric photonic crystals nature also brings forth
photonic structures without mirror symmetry. These structures resemble more
closely the photonic CNC films used in this work that will be combined with opto-
electronic devices. A twisting of the repeating units of a photonic crystal around
a local axis usually results in a selective reflection of circular polarization. These
type of structures are more common in cuticles of certain beetles and certain
types of fruits, where the structural coloration of the latter is maintained even
after falling off the plant, increasing the probability of further seed dispersion by
animals.[3] Figure 3.3 shows strong iridescence of a C. gloriosa beetle, where, due
to a twisted nanostructure, selective reflection of CPL can be observed.
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Figure 3.3 – Structural coloration of a C. gloriosa beetle coming from a left-handed
twisted photonic crystal. Observed through a) LCPL and b) RCPL. ©2018 WILEY-
VCH. Adapted with permission.[11] All rights reserved.
The reflected colors of the beetle depicted in Figure 3.3 follow Equation 1.11
and are in effect similar to the structural colors that can be obtained from chiral
nematic CNC films, as explained throughout this Chapter.
3.2 History – From Birefringence to Chiral Nematic
The liquid crystalline behaviour of CNCs in suspension and in gels was firstly
observed by Marchessault in 1959.[12] His group prepared CNCs through the
usual sulfuric acid hydrolysis (as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2.2) and
concentrated the resulting suspension through evaporation. The resulting films
and gels were observed between crossed polarizers and showed a clear extinction
direction with textures similar to polygonal fields (see Figure 3.4a), reminiscent
of a chiral nematic LC. This was indeed the first time CNCs were connected to
LCs. Another effect connected to preferential alignment can be observed when
holding an isotropic CNC suspension between crossed polarizers and gently shake
it (induced birefringence - see Figure 3.4b).
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Figure 3.4 – a) First observation of an extinction direction of films obtained from
sulfuric acid hydrolyzed CNCs. Reprinted by permission from Nature Publish-
ing Group: Nature. [12], ©(1959). b) Shear birefringence of an isotropic CNC
suspension observed through crossed polarizers. Scale bar indicates 1 cm.
The resulting appearance of colours and dark or bright fringes is due to shear
birefringence, where CNCs align in a certain direction due to the applied force,
which translates into a macroscopically visible optical effect. This is in fact a
good method to qualitatively assess the colloidal quality of a CNC suspension.
Well-dispersed CNC particles, after sonication, show clear shear birefringence,
which is not observed for CNC suspensions with agglomerates.
However, from the first observation of birefringence it took over 30 years until
Marchessault and Revol under the supervision of Gray were able to identify, that
the LC phase was of lyotropic chiral nematic nature and that CNCs in suspen-
sion, above a critical concentration, orient in a helical fashion.[13, 14] Again, they
prepared CNCs by sulfuric acid hydrolysis and established the reaction condi-
tions which are still used today. The ability of a CNC suspension to form a chiral
nematic phase depends first and foremost on the mineral acid chosen for hydrol-
ysis, where the presence of a surface ester group seems imperative. Thus, CNCs
derived from HCl hydrolysis do not form any chiral nematic order and can only
form a birefringent film with uniaxial structures after post-reaction sulfation.[15]
In fact, disregarding post-reaction modifications, only the phosphoric and
sulfuric acid hydrolysis are suitable for the development of chiral nematic phases.
Nevertheless, the sulfuric hydrolysis has been in the spotlight since the beginning
and was finely tuned for liquid crystalline properties from the early 90s until
today mainly by Revol, Marchessault, Dong, Orts, Edgar, Gray, Hamad and Hu,
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with minor adaptions still being made.[13, 16–22] The final aqueous suspension
of Revol in 1992 had a CNC concentration of 3 wt% and separated in an upper
isotropic and a lower anisotropic phase. In the anisotropic phase they were able
to observe tactoids (Figure 3.5a) with the fingerprint texture characteristic for
chiral nematic liquid crystals. Tactoids (firstly described by H. Zocher [23]) are
anisotropic droplets formed with short-range order in an isotropic suspension.
They represent an intermediate state when the CNC suspension passes from
the isotropic to the liquid-crystalline/anisotropic phase (Figure 3.5b) with long-
range ordering.[24] In dry films from CNCs, the tactoids are one of the main
reasons for monodomain formation with distinct pitch values (more on this topic
below). When Revol and co-workers dried their suspension to obtain films, they
observed that the chiral nematic ordering was preserved in the solid (see Figure
3.5c). During drying the pitch decreased from around 30 µm (long-pitch chiral
nematic) to roughly 4 µm (short-pitch chiral nematic). Apparently, removing the
water from within the chiral nematic structure did not disrupt any chiral nematic
ordering and it was possible to obtain solid photonic films with optical properties
comparable to short-pitch LCs. This drying process is commonly referred to as
evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA).
Figure 3.5 – Comparison between first ever chiral nematic CNC structures (a - c)
with similar images from the present work of C-CNCs (d - f). a) Tactoids in CNC
suspension, b) fingerprint texture of anisotropic phase after 1 day of standing and
c) TEM image of nanoscale ordering after drying. Reprinted from Publication
[13], with permission from Elsevier. d) tactoids in C-CNC suspension (scale bar =
50 µm), e) fingerprint texture of anisotropic phase (scale bar = 50 µm) and f) SEM
image at the edge of a dried film showing short-pitch chiral nematic nanoscale
ordering (scale bar = 1 µm). The tactoids and anisotropic phases are all observed
through crossed polarizers.
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Figure 3.5 also shows a comparison between the first ever results on chiral
nematic ordering of CNCs with suspensions and films from this work. With d)
showing tactoids, e) long-range long-pitch fingerprint texture in suspension and
f) a SEM image of a dry film with a short-pitch around 2 µm. These images were
obtained from C-CNCs.
Revol et al. concluded their paper by stating that these rod-like species self-
assemble into helicoidal arrays, which can then be dried into films that mimic
the organizational structure of biopolymers in nature, unknowingly opening a
huge research field in biomimicry using CNCs. The organizational structure in
nature usually resembles a helicoidal arrangement. This helicoidal arrangement
also called a Bouligand structure (after Yves Bouligand) came to be known as the
twisted plywood model. In industry plywood is a construction material made
up of thin layers of wood, where each layer is rotated by a certain angle (usually
90°) to the adjacent ones. The twisted plywood approach for the fabrication of
these construction materials is like the one applied by nature to construct cell
walls in plants, beetle exoskeletons and tough iridescent fruits.[25] Consequently,
this method taken by humankind demonstrates, once again, how it is possible,
through the imitation of nature, to obtain materials with enhanced properties
(in this case mechanical). Instead of macroscopically thick wood layers, in the
adopted twisted plywood model for CNCs, the layers are in the nanometer range
(treated as pseudo-nematic layers). And instead of a 90° rotation between each
layer (as for normal plywood) the offset between each layer (the twisting angle) is
much smaller and a complete rotation (pitch) takes up more layers than 4. As can
be seen in Figure 3.6a the twisted plywood model assumes microscopic rotations
and the patterns that appear depend on the viewing angle in regard to the whole
structure (either from the side or as a top view – also oblique angles). When
observed from the top the fingerprint structure appears (as observed in Figure
3.6b). Whereas, when viewed from the side (Figure 3.6c) it is possible to observe
the basic building blocks as repeating dots and lines due to the rotation around
their central axis.[26] For better comparison a fractured C-CNC film is shown in
Figure 3.6d and e. Especially in Figure 3.6e the continuous twisting along the
thickness of the film is easy to visualize.
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Figure 3.6 – Schematic representation of the twisted plywood model and SEM
images of fractured C-CNC films. a) Three-dimensional front view of a stack
of repeating, equidistant and parallel planes. Each layer is reduced in lateral
dimensions by 5% for better visualization, yielding a pyramid. Each layer contains
stripes, representing individual building blocks (elementary units), with each
presenting a 20° offset, giving a twisting along the thickness. b) Orthographic top-
view with indication of the fingerprint structure in orange. c) Orthographic side-
view showing the repeating dots and line structure and the pitch (full director
rotation). d) Top-view of a fractured C-CNC film with indication of the fingerprint
texture (scale bar indicates 1 µm). e) side-view of a fractured C-CNC film with
indication of the chiral nematic pitch (scale bar indicates 400 nm).
The results obtained by Revol in 1992 were a first hint on possible photonic
interactions in the visible light range if the pitch could be reduced to the submi-
cron range. This was in fact achieved 6 years later when his group demonstrated
striking iridescent colours in films dried from CNC suspensions.[27] This work
in particular has set a milestone for the investigation on CNCs as a sustainable
nanomaterial with photonic properties and novel applications in a great variety
of fields, such as photonics and electronics. Here it should be noted that the heli-
coidal ordering of CNCs is always left-handed. Consequently, LCPL is reflected
and RCPL is transmitted through such structures.
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3.3 Some Theories on the Twisting of CNCs in
Suspensions
Among scientists, not only the strict left-handedness raised curiosity, but also how
supposedly uniform slender rods are capable of forming twisted superstructures
at all. “The twist itself is probably a superhelical phenomenon, related to the crys-
tallography but as yet undetected” was a preliminary conclusion. Additionally, it
was conjectured that during hydrolysis the cellulose oligomers distort away from
a flat-ribbon-like structure, offering an explanation of how twists at the molecular
level translate to macroscopically observed twisting.[17]
Soon, investigations on the morphology of CNC particles arose where for in-
stance Orts et al. inferred, through small angle neutron scattering (SANS) on
CNC suspension, that the nanoparticles might present a helical twist.[18] They
ultimately connected it to strain in the CNC’s crystalline microstructure.[28] This
morphological change (from cylinders to a twisted rod) was related to a screening
effect due to the surface charges created by the acid hydrolysis.[29] Consequently,
when a suspension of CNCs starts to dry the nanoparticles can be packed more
tightly when the main axes present an offset so that the threads fit into the grooves
of neighboring CNCs. This energy minimization process may ultimately trans-
lates into a chiral (twisted) long range ordering.[30, 31] The transformation of a
flat ribbon like CNC to a twisted one, as initially proposed by Revol et al., was
necessary, as a response to the chiral nematic phase formation of CNCs in sus-
pension, where each adjacent CNC has to twist a tiny bit in order to minimize
their entropy-driven packing energy. This suggests that CNCs are rather twisted
beams with irregular shape than flat ribbons as initially assumed.[32, 33]
Other studies suggest that not only CNCs but also CNFs really do exhibit
irregular shapes on their surface with a certain twisting angle and associated
periodicity.[34] This was found due to biaxial sweeping directions of the AFM
tip across the CNC surface (see Figure 3.7a).[35] If it was indeed connected to
artifacts these would present different appearances in any given direction, but
both directions showed the same pattern on surfaces of CNF’s. Hence, artifacts
can be discarded, and cellulose nanomaterials do possess anisotropy connected
to their surfaces.
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Figure 3.7 – Comparison of predicted model for surface anisotropy of CNCs and
real AFM image of a single CNF. a) and b) AFM images of a single CNF with two
sweeping direction as indicated by arrows. The twisting is present in both im-
ages. Adapted with permission from [35]. Copyright ©(2019) American Chemical
Society. c) Shows a schematic of the twisted beam with indication of maxima ob-
servable in AFM. d) Side-view of the same schematic with indication of periodic
distance.
In the same study it was found that the twisting of these irregularities is in
fact right-handed, which ultimately could provide the left-handed self-assembly
of CNCs during EISA - it is easier to pile up right-handed screws in a left-handed
pile and vice-versa.[36] The periodicity of this surface anisotropy was measured to
be highly dependent on the charge-density, which is directly connected to either
the used hydrolysis parameters during synthesis or post-synthesis treatments.
In this context periodicity instead of pitch is used, where periodicity denotes
the distance between two maxima of consecutive charges in the nanocellulose
chain (see Figure 3.7b). The periodicity was shown to decrease with increasing
linear charge density reaching from values of p ≈ 70 nm to p ≈ 40 nm for charge
densities of λq ≈ 150 µmol g-1 to λq ≈ 940 µmol g-1, respectively. Evidently, this
study was performed on CNFs rather than CNCs, where longer fibrils offer more
opportunities to observe this phenomena, however similar results and especially
surface morphologies can be expected for CNCs.
Results in the area of nanoparticle functionalization on the surface of CNCs
were obtained that support this hypothesis.[37] In this work different sizes of
cationic Gold Nanoparticles (AuNPs) are decorated onto the negatively charged
CNCs. As a result, a positive Circular Dichroism (CD) signal in the right-hand
channel is found, indicating a right-handed twisting of the AuNPs along the
CNC. It was shown that the effective AuNPs size is crucial in obtaining opti-
mal results, where too small Nanoparticles (NPs) do not produce significant CD
signal and too large NPs inhibit optimal packing and binding on the CNC sur-
face, due to lateral hinderance between adjacent AuNps. All of the experimental
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results on the twisting of cellulose fibrils (and consequently rods) are strongly
supported by fundamental theoretical studies based on atomistic molecular dy-
namics simulations, showing also a right-handed twisting along CNFs, which
rather dependent highly on inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonding than
on the fibril’s size.[38] Other studies based on molecular mechanics and approx-
imations to the energy of quantum many-body systems (Hartree-Fock method)
also confirm the observed right-handed twisting to be connected to hydrogen
bonding.[28] In yet another study Bergström and co-workers have shown that
the chiral nematic phase is already formed when the CNCs are still 50 nm apart
from each other.[39] No explanation can be given of how the liquid crystalline
properties are translated over such distances.[24] Some researchers hypothesize
that a helicoidal surface sulfate ester group charge distribution translates into a
chiral EDL around the CNC.
Many theories have been brought forward but no real consensus has yet been
reached about the true twisting nature of CNCs in suspension and in films after
EISA.
3.4 From Self-Assembly to Photonic Films
During EISA water evaporates, and the rod volume fraction (φr) increases contin-
uously. This leads to a loss in orientational entropy while the positional entropy
increases (as stated by Onsager) and the CNCs start to nucleate to form tactoids.
The tactoids grow in size while more and more water evaporates and may even
start merging with other tactoids.[24] Due to a slightly higher density of the tac-
toids when compared to the surrounding media they start to sediment at the
bottom and coalesce with other tactoids to form long-range orientational order.
Tactoid merging may however not always be a perfect process and misalignments
in the chiral nematic layers may develop, which translates into inferior optical
properties in the final films.
Until this point the CNC suspension was in what is termed the equilibrium
state with CNC concentrations between roughly 3 wt% and 10 wt% (depending
once again on the source and the acid hydrolysis conditions). Figure 3.8 illustrates
a bi-phasic (upper isotropic and lower anisotropic phase) C-CNC suspension ob-
served in POM during the equilibrium process. Figure 3.8a indicates the areas,
where the following observations can be made. Small tactoids were observed
to merge with each other to form bigger tactoids (Figure 3.8b) that approached
the isotropic/anisotropic phase boundary where they settled and merged (Figure
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3.8c) to give long-orientational order (Figure 3.8d).
Figure 3.8 – Tactoid merging and sedimentation at the isotropic to the anisotropic
phase in a capillary with a C-CNC suspension observed in transmission. a) a
bi-phasic 4 wt% C-CNC suspension (scale bar indicates 1 cm). b) smaller tactoids
merge to give bigger ones (scale bar indicates 50 µm). c) tactoids settling at
the isotropic/anisotropic boundary (scale bar indicates 100 µm) and continue to
merge to give d) long-range orientational order (scale bar indicates 20 µm). POM
observations were conducted with a C-CNC suspension in a vertical capillary.
When further reducing the water content the suspensions start to enter the
kinetically arrested state (also gel state), where the chiral nematic arrangement is
locked in the suspension.[40] The gel state can also be reached without any chi-
ral nematic ordering (electrolyte addition, pH increase, concentration increase),
yielding a loss in photonic properties, as will be seen in this Chapter Section
3.7.4.1 and Chapter 5. When entering the kinetic arrested state, the CNCs are
restricted in their translational and rotational freedom that no further chiral ne-
matic organization may occur.[41] This also freezes-in any misalignments or de-
fects, originated by tactoid merging, throughout the CNC film, thus preventing
any further increase in photonic quality. Finally, the pitch decreases further until
all the water is evaporated. If the suspension properties and the drying conditions
were setup correctly the final chiral nematic pitch reaches the desired distant of
the wavelengths of visible light and gives (according to Equation 1.11) striking
iridescent films.
Depending on the chosen deposition method, iridescent CNC films can be
either obtained as free-standing membranes (dish-cast) or as thick- or thin-films
on suitable substrates (drop-cast or printed). Figure 3.9a, b and c demonstrate
these two possibilities with drop-cast thick-films (thickness of roughly 10 µm)
and dish-cast membranes (thickness of roughly 60 µm). To obtain images such as
the one depicted in 3.9b and c, a LEICA M80 magnifying lens was used with 0.25
× amplification. The software to obtain images from the LEICA IC80 HD camera
was LEICA Microsystems Application Suite V4. Conventional plastic circular
polarizing lenses (T > 40% for 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm) from Edmund Optics were
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used to obtain images in RCPL or LCPL mode.
Figure 3.9 – Iridescence in CNC films and membranes - in reflection. a) compari-
son between drop-cast CNC films of different colors (red – C-CNC, blue HM-CNC
and green – 50% mix of HM-CNC and C-CNC) on Glass/ITO and a dish-cast C-
CNC membrane after EISA. Scale bar indicates 6 mm. b) Amplification of a
drop-cast C-CNC film. Scale bar indicates 3 mm. c) Amplification of a C-CNC
membrane. Scale bar indicates 1mm. d) Influence of decreasing viewing angle on
λref for drop-cast CNC films with distinct pitches. Scale bar indicates 5mm.
Figure 3.9d shows the effect of a decrease in viewing angle on λref. As the
angle decreases the reflected wavelength is blue-shifted according to Equation
1.14. The angle dependence of θin on λref is a trademark of iridescent photonic
films. In this specific example the middle blue film shifts to Ultraviolet (UV)
(barely visible in the last image), the right green film shifts to blue and the left
red film to green.
As expected for left-handed chiral nematic LCs, these films show a strong
reflection of LCPL and transmission of RCPL. Figure 3.10a–d evidence this se-
lective CPL reflection of a HM-CNC film drop-cast on a Glass/ITO substrate.
Photographs and POM images show a macro- and microscopic view of a CNC
film under CPL illumination, respectively. It is observed that the vivid blue reflec-
tion for LCPL of the center region indicated in Figure 3.10a, completely vanishes
during RCPL in Figure 3.10b. In the POM images, taken in reflection mode (see
Figure 3.10c and d), the film exhibits a characteristic fingerprint texture and ap-
pears as a typical “defect-rich and mosaic like structure” as was described by
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Lagerwall and co-workers, indicating monodomain formation with distinct pitch
values and inclinations during EISA.[41] Figure 3.10e and f show cross-section
SEM images of the films, illustrating the long-range order and the chiral nematic
arrangement of the CNCs. Furthermore, in Figure 3.10e above the indicated
area it is possible to observe orientational and pitch misalignments that occurred
during EISA. Even extreme cases are reached, where the chiral nematic helix de-
veloped perpendicular to the surface of the film. Additionally, films with different
colorations under LCPL and RCPL are shown in Figure 3.10g and h, respectively.
These films are visualized through 3D cinema glasses with CPL filters. Figure
3.10i shows schematically the separation into LCPL and RCPL upon incidence of
a light beam without polarization.
Figure 3.10 – CPL reflection of a drop-cast HM-CNC film and internal nanoscale
ordering. a - d) observed at the macroscopic and microscopic scale in reflection
mode (POM), respectively. Scale bars indicate 2 mm and 500 µm, respectively. e,f)
Cross section SEM images of the same film, illustrating the long range order and
twisting of individual CNCs, where (f) is an amplification of the indicated area
in (e). Scale bars indicate 1000 and 400 nm, respectively. g) and h) CNC films of
different colours visualized through LCPL and RCPL polarizing cinematographic
3D glasses, respectively. Scale bars indicate 1.5 cm. i) Schematic representation
of CPL selectivity through a CNC film (reflected and transmitted colours are for
better visualization and do not represent any physical properties).
According to C. Schütz and co-workers the kinetic arrest, after entering the
gel state, is a “mixed blessing”. On the one hand, without kinetic arrest other
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structures, such as smectic or solid crystalline states, could replace the chiral ne-
matic one and it would not be possible to investigate and apply chiral nematic
CNC films. On the other hand, gelation develops at such low CNC mass fractions,
that complete chiral nematic order has not yet been reached. This implies numer-
ous internal boundaries between individual tactoids and also tactoids that have
merged and were unable to completely unify their helix orientations.[42] Figure
3.11 demonstrates the tactoid merging and sedimentation over time, where two
tactoids merge close to the isotropic/anisotropic boundary. The helix orientation
of the two tactoids is perpendicular to one another and consequently they pro-
duce two misaligned domains in the final film with a Y-shaped fusion defect.[24]
A similar defect is clearly visible in the SEM cross-section image observed in the
inset of Figure 3.11d.
Figure 3.11 – a) – d) Tactoid merging and sedimentation over time. Two tactoids
with their helix aligned (red and blue) merge and deposit without defects. When
two tactoids with perpendicular helix orientations (yellow and green) merge and
sediment they originate a Y-shaped defect structure. The inset in d) shows a SEM
image of such a defect. Scale bar indicates 1 µm. The colours are merely for better
visualization and do not indicate any physical properties.
The photonic response of CNC films is usually determined using POM cou-
pled or stand-alone spectrophotometers and can be measured either in reflection
or transmission mode. These are usually coupled with a linear polarizer and a
retardation plate (quarter waveplate λ/4) to analyse the response of the films in
the LCPL or RCPL channels. By rotating the linear polarizer 90° it is possible
to switch between RCPL and LCPL and monitor the reflection or transmission
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for each channel individually (see Chapter 1 Section 1.2 for information on light
polarization).
To detect the reflection of LCPL and RCPL using POM, a quarter waveplate
(U-TP137, Olympus) coupled with a polarizer was inserted in the optical path
of the Olympus BX51 microscope. To obtain reflectance spectra of the observed
area, a standard UV–vis–NIR spectrometer (200 nm ≤ λ ≤ 1050 nm) coupled to
a halogen tungsten light source was connected to the microscope and combined
with LightScan software by Sarspec. Spectra were taken in LCPL and RCPL in
absolute reflected intensity. The advantage of a POM coupled spectrophotometer
is the possibility to measure microscopic areas.
On the other hand, stand-alone spectrophotometers permit the analysis of
bigger areas and the use of integration spheres for total, diffuse and specular
reflection. For transmission spectra throughout this work either a Shimadzu
UV-3101PC UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer with a double-beam geometry or
a PerkinElmer Lambda 950 UV–vis–NIR high-performance double-beam dual
monochromator spectrophotometer is used. Both systems with either 1 or 0.5 nm
wavelength resolution, depending on the chosen spectrum range. Baselines are
always taken with air as the reference.
Figure 3.12 shows a typical CPL response of a C-CNC film in both, reflection
(a) and transmission (b) mode for 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm. For this specific film
10 µl of a 5 wt% anisotropic C-CNC were drop-cast onto a UV-treated Glass/ITO
substrate (see Sections 3.7.3 and 3.7.4 for detailed studies on volume and phase
separation of C-CNC suspensions). As expected, the two CPL responses are
quite distinct due to differences in the interaction of the light with the chiral
nematic structure. For reflectance highest response is observed for LCPL which is
reflected off the CNC film, whereas RCPL is transmitted. On the other hand, the
transmittance shows an inverse behaviour with highest transmittance for RCPL
and lowest for LCPL.
As figures of merit for film comparison firstly λmax will be taken at the highest
difference in CPL signals. This wavelengths also denotes the photonic bandgap of
the film and will be treated as such throughout this work. Secondly, for that spe-
cific wavelength the difference between LCPL and RCPL (for reflection) or RCPL
and LCPL (for transmission) will be calculated in percentage, usually denoted as
∆CP L (or CPL distinction). Lastly the Full Width at Half-maximum (FWHM) will
be calculated to determine the spectral width (measured in nm) of the photonic
response.
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Figure 3.12 – a) Reflectance and b) Transmittance spectra of the same C-CNC film.
Indicated are the figures of merit used throughout this work to characterize the
photonic response. The insets show the measured areas (in reflection) through
LCPL and RCPL filters. Scale bars indicated 100 µm and 3 mm for a) and b),
respectively. For reflectance spectra, the reference was taken through a CPL filter,
using a mirror.
Ideally, it is desired to obtain films with a high CPL distinction, low spectral
width and inside the projected photonic bandgap for the semiconductor in use. A
high spectral width is once again connected to the aforementioned monodomain
formation when the suspension passes from the equilibrium to the kinetically
arrested state. The resulting broad-band reflection can thus be explained through
two basic phenomena. Some of these domains might have either a slight tilt to the
normal of the film (θin , 0°) or a deviation of pitch values (P). Thus, when taking
Equation 1.11 into account deviations in either θin or P will yield differences
in the measured λref. This inevitably results in a broadening of the main peak.
The maximum observed reflection or transmission is naturally where the most
domains with coinciding orientations and pitch values occur.
Both techniques are equally valid to determine the photonic response of a
CNC film and both are employed throughout this work. Nevertheless, the spec-
tra should be treated with caution, as one gives information about microscopic,
while the other about macroscopic effects. As seen in the inset in Figure 3.12a,
reflection is taken from a microscopic area somewhere in center of the droplet.
This specific spectrum thus only gives the photonic properties of this microscopic
area and does not take the macroscopic properties of the whole droplet (higher
number of defects) into account. Whereas Figure 3.12b gives insight on behalf of
the photonic properties of the whole droplet (also in reflection). This naturally
translates to enhanced figures of merit for Figure 3.12a as can be seen in Table
3.1.
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Consequently, a transition to ever smaller devices, as foreseen by nanotechnol-
ogy will also improve key aspects of the sensors developed in this work.
Table 3.1 – Figures of merit for the presented films in Figure 3.12.
Measurement type λmax (nm) ∆CPL (%) FWHM (nm)
Microscopic 631.5 69.8 140
Macroscopic 661 58 169.9
For practical applications, where semiconducting devices are deposited on
these photonic CNC films it is thus important to consider their size, in order
to either investigate the microscopic or the macroscopic behaviour of the films.
For microscopic devices, such as the field-effect transistors in Chapter 5 (with
channel dimensions in the micrometre range) POM coupled reflection should
resemble more closely their expected CPL behaviour. On the other hand, the
thin-film photodiodes investigated in Chapter 6 present active areas on the order
of millimetres and either transmission spectroscopy or low amplification POM
should be employed to predict the devices’ CPL responses.
3.5 The Coffee-Ring Effect
During drying of a sessile drop of colloidal particles in a solvent on a surface,
usually a ring-shaped deposit is obtained, as the particles in suspension tend
to flow to the outer edges of the film.[43] This is a clearly visible phenomenon,
which is connected to the differential evaporation of the solvent – the coffee-ring
effect. In CNC sessile drops dried on flat surfaces the coffee-ring induces a colour
gradient throughout the film, manifesting as a concentric rainbow-like structure
(see Figure 3.13a). A clear colour gradient from the centre (blue) to the rim of the
film (red) is observed. The underlying phenomenon is connected to a differential
evaporation rate. During drying, the droplet dries more quickly at the three-
phase contact point, which, together with the deposition of an initial CNC layer
at the contact line, gives rise to a pinning effect of the droplet at the rim. With a
pinned boundary, CNC particles experience a capillary-flow that pulls them to
the outer edge of the film. This eventually leaves the droplet with a power law
distribution of the CNCs, creating a concentration gradient, being higher at the
edges than in the centre.[44]
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The concentric rainbow colouring appears as the pitch is highest at the edge
and decreases when moving to the centre of the droplet. This can mainly be
explained by three factors :
1. The droplet dries from the edges to the centre and thus the pitch freezes-in
at longer wavelengths.
2. Due to an increase in CNC concentration at the droplet border, the CNCs
experience more repulsive forces, the anisotropic phase is influenced, and
gelation sets in earlier, leaving the pitch at longer wavelengths.
3. When moving to the centre of the film, the CNCs, also lesser in concen-
tration, are given more time to self-assemble into their final arrangement,
leading to a shorter pitch.
These observations go in accordance with the work by Parker and co-workers
on the hierarchical design of the visual appearance of self-assembled CNC
films.[45]
Figure 3.13 shows a HM-CNC droplet (V = 100 µl) deposited in a circular
hydrophilic region (d = 1.5 cm) on a Glass/ITO substrate, dried under controlled
conditions (T = 21 °C and 25% RH), with its corresponding profile plot and
λref along the film. Thickness measurements were performed using a XP-200
profilometer from AMBIOS technology. Surface scanning was performed with a
speed of 0.1 mm s-1 and a stylus force of 1 mg. At the droplet perimeter the film
thickness and photonic bandgap vary considerably, in the central region however
both parameters stabilize. This region will be used in Chapter 5 for the deposition
of field-effect transistors.
Figure 3.13 – The effects of the Coffee-ring on a HM-CNC droplet. a) concentric
rainbow-like colours in reflection (scale bar indicates 0.5 cm). b) height profile
across the film. c) λref as a function of film diameter, where the line serves merely
as a visual guide.
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There are several works devoted to minimizing the coffee-ring effect, not only
for CNC droplets but also in general for sessile droplets in all kinds of deposition
techniques.[46–49] For instance, in printing technologies, where droplet superpo-
sition is crucial and where non-uniform droplets could pose a risk to film stability,
short- or open-circuits in conducting or semiconducting inks, assembly of pho-
tonic components, DNA chips or even in microfluidics with nanosized droplets.
Despite the non-uniformity, upon solvent evaporation, the radial outward flow
to the edge of the coffee-ring induces CNC alignment which directly competes
with the chiral nematic phase formation and its kinetics. Consequently, the chiral
nematic order increases when moving to the centre of the droplet.[50]
3.6 Controlling Pitch and Photonic Properties
The control and uniformization of the chiral nematic pitch is a central research
topic, as perfectly aligned chiral nematic layers would yield iridescent films with
a very high selectivity between LCPL and RCPL. Such films would present bet-
ter applicability in areas including anti-counterfeiting, structural colouring, but
most relevant for this work, in sensing. Many works have been devoted to the
control of the photonic properties of the final CNC film such as tactoid anneal-
ing, additives, temperature, humidity, electric and magnetic fields, substrates,
mechanical compression and ionic strength.[20, 51–57] The control of the final
chiral nematic pitch and consequently λmax (or photonic bandgap) is fundamental
for applications in sensing devices using semiconductors. The photonic bandgap
must be tuned to the optical bandgap of the semiconductor to achieve highest
response. Some of the main techniques to adjust the pitch to the needed range
are listed in Table 3.2.
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3.7. EISA CONDITION OPTIMIZATION
Some of the techniques are however not suitable for this work as the CNC
sources and consequently their dimensions are fixed (either bleached Kraft pulp
for C-CNC or Avicel for HM-CNC). Furthermore, initial CNC concentration in
suspension was optimized and fixed at 2.8 wt% and 5 wt% for HM-CNCs and
C-CNCs, respectively (see Section 3.7.4.2 ). Consequently, the photonic bandgap
was adjusted by either adding specific amounts of electrolytes to the initial sus-
pension or by adjusting the evaporation process (temperature, humidity and drop-
cast volume). The latter was successfully optimized to obtain films with a more
uniform pitch distribution and decreased coffee-ring effect.
Before depositing any CNC suspension to obtain photonic films for practical
applications it is important to understand the best EISA conditions and which
CNC concentration to use. Both of these research topics will ultimately enhance
photonic properties and consequently increase CPL response of the developed
devices. To accomplish that, a study on the EISA conditions and additionally on
the phase separation of both CNC suspensions was conducted in the following
Sections.
3.7 EISA Condition Optimization
Casting is the simplest form of film or membrane preparation, where a specific
volume is poured (cast) into some sort of mould. For the present work the casting
method can be distinguished into two distinct approaches: dish-casting and drop-
casting. Thus, the first natural question to ask is whether to use CNCs as petri-
dish cast free-standing membranes or as drop-cast films deposited on a suitable
substrate.
3.7.1 Dish-cast Free-standing Membranes
To produce photonic membranes, a certain amount of CNC suspension is dish-
cast into polystyrene petri dishes. The diameters can be varied to adapt the
final membrane’s dimensions to the needs of the application. Usual diameters
that have been used and shown to result in good reproducibility are standard
petri dish diameters, but also cell culture wells are suitable, where a reduction in
diameter and consequently used CNC suspension volume is possible. The dish
material is crucial, as only polystyrene has shown the necessary contact angle
properties (hydrophobic) for the membranes to develop EISA undisturbed and
then be easily detached from the surface. Other materials, for instance glass
surfaces, are too hydrophilic and dry CNC membranes stick to them like glue
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where removal without damage is almost impossible. Depending on the used
volume for a fixed diameter it is possible to obtain membranes with thicknesses
ranging from a few to tens of µm.
Whereas membranes can give some interesting concepts for free-standing
devices, where the membrane acts simultaneously as the substrate, they often
exhibit some disadvantages. Firstly, the drying takes longer as usually more
volume needs to be deposited into the petri dish to obtain stable membranes. With
CNC production on the lab-scale it is often desired to use as less suspension as
possible, as dialysis takes time, yields are low, and throughput is not comparable
with industrial standards. Secondly, internal stresses during drying might lift the
membranes, which originates curvatures and sometimes induces cracking. This is
not desirable for thin-film deposition, where completely flat surfaces are needed.
And lastly, an increase in thickness does not necessarily lead to better photonic
properties, as an increased number of defects might form along the film cross-
section. Capillary forces, where particle flow to the outer edge, tends to increase
the thickness of the membrane when moving from the central to the outer regions.
This usually results in non-uniform coloration and photonic properties of the
membranes. This is not only due to a difference in CNC concentration across
the membrane but also to a competition between the particle flow and the self-
assembly. Usually, and as observed in other studies, the central part shows better
photonic properties, as the flow tends to align CNCs, which then promote better
self-assembly.[50]
It is not by accident that the best photonic structures in nature have merely
a few micrometres of thickness without any defects whatsoever.[58, 59] These
observations have led scientists in the direction of drop-casting or even print-
ing of CNC suspensions, where careful deposition and control over the drying
conditions are most critical to obtain thin, defect free photonic films.
3.7.2 Drop-cast Films on Substrates
The approach for CNC film deposition taken in this work relies mostly on the
definition of hydrophobic/hydrophilic areas where the CNCs can be drop-cast.
The most basic form of this approach lies in the use of Glass/ITO substrates.
Apart from its high transmittance and excellent conductivity, as exposed in
Chapter 4 Section 4.2.1, the Glass/ITO substrates have an additional advantage
for the intended application, connected to their wettability and the consequent
deposition of CNC suspension, through drop-casting. The ITO, as received by the
supplier, presents a hydrophobic surface with a Contact Angle (CA) of well above
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90°, as shown in Figure 3.14a. When submitted to UV light and a simultaneous
ozone atmosphere (in a PSD Series, Digital UV Ozone System by NOVASCAN) the
surface of the ITO is functionalized with hydroxyl groups and oxygen radicals,
effectively increasing wettability accompanied by a drastic decrease in CA (the
same can be achieved through plasma treatment). This is easily observed through
CA measurements as can be seen in Figure 3.14b and c.
Figure 3.14 – Contact angle (CA) measurements and macro images of specific
water volumes dried on the respective surfaces. a) no UV treatment - hydropho-
bic ITO surface (scale bar indicates 1 mm), b) UV treatment without mask - hy-
drophilic ITO surface (scale bar indicates 2 mm), c) UV treatment with circular
mask - hydrophilic well (scale bar indicates 2 mm). d) to f) images in reflection of
10 µl C-CNC suspensions dried on the respective surfaces from above visualized
through LCPL (scale bars indicate 2 mm).
The figure shows three distinct cases: without and with UV treatment (3.14a
and b) without mask and additionally the case where a circular Polyethylene
naphthalate (PEN) mask was used during UV treatment (3.14c). The latter case is
very useful as it permits the definition of specific patterns on the ITO, where the
CNC suspension only spreads in the exposed (hydrophilic) area until reaching
the masked (hydrophobic) area. Figure 3.14c depicts this specific case, where the
contact angle is taken right at the hydrophilic/hydrophobic line. Naturally, the
contact angle depends on the deposited volume per area as the hydrophilic region
serves merely as a “reservoir”, which is filled with the necessary volume of CNC
suspension (see Figure 3.15a). This will be used for FETs fabrication in Chapter
5. Another equally viable approach relies on the electron beam deposition of
100 nm thin SiO2 films (highly hydrophilic) on hydrophobic surfaces (see Figure
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3.15b). The used shadow mask will again define the resulting pattern. This latter
approach was successfully implemented during thin-film photodiode fabrication
for CPL sensing in Chapter 6, where SiO2 was deposited on a Parylene-C film
(hydrophobic).
Figure 3.15 – Hydrophilic/Hydrophobic pattern definition through a) UV-
treatment of Glass/ITO substrates and b) SiO2 thin-film deposition. Both ap-
proaches use shadow masks. The final photonic film is exemplified with selective
reflection in the blue region.
As pointed out, the shadow masks will define the resulting photonic film
pattern, as exemplified in Figure 3.16 with C-CNC films deposited on Glass/ITO
substrates in a square, hexagonal, circular or triangular shape.
Figure 3.16 – Photonic C-CNC films (in reflection) in a a) square, b) hexagonal, c)
circular or d) triangular shape. Scale bars indicate 3 mm.
It should be noted from Figure 3.16 that the films develop more naturally
when drop-cast in a circle than in shapes with edges. This can be observed in the
round corners of the shapes in a), b) and d), which has an effect on the photonic
properties, showing a more uniform distribution in c).
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3.7.3 Suppressing the Coffee-Ring Effect in CNC films
As pointed out before, after EISA at RT the coffee-ring effect leaves the pho-
tonic films with a concentration and thickness gradient, originating a concen-
tric rainbow-like appearance. For application purposes it is desirable to obtain
films with a high pitch uniformity and thus a constant photonic bandgap through-
out the films, providing an increase in working area. One way of reducing the
coffee-ring is to induce drying at low temperatures. This approach has been
pursued for electronic printing technologies, where film uniformity is vital for
functional films.[60] Consequently, when letting CNC films go through EISA in
low-temperature conditions (for instance in a fridge at 4 °C) there are two advan-
tages. Firstly, a slower drying produces more efficient tactoid annealing, giving
the film a more ordered chiral nematic phase and thus photonic properties.[51]
Secondly, the coffee-ring is reduced and a more uniform pitch throughout the
film is achieved. To further decrease drying speed, a high humidity condition is
created. To combine low-temperature (T = 4°C) and high humidity (RH > 90%)
the films are dried in a closed petri-dish inside a fridge. The reduced coffee-ring
and more uniform colourations are shown in Figure 3.17, where a comparison
between RT and 4 °C dried HM-CNC and C-CNC films is presented.
Figure 3.17 – Film images in reflection and Profiles for RT and 4 ºC dried films.
a) and b) Macroscopic images of HM-CNCs and C-CNC dried at RT and 4 ºC.
Visualized through CPL filters. Scale bars indicate 1.5 mm. c) Profiles of HM-
CNCs dried at two different conditions.
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The photonic properties were assessed through transmittance spectrophotom-
etry with CPL. The results are presented in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18 – Comparison of macroscopic photonic properties of 10 µl drops in
6 mm UV-treated circles in the form of transmittance spectra with a) HM-CNCs
and b) C-CNCs.
Figures of merit obtained from Figure 3.18, where applicable, are represented
in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 – Figures of merit obtained from transmittance spectra of HM-CNC and
C-CNC droplets dried at two different conditions.
λmax (nm) ∆CPL (%) FWHM (nm)
HM-CNC
4 ºC 406± 8 38± 4 127± 6
RT N.A. N.A. N.A.
C-CNC
4ºC 676± 9 52± 6 176± 8
RT 568± 12 26± 5 309± 16
What strikes especially, is the increase in spectral width when increasing dry-
ing temperatures. Apart from that an overall blue-shift and a decrease of CPL
selection is observed. It is however important to note that the obtained data are
reflecting macroscopic properties of the whole droplets. When going to the mi-
croscopic scale defects decrease and it is always possible to find areas (usually in
the center of the droplet) where good photonic properties are maintained. For
instance the case of HM-CNC droplets is quite striking, where it seems that a
considerable amount of photonic response is lost when dried at RT. This can be
connected to an increased coffee-ring reducing the thickness in the middle of
the droplet and accompanied by a blue shift of that region. Consequently, a big
part of macroscopic LCPL reflection is lost in the blue region. Generally, it is
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possible to conclude that the longer the drying process takes the better will be
the annealing of the tactoids, the chiral nematic structure and consequently the
overall macroscopic photonic properties with less coffee-ring.
Similar conclusions were drawn in recent advances in printed CNC microfilm
arrays.[61] In this study micro-sized CNC films were printed on Glass, PDMS or
silicon substrates and dried in hexadecane baths. This approach slows down the
drying process even further, as the water only evaporates very slowly through the
oil bath. The final films showed a thickness around 2 µm, no coffee-ring and a
very uniform coloration.
Considering Table 3.2, it is evident that also the drop-cast volume has a major
impact on photonic properties. Consequently, to determine the ideal volume,
a fixed circular shape of 6 mm diameter (fixed hydrophilic area of about 28.25
mm2) was chosen to study the influence of the drop-cast volume on the photonic
properties (figures of merit) for both CNC types. Volumes of 1 µl, 2 µl, 5 µl, 10 µl,
25 µl and 50 µl were drop-cast and left in the controlled environment determined
before (4 °C, high RH) for EISA. Figure 3.19 shows the measured transmittance
spectra with LCPL and RCPL and corresponding figures of merit.
Figure 3.19 – Volume studies for both CNC types. Transmittance spectra of dif-
ferent volumes of a) HM-CNCs and b) C-CNCs, respectively, deposited in fixed
hydrophilic 6 mm circles on Glass/ITO.
Qualitatively, one can observe in Figure 3.19a that for 1 and 2 µl no measurable
photonic bandgap is obtained in transmission mode. Only some interference
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patterns are observed for 2 µl. Further increase in deposited volume produces a
photonic bandgap in the blue region while RCPL stays unchanged. For 25 and
50 µl RCPL transmittance also starts to decrease, resulting in a decrease in ∆CPL.
This is accompanied by an increase in spectral width. For Figure 3.19b a photonic
bandgap in the red region is present even for low drop volumes (connected to an
increased CNC concentration when compared to HM-CNC - see Section 3.7.4 and
3.7.5), however with low ∆CPL. ∆CPL increases with an increase in deposited
volume until 10 µl. For 25 and 50 µl a similar behavior as for HM-CNCs can be
observed, where RCPL starts to decrease possibly due to an increase in structural
defects throughout the droplet.
Table 3.4 shows the obtained figures of merit for the data of Figure 3.19.
Table 3.4 – Figures of merit obtained from transmittance spectra of HM-CNC and
C-CNC droplets dried at 4 ºC on 6 mm hydrophilic circles with different volumes.
Volume λmax (nm) ∆CPL (%) FWHM (nm)
HM-CNC
1 N.A. N.A. N.A.
2 N.A. N.A. N.A.
5 384 14.24 181
10 406 37.88 127
25 413 39.82 187
50 397 17.55 161
C-CNC
1 666 33.42 176
2 644 41.86 209
5 632 43.13 208
10 643 49.76 189
25 661 46.79 230
50 703 26.35 253
In general it is possible to see that highest ∆CPL paired with lowest FWHM is
obtained for a drop volume of 10 µl in 6 mm circles. This gives a volume per area
of roughly 353 nl cm-2. Studies in the following Sections throughout this Chapter
will thus concentrate on this specific drop volume.
The next section will determine the best CNC concentration to use when aim-
ing for photonic film fabrication using the EISA conditions determined in this
Section. This is a central topic, especially for the as-received spray dried C-CNCs,
which will undergo tip sonication studies for best dispersion conditions. For HM-
CNCs redispersion is not necessary as they emerge as a never-dried suspension
from their hydrolysis synthesis. However, the phase diagram for this type of
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CNC is equally important. The preceding and the following study will lay the
foundation for the CNC films’ practical applications in Chapter 5 and 6.
3.7.4 Phase Diagram and Photonic Films from C-CNCs
The commercialization of CNCs has increased dramatically over the last decade
in order to meet the industrial and scientific needs for a fast and easy CNC source.
Shipping costs to international costumers scale with weight, hence CNCs are
rather shipped in their 100% raw form (in this case as sodium neutralized spray
dried powder by CelluForce© – see Figure 3.20a) than as a suspension where the
majority constituent is the solvent (normally water). CelluForce© is one of the
leading nanocellulose manufacturer in the world with a CNC output of roughly
one ton per day.[62] The flow-diagram of Figure 3.20 shows the aspect of the
as-received C-CNC powder, which will be redispersed in water, go through phase
separation and originates iridescent films on Glass/ITO. Consequently, there is a
great interest in obtaining stable and uniform suspensions from the as-received
CNC powders by the supplier. There have been works devoted to the character-
ization of C-CNCs in the past.[63] Nevertheless, no in-depth investigation was
yet dedicated to redispersing C-CNCs with focus on liquid crystalline properties,
phase separation and photonic response maximization of the resulting solid films.
This is a pressing issue as CNCs obtained on lab scale will behave much differ-
ent from batches produced industrially on a much larger scale.[64] Consequently,
viability of these films for photonic applications remains an important research
task.
Figure 3.20 – Photonic chiral nematic films from C-CNCs. Flow diagram of pho-
tonic film production starting from a) commercial CNC powder by CelluForce©,
over b) its redispersion and phase separation to c) casting and the final films.
In this Section this research gap is targeted by providing pertinent information
on the best practices to redisperse C-CNCs in water, the resulting phase diagram,
particle sizes of isotropic and anisotropic phases and finally a study on the pho-
tonic properties of dried films for different C-CNC concentrations. For this DLS
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and AFM are used to study the C-CNCs’ morphological properties and POM and
Spectrophotometry with CPL to investigate the resulting photonic films. The
work presented in this Section opens the possibility for researchers and indus-
try alike to use commercial CNCs and apply them in photonic applications and
devices, rather than producing CNCs in the laboratory through acid hydrolysis,
which is not always as trivial and fast as the concepts presented here.
To improve chiral nematic ordering a common practice is to separate the
isotropic from the anisotropic phase in a process called phase separation, by
carefully controlling the colloidal dispersion. Where the isotropic phase does
not present any long-range ordering the anisotropic phase already presents some
chiral nematic order in the form of tactoids. This enhances self-assembly during
drying. As explained in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.2.6 phase separation is dictated
by the Onsager theory, where tactoids coalesce in the suspension and form initial
long-range order.[24]
As phase separation is triggered first for rods with increased aspect ratios
(longer rods), the lower anisotropic phase shows particles with higher aspect ra-
tios than the upper isotropic one.[65, 66] This was verified through DLS measure-
ments, as can be observed in Figure 3.21a, where bigger particles were measured
for the anisotropic phase. Moreover, dispersion in length was reported to be
higher for the anisotropic phase, as also indicated by the increased standard devi-
ation.[65] As expected, the zeta potential (ζ) does not change when moving from
one phase to the other (see Figure 3.21b).
Figure 3.21 – a) Particle size (hydrodynamic diameter) through DLS measure-
ments comparing the anisotropic with the isotropic phase. b) Zeta potential
comparison between anisotropic and isotropic phase.
The use of the anisotropic phase was shown to be essential for the preparation
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of high-quality photonic films from CNC suspensions.[66] For easier sample iden-
tification suspensions with a certain concentration are referred to as C-CNCX,
where X stands for the C-CNCs’ weight percentage. As a starting point C-CNC4
was prepared by dispersing the right amount in water using magnetic stirring.
This suspension was then used to study the effect of tip sonication time and conse-
quently energy input to fully disperse the C-CNCs and induce phase separation.
Figure 3.22a shows the evolution of sonication energy and its effect on the phase
behaviour for samples that stood for 1 week after sonication, observed through
crossed polarizers.
Figure 3.22 – Redispersion and DLS analysis of C-CNCs. a) sonication energy
input study for a 4 wt% C-CNC suspension. b) – d) POM images in transmis-
sion for different sonication energies of 0 kJ gC-CNC-1, 0.5 kJ gC-CNC-1 and 4.5 kJ
gC-CNC-1 Scale bars indicate 100 µm. e) DLS study of hydrodynamic diameter for
progressively higher sonication energies.
A clear separation into an upper isotropic and a lower anisotropic phase is
observed for samples above a critical energy input, which is connected to breaking
up agglomerates that remained in the suspension after magnetic stirring. For
these samples the Tyndall effect in the isotropic phase is observed, indicating a
colloidal particle dispersion.
The energy input per g of C-CNC was calculated considering the following
equation:
Energy Input =
(Psuspension − Pair)× tson ×χ
mCNC
(3.1)
where Psuspension and Pair are the powers indicated by the equipment when the
tip is submersed in the respective media, tson is the sonication time in seconds, χ
is the cycle period (0.5 – one second On one second Off cycles) and mCNC is the
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dry mass of CNCs in suspension. Table 3.5 shows the resulting energy input for
the C-CNC4 suspension for various sonication times.
Table 3.5 – Sonication time and energy input for 15 g of C-CNC4 with qualitative














The necessary energy input to obtain efficient phase separation after at least
one week (higher energy results in complete separation after 2 to 3 days) amounts
to roughly 1 kJ gC-CNC-1, which is considerable when compared to similar stud-
ies.[65] This however is a reasonable discrepancy, considering that never-dried
CNC suspensions need lower energies to be fully dispersed than the spray dried
C-CNCs.
Through POM in Figure 3.22b-d it is possible to follow the suspension’s dis-
persion and liquid crystalline behaviour throughout the sonication treatment.
Initially (Figure 3.22b – 0 kJ gC-CNC-1), a pure isotropic sample is observed. For
intermediate sonication times (Figure 3.22c - 1 kJ gC-CNC-1) tactoids start to ap-
pear in an otherwise isotropic medium, where fringes are representative for a
chiral nematic arrangement inside these droplets. The tactoids start to coalesce
for the highest energy input under study (Figure 3.22d – 4.5 kJ gC-CNC-1) to form
the characteristic fingerprint texture, evidencing the expected long-range chiral
nematic ordering, that can be retained after drying into solid films.
DLS was used to monitor the progression of the hydrodynamic diameter of
the C-CNC particles for each sonication treatment. Figure 3.22e evidences how
the hydrodynamic diameter of the C-CNCs progressively decreases in size due
to the sonication treatment. Most interestingly however, it shows a sudden drop
in hydrodynamic diameter when moving from 0.5 kJ gC-CNC-1 to 1 kJ gC-CNC-1,
which indicates a complete mixing and dispersion. This complete mixing can be
verified observing the flasks right after sonication through crossed polarizers (see
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Figure 3.23). At a certain energy input the suspension no longer exhibits birefrin-
gence (nematic alignment) and transitions to a whitish suspension indicating a
uniform tactoid formation.
Figure 3.23 – C-CNC4 suspension with increasing sonication treatments observed
right after sonication through crossed polarizers. Scale bar indicates 2 cm. The
energies are the same as for the first 6 flasks of Figure 3.22a.
With this initial study the sonication energy was fixed at the highest values
where a clear phase separation was observed after 1 week of standing. To obtain
a complete phase diagram, various C-CNC concentrations (ranging from 1 wt%
to 6.5 wt%) were sonicated with an equal amount of energy per mass of C-CNC.
A more relevant unit of J/mL for the sonication dose of CNCs has been estab-
lished after the conduction of this work. Since the data are all communicated in
the old unit, we also provide, whenever possible, the corresponding mass fraction
of the suspension when it was sonicated, so that the reader can convert the J/g
unit into this newer and more transposable unit (J/mL).
3.7.4.1 Phase Diagram
Figure 3.24a shows micro-vials with the sonicated suspension right after treat-
ment between crossed polarizers. The numbers indicate the investigated C-CNC
concentrations in wt%. After 1 week of standing a clear phase separation can
be observed, where the anisotropic volume fraction increases steadily from a
bi-phasic system (3 wt%) to a complete anisotropic system (6.5 wt%).
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Figure 3.24 – Micro-vials with increasing concentration of C-CNC suspension
a) right after sonication (Energy Input = 4.5 Kj gC-CNC-1) and b) after 1 week of
standing undisturbed. Observed through crossed polarizers. Scale bars indicate
1 cm.
Having photonic film preparation in mind it is naturally of interest to maxi-
mize the anisotropic volume fraction as only this phase will yield highest photonic
response.[67] The progress of the anisotropic volume fraction was measured and
is represented in Figure 3.25a, where an almost linear increase of anisotropic
volume fraction is observed.
As already mentioned, the theory of phase separation was firstly introduced
by Onsager who predicted a gain in translational entropy by a loss in rotational
entropy for perfect rigid rods, which consequently forms a phase with directional
anisotropy.[68] Nevertheless, this prediction does not hold true when dealing
with charged particles in an electrolytic like solution where considerable inter-
particle electrostatic interactions take place. Suddenly the excluded volume by
a perfect rod described by Onsager becomes higher when electric double layers
around these particles increase the effective excluded volume. This resulted in
faulty predictions for the phase diagram when considering only the rod aspect-
ratio as measured by for instance AFM. The effect of electrostatic interactions on
liquid crystalline phase transitions in electrolytes is more accurately described
by Stroobants, Lekkerkerker and Odijk (SLO) and a thorough analysis of phase
separation regarding cellulose nanocrystals, taking the SLO theory and all the
aforementioned factors into account, is given by Revol and Gray.[20, 69]
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Figure 3.25 – Liquid crystalline properties and photonic films. a) Phase diagram
of various C-CNC concentrations from pure isotropic to pure anisotropic regime.
The upper inset shows 2 ml glass vials with increasing concentrations through
crossed polarizers. The lower inset shows a transmission POM image of a C-CNC5
anisotropic phase where the scale bar indicates 100 µm. b) Pitch determination of
the anisotropic chiral nematic C-CNC phase for 4 different concentrations. The
inset shows a transmission POM image of a C-CNC5 sample where the scale bar
indicates 20 µm. c) – h) Solid circular films with 6 mm of diameter on Glass/ITO
substrates obtained from 10 µl anisotropic phase of increasing C-CNC concentra-
tions visualized through LCPL filters in reflection. Scale bars indicate 2 mm.
Hence, the slight non-linearity of the development of the bi-phase region in
Figure 3.25a can be in part attributed to the effect of the sodium ions in solu-
tion, stemming from the pH neutralization (instead of dialysis) of the C-CNC
suspension after the acid treatment during production.
Qualitatively it is possible to observe the 2 ml vials with increasing concentra-
tion through crossed linear polarizers in the upper inset of Figure 3.25a, that stood
for over 3 months for complete phase separation. The first signs for a bi-phasic
region are visible for the C-CNC3 suspension. For higher concentrations above
5.5 wt% phase separation is not complete as there are still tactoids floating in the
isotropic upper part. This is connected to a continuous increase in viscosity of the
suspensions which hinders efficient sedimentation. This also leads to a tapering
of the anisotropic volume fraction for intermediate concentrations (4 wt% to 5.5
wt%). Even after standing for a prolonged period of time there are still tactoids
in suspension, which with increasing C-CNC concentration present a decrease in
sedimentational behavior, leading to a non-linear increase of anisotropic volume
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fraction. This observation can be connected to an increase in viscosity (gelation)
of the suspension, connected to higher particle interaction but also an increase
in counter-ions (Na). The lower inset of Figure 3.25a depicts a POM image of the
anisotropic phase from the C-CNC5 sample, which evidences birefringence and
the characteristic fingerprint texture coming from the chiral nematic ordering.
When the suspensions are loaded into hollow microslide capillary tubes imme-
diately after sonication and left upright, the different stages of phase separation
can be observed through POM. When looking solely at the anisotropic phase for
each concentration, the fingerprint texture (as seen in the inset of Figure 3.25b)
can be analyzed and the pitch can be measured as indicated. Notably, the pitch de-
creases continuously when increasing the C-CNC concentration. A fact commonly
observed for chiral nematic suspensions where an increase in concentration leads
to a tighter packing and a higher degree of chiral nematic twisting.[70] This trend
was expected to continue for the C-CNC6.5 sample, however no chiral nematic
ordering was found for this concentration, merely some signs of birefringence
(see Figure 3.26).
Figure 3.26 – Transmission POM images of a) 6 wt% and b) 6.5 wt% C-CNC
suspensions in a capillary vial. While a) still presents a characteristic fingerprint
texture, b) shows merely birefringence, hinting on a hinderance of self-assembly
due to gelation.
This behaviour can be connected to the increase in viscosity as was also ob-
served for the incomplete phase separation in the upper inset of Figure 3.25a.
This leads to gelation (a percolation phenomenon for increasing CNC mass frac-
tion) where the self-assembly process is hindered (for C-CNC5.5 and C-CNC6)
or even completely suppressed (for C-CNC6.5). During gelation a continuous
network of connected rods is obtained which inhibits efficient flow and thus chi-
ral nematic formation. This was thoroughly studied by Lagerwall et al., where
gelation was induced by salt addition, resulting in a percolation of head-to-tail
linear aggregation (rather than side-by-side) of individual CNCs.[65]
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For the case studied here no additional salts were added and the onset of
gelation is therefore only reached due to the presence of the sodium counterions
coming from the C-CNCs themselves. Complete gelation and absence of any
chiral nematic ordering was thus reached for 6.5 wt%. The onset and evolution
of gelation can also be observed for the dry films obtained from the anisotropic
phases as discussed below.
From C-CNC4 upwards the coexisting phases were physically separated,
where each of the anisotropic phase was used to drop-cast circular films (diameter
of 6 mm with a drop volume of 10 µl) on UV-treated Glass/ITO substrates. After
complete drying, photonic solid-state droplets were obtained as depicted through
LCPL in Figure 3.25c-h.
Macroscopically all the films exhibit strong iridescence in the yellow to red
region except for the C-CNC6.5 film, which can be once again connected to a
complete gelation of the C-CNCs in suspension.
3.7.4.2 Optical Characterization
In order to evaluate the films optically, transmission spectrophotometry was per-
formed. The films’ photonic response in LCPL and RCPL for 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800
nm were measured and evaluated on behalf of the chosen set of figures of merit
defined in Section 3.4. A typical transmission curve is shown in Figure 3.27c (in
this case for a film of a C-CNC4 suspension) where the black and orange curves
are the transmittances for right- and left-handed CPL, respectively. For RCPL
a high transmittance of around 80% is achieved whereas for LCPL a photonic
bandgap develops in the red region, peaking at λmax = 677 nm.
A clear LCPL peak broadening (shoulder) at the photonic bandgap to the
red region becomes apparent, which is always observed independently from the
nanocrystal concentration, which can be connected to a freezing-in (kinetic arrest)
of pitches at longer wavelengths (coming from the far infrared region as evidenced
in Figure 3.27c) during drying. As the main figure of merit ∆CP L was chosen,
taken at the photonic bandgap. Secondly λmax will be compared as differences
in initial C-CNC concentrations will result in photonic bandgap shifts.[45] And
lastly the spectral width (FWHM) at the photonic bandgap will be analyzed and
compared across the different films.
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Figure 3.27 – Optical characterization of a C-CNC4 film. a) and b) Circular
C-CNC4 films visualized in reflection mode through LCPL and RCPL filters, re-
spectively. Scale bars indicate 3 mm. c) Transmission spectrophotometry through
CPL filters in the range of 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm.
Figure 3.25h clearly shows that no photonic properties are exhibited by C-
CNC6.5 and therefore optical characterization will focus on the remaining sam-
ples from C-CNC4 to C-CNC6.
Figure 3.28a compiles the obtained data and provides an overview of the
CPL distinction for each concentration. Generally, it is possible to infer that
for concentrations up to 5 wt% similar values of TRCPL-TLCPL around 55% are
obtained however with a slight shift of the photonic bandgap, as indicated by the
dashed line in Figure 3.28a. But for increasing concentrations the CPL distinction
quickly decreases as gelation of the C-CNC network sets in, inhibiting efficient
self-assembly. Once again, the peak broadening to the red side of the spectrum is
observed for all the curves. Figure 3.28b represents the average CPL distinction in
the blue rectangle from 3.28a. This area was chosen as all the films’ highest CPL
response lay in this area, providing a representative group of data. Highest overall
CPL distinction was obtained for the C-CNC5 film with only a slight margin over
C-CNC4.5.
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Figure 3.28 – Optical characterization. a) and b) Data compilation of transmis-
sion spectrophotometry of films ranging from 4 wt% to 6 wt%. The dashed line
indicates the lambdamax position and its shift with increasing wt%. c) - g) and
h) to l) POM film imaging through LCPL and RCPL filters in reflection mode,
respectively. Scale bars indicate 100 µm. Lines serve as a visual guides.
POM imaging (Figure 3.28c to l) through LCPL and RCPL of selected areas was
also conducted confirming the results of the optical characterization. Excellent
light extinction for RCPL up until C-CNC5 is observed, after which light intensity
in the LCPL channel fades and the RCPL channel starts to show signs of reflected
light. This can be explained by defects along the chiral nematic liquid crystalline
structure that might be subject to internal reflections. Tilting and/or distortions
of individual layers or entire domains that previously formed from tactoids could
originate increased RCPL signals. A decrease in RCPL transmittance can also be
connected to a transformation from chiral nematic to a nematic ordering which
could give rise to half-wave plates inside the films, inverting the CPL’s handedness.
This will originate internal LCPL reflections even though when irradiating with
RCPL, which effectively decreases transmittance for this channel.[71]
The dashed line in Figure 3.28a indicates an initial blue-shift (until C-CNC5)
followed by a red-shift (above C-CNC5) of λmax. Figure 3.29 plots this shift
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together with the spectral width at λmax (FWHM) for each one of the films. The
initial blue-shift is a logic outcome from the pitch decrease observed in Figure
3.25b, where an increase in concentration decreases the pitch. After the onset of
gelation however a loss in organizational entropy decreases the tactoids’ freedom
of diffusion and kinetic arrest is achieved earlier. The absence of salt causes a
large electrical double-layer, which prevents the C-CNCs from getting too close
to one another. This way, they do not get a chance to approach each other enough
to feel the chiral interactions that are at play when they do get close to each
other. This explains the pitch difference even at comparable volume fractions,
and after kinetic arrest, the pitch difference between the individual suspensions
is maintained in the resulting films.
Figure 3.29 – Photonic bandgap and FWHM shift with increasing C-CNC concen-
tration. Lines are merely visual guides.
The spectral width is plotted as blue data points in Figure 3.29. Once again,
highest stability with only a marginal increase (between 150 nm and 175 nm) is
observed for samples up to C-CNC5. When reaching the gelation region, a drastic
and continuous increase is observed, which indicates an increase in structural
defects such as spatial variations of the helical pitch and tilting of the helical axis
orientation in respect to normal light incidence.[72] As kinetic arrest is reached
at an earlier stage the monodomains do not have enough time to relax normal to
the substrate surface and freeze-in at oblique angles. Nevertheless, the spectral
widths obtained here are similar to other studies of dried CNC films, normally
laying in the range of 100-200 nm.[50, 55, 56, 73–75]
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3.7.4.3 Brief Concluding Remarks on the C-CNC Phase Separation
Behaviour and Photonic Films
The main focus of this part lay in the study of the liquid-crystalline properties of
C-CNCs, their phase separation behaviour with increasing concentration and opti-
cal characterization of the final photonic films. Despite the available information
on CNC synthesis, it is often a non-trivial process that might take months or years
to optimize. Therefore, this part aimed to serve as a guide for researchers or even
industry that are interested in producing photonic films through a fast dispersion
method with commercially available CNCs for diverse areas such as sensing, en-
ergy storage, photonic pigments, templating, lubrification or anti-counterfeiting.
The C-CNCs redisperse well in water due to their numerous surface -OH
groups and bulky sulfate half-ester groups (coming from the sulfuric acid treat-
ment). Other solvents are also possible however with severe impact on their LC
behaviour.[76] The effect of tip sonication and energy input was studied and a
critical energy above 3 kJ gC-CNC-1 is needed to achieve phase separation into an
upper isotropic and a lower anisotropic phase after 1 week of standing. The onset
of phase separation (bi-phasic system) lays around 3 wt% with a tapered increase
to a complete anisotropic phase at 6.5 wt%. The anisotropic volume fraction was
analyzed through POM, where chiral nematic ordering was evidenced by repeat-
ing fringes, revealing information about a decreasing chiral nematic pitch for
increasing C-CNC concentrations, as expected for this lyotropic chiral nematic
liquid crystal.
When physically separated, the anisotropic phase can be used to drop-cast
solid iridescent droplets. It was found that above a critical concentration (> 5
wt%) the films start to show signs of gelation possibly due to the presence of ex-
cessive amounts of sodium counter-ions. This was accompanied by a continuous
decrease in photonic properties with a decrease in ∆CPL distinction and a widen-
ing of the spectral width (FWHM) until a complete inhibition of self-assembly and
photonic response for 6.5 wt%. The most promising results (at least for photonic
applications) were therefore achieved for films in the 4.5 wt% to 5 wt% region
with a maximum photonic bandgap around 655 nm ≤ λmax ≤ 665 nm, spectral
widths of roughly 175 nm and CPL distinctions around 55%.
When aiming for other applications than photonics, highly transparent films
(without chiral nematic ordering) can be obtained from more concentrated sus-
pensions through different deposition techniques such as spin- or dip-coating or
shear casting.[77–79]
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3.7.5 Phase Diagram and Photonic Films from HM-CNCs
The study on the phase separation behaviour of the HM-CNCs is much simpler
when compared to C-CNCs, as no sonication characterization is necessary. After
acid hydrolysis and dialysis, the HM-CNCs are obtained already in suspension,
where a standard sonication treatment of usually 45 minutes (of 10 g of suspen-
sion) is applied to obtain a well dispersed colloid. Figure 3.30 shows a simplified
flow diagram of the process.
Figure 3.30 – Photonic chiral nematic films from HM-CNCs. Flow diagram of pho-
tonic film production starting from a) commercial Avicel powder going through
b) synthesis, dialysis and c) obtaining the final suspension that can be cast for
photonic films with bandgaps in the blue/UV region.
The only concern after synthesis to obtain a phase diagram is to either concen-
trate or dilute the HM-CNCs to the desired concentration for phase separation.
The initial concentration after dialysis, depending on the number of centrifuga-
tion steps is around 3 wt%. Further concentration can then be achieved through
either low-temperature evaporation in a furnace or centrifugation at high veloc-
ities and separating the supernatant from the sediment. Both approaches have
distinct disadvantages connected to them. Heating a CNC suspension, even at low
temperatures promotes desulfation, which in turn could induce particle aggre-
gation, influencing liquid crystalline properties and phase separation behaviour.
Centrifugation, on the other hand has been shown to induce irreversible aggrega-
tion of CNCs, which also changes the phase diagram.[65] Thus to obtain a highly
concentrated HM-CNC suspension a trade-off must be made. For this study cen-
trifugation was used to obtain the desired concentrations followed by sonication
treatment to break eventual agglomerates. Figure 3.31 shows the obtained phase
diagram of HM-CNCs for concentrations of 2.82 wt%, 4.61 wt%, 6.11 wt%, 7.51
wt%, 9.14 wt% and 10.06 wt%. Here, a linear increase as dictated by Onsager is
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obtained after at least 1 week of standing. The HM-CNC phase diagram shows
more linearity when compared to the phase diagram of C-CNCs (see Figure 3.25),
presumably due to the absence of sodium counterions and consequently less gela-
tion behavior.
Figure 3.31 – Phase diagram of HM-CNCs. a) Vials with increasing HM-CNC
concentrations of 2.82 wt%, 4.61 wt%, 6.11 wt%, 7.51 wt%, 9.14 wt% and 10.06
wt% after standing for at least 1 week. Observed through crossed polarizers. Scale
bar indicates 1 cm. b) Resulting phase diagram as measured from a).
Due to the reduced amount of HM-CNCs available connected to low yield
and throughput no in-depth characterization of photonic properties from each
anisotropic phase was conducted. The HM-CNC concentration was fixed at 2.8
wt%, as it emerges from the synthesis. Nonetheless, even at this concentration,
still with a considerable amount of isotropic phase, the photonic properties are
remarkable when compared to an isotropic suspension of C-CNCs (where usually
inferior figures of merit are observed). Figure 3.32 shows transmission spectra
of a HM-CNC film deposited on Glass/ITO and dried with the controlled EISA
conditions as described before (4 °C and RH > 90 %).
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Figure 3.32 – Optical characterization of a HM-CNC3 film on Glass/ITO. a) and
b) Circular HM-CNC3 films visualized through LCPL and RCPL filters in reflec-
tion, respectively. Scale bars indicate 3 mm. c) Transmission spectrophotometry
through CPL filters in the range of 400 nm ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm.
Apart from presenting a photonic bandgap situated in the blue/UV region
(λmax = 382 ± 12 nm) spectral width is low (113 ± 5 nm) and CPL distinction
high with roughly 40 ± 8% (the last two values were obtained through linear
extrapolation). This is connected to a low dispersion in HM-CNC rod length (as
observed in Figure 2.16e), which leads to better self-assembly properties when
compared to more disperse (in length) CNC suspensions (such as C-CNCs).
3.7.5.1 Brief Concluding Remarks on HM-CNC Photonic Film preparation
This Chapter gave a thorough insight over the self-assembly behaviour of CNCs
in aqueous suspensions. The chiral nematic order observed in suspension can be
preserved upon drying to yield iridescent photonic films with bandgaps in the
visible light range. The fabrication of photonic drop-cast films is preferred over
membranes as the former requires less material, provides more control over EISA
conditions and is faster. It was shown how a short UV-treatment or the deposition
of SiO2 thin-films with masks lead to a precise definition of hydrophilic areas
on otherwise hydrophobic substrates, where aqueous CNC suspensions can be
drop-cast. Furthermore, precise control over the drying conditions yields films
with enhanced and more uniform photonic properties throughout the drop-cast
films.
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It is however important to keep in mind that deviations from sample prepa-
ration can give distinct results from the ones presented here as already pointed
out by Parker et al. about the visual appearance of photonic films obtained by
CNCs.[45] The list starts with the dispersion and sonication conditions. Devia-
tions in sample volume, flask shape, power of the system and duration will influ-
ence energy input, which has an impact on hydrodynamic diameter and released
ions into the solvent by the CNCs. This consequently shifts the photonic bandgap
to longer or shorter wavelengths for higher or lower energies, respectively.[73]
Secondly, during film preparation the cast volume, film shape, surface wettability
and ionic strength will influence the development of the chiral nematic phase
during drying. Lastly, the drying conditions themselves, such as temperature or
humidity, strongly affect long-range ordering and efficient chiral nematic layer
orientation and consequently the quality of the final photonic film. Generally one
can state that increased drying times (high humidity and low temperatures) lead
to the maximization of CPL response and a considerable decrease in coffee-ring
effect.
The phase separation properties and the resulting phase diagrams for both
CNC types were studied. A linear increase in anisotropic volume fraction was
observed for HM-CNCs, whereas C-CNCs showed a tapering off of anisotropic
volume fraction for increased concentrations due to gelation. 100% of anisotropy
was reached at roughly 6.5 wt% and 9 wt% for C-CNCs and HM-CNCs, respec-
tively. This discrepancy can be connected to differences in particle dimensions
and surface charge, which influence the excluded volume fraction.
The suspensions studied in this Chapter will be at the basis for photonic films
that will be implemented in optoelectronic devices in Chapter 5 and 6. For C-
CNC films the anisotropic part of a 5 wt% suspension after 1 week of phase
separation will be used. For HM-CNC films a suspension with roughly 3.0 ±
0.2 wt% will be used exactly how it emerges from synthesis after dialysis and
sonication. Both films show distinct photonic bandgaps and can thus be used
in diverse applications, especially when choosing an adequate semiconductor.
Semiconductors, ubiquitous in microelectronics and thus modern society, come
in a variety of electronic and optical band-gaps, ranging from low (such as InAs,
Eg = 0.43 eV) over intermediate (Si Eg = 1.11 eV) to high (ZnO Eg = 3.2 eV).[see 80,
p. 185] In some cases, they only respond to very specific excitation wavelengths
usually for energies above their optical bandgap. Therefore, in order to be able to
combine photonic CNC films with semiconductors in optoelectronic devices it is
of upmost interest to be able to control the photonic bandgap of the former (as
the optical bandgap is an intrinsic property). In other words, one must be able
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to have complete control not only over the pitch of the CNC films but also the
efficiency of the CPL distinction between LCPL and RCPL (as high as possible)
and even spectral width (usually as low as possible). Several works have been
devoted to the study and control of the nematic pitch in suspension and dry films
where a work of Parker et al. stands out with an overview of the techniques.[45]
The next Chapters will thus investigate the proof-of-concept of the implemen-
tation of photonic CNC films into optoelectronic device. Two distinct devices
are targeted: a thin-film transistor and a thin-film photodiode. Both are fabri-
cated with semiconductors that present a suitable response for both CNC films
presented in this Chapter. Where amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide transis-
tors respond in the blue/UV region (coinciding with films from HM-CNCs), p-i-n
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Optoelectronic Devices and Their
Fabrication
"I have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not enough; we
must apply. Being willing is not enough; we must do."
Leonardo di Ser Piero da Vinci
In the beginning of this Chapter a short theoretical background on semicon-
ductors is provided, followed by an examination of one the most basic semicon-
ducting device: a p-n junction. A short revision on solid-states physics, including
semiconductors, followed by a short introduction on metallic oxide conductors
and semiconductors is provided. Theoretical background on field-effect tran-
sistors, thin-film transistors, their architectures, and electrolyte gated transis-
tors, leading to paper transistors is also given. Fundamental transistor equations,
which are used for a quantitative characterization of the fabricated devices, are re-
visited. The Chapter will be concluded presenting the two optoelectronic devices
used for CPL sensing in Chapter 5 and 6, their fundamentals and fabrication.
4.1 Semiconductor Fundamentals
Semiconductors are a special type of material that revolutionized modern infor-
mation technology, bringing forth devices such as solar cells, sensors, diodes,
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switches, or transistors, which may be used as single components or in sophisti-
cated integrated circuitry. The discovery of semiconductors (or semiconducting
materials) dates back to the beginning of the 19th century, with works of Thomas
Johann Seebeck, who was the first to observe effects due to semiconducting prop-
erties.[1] Soon after, works by Michael Faraday, Alexandre Edmond Becquerel,
Willoughby Smith and Karl Ferdinand Braun mostly on negative temperature
coefficient of resistance, rectification and light-sensitivity (photovoltaic effect),
contributed greatly to the understanding of this “new” class of material. How-
ever, it was not until the late 19th century, where Joseph John Thomson (Discovery
of the electron), Edwin Herbert Hall (Hall Effect), Karl Wilhelm Sali Baedeker
(Theory on positive charge-carriers – or holes) contributed considerably towards
a solid-state theory on materials, and semiconductors, for that matter, which were
not known by that name at the time. Only in the beginning of the 20th century
the term Halbleiter (semiconductor) was introduced by Josef Weiss, a student of
Johan Koenigsberger, who wanted to categorize materials as metals, insulators
and “variable conductors”. However, the term semiconductor stuck and is still
used today.
Semiconductors are classified on behalf of their electrical and optical proper-
ties, which constitutes a direct consequence of specific positions and differences
between their VB and CB, resulting in an energy gap between the two, also known
as the bandgap. In general terms the bandgap refers to the energy difference be-
tween the top of the VB and the bottom of the CB (see Figure 4.1). Between these
two bands lies a forbidden region where electrons cannot persist, as no wavelike
electron orbital exists to occupy that specific energy; a direct consequence of the
interaction between the conducting electron wave and the crystal ion core.[see
2, p. 163] Semiconductors usually show bandgaps above 0 and below 4 eV.[see
3, p. 1] Materials with overlaps of valence and conduction bands or bandgaps
above 4 eV are considered metals and insulators, respectively. The bandgap rep-
resents the necessary energy for electronic excitation, denominated as Eg . By
overcoming this gap through energy input in the form of, for instance, heat or
electromagnetic fields, the excited electrons can be made available for conduction
in the conduction band. As a consequence thereof, semiconductors, as opposed
to metals, increase their electrical conductivity upon heating, where electrons are
promoted from the VB to the CB. A property called negative temperature coef-
ficient of resistance, as firstly observed by Faraday during experiments on silver
sulfide.[see 4, p. 122-124]
Figure 4.1 shows schematically relative positions of VB and CB for metals, in-
sulators, and semiconductors. Only if partially filled states (providing delocalized
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charges) lie close or at the EF conduction occurs. As can be observed, for the case
of metals and semiconductors partially filled states are available. For the case of
insulators EF lies within the bandgap and thus no charge-carrier conduction is
possible.
Figure 4.1 – Energy Band structure of metals, semiconductors, and insulators
with indication of the Fermi Level (EF). Specific semiconductor dopings (n- and
p-type) are also indicated. See Section 4.1.2 for the theory on semiconductor
doping.
4.1.1 Intrinsic Silicon
Silicon is one of the most widely used semiconductor in modern information
technology, not only connected to its abundancy in the earth’s crust (2nd most
abundant after oxygen)[5] but also due to its easy growth (as monocrystalline
lingots), thermal oxidation (dielectric growth) and its high breakdown voltage.[6]
Silicon, as an intrinsic (pure) semiconductor, presents atoms with 4 covalent
bonds connecting to one of its neighbors, fulfilling the octet rule (see Figure 4.2a).
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Figure 4.2 – 2D Schematic representation of a Si lattice at a temperature of a) 0
K and b) > 0 K. For a) no mobile charges are available for conduction and the
material is insulating. For b) thermal ionization breaks covalent bonds, resulting
in mobile charge-carriers.
At 0 K all covalent bonds are intact and no electron-hole pairs (or very few )
are available for conduction (empty CB and full VB) – silicon at 0 K is insulating.
With an increase in thermal energy, ionization takes place and some of the bonds
are broken, resulting in electron-hole pairs (see Figure 4.2b). Thermal ionization
results in equal amounts of electrons and holes. Consequently, intrinsic silicon
above 0 K presents equal charge-carrier concentrations:
n = p = ni (4.1)
where n and p are the concentrations of electrons and holes and ni is the
charge-carrier concentration in intrinsic silicon. Without any applied potential
difference these electrons and holes move randomly through the crystal and spon-
taneous recombination, between a hole and an electron, may occur, effectively
determining the ionization rate. The ionization rate is a function of temperature
(T), which can be shown through an Arrhenius type equation:
n2i = BT
3e−Eg /kBT (4.2)
where B denotes a material-dependent parameter (for Si B = 5.4 × 1031), Eg
is the band-gap energy as mentioned before and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Plugging in the respective values, the intrinsic carrier concentration at RT (T =
300 K) yields: ni = 1.5 × 1010 carriers cm-3. Using silicon in its intrinsic form
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has its advantages, as will be seen in Section 4.4.2. However, the microelectron-
ics revolution started mostly due to two types of silicon with radically different
properties.
4.1.2 Doped Silicon
Figure 4.3a and b show schematically what happens when a silicon atom, in
a perfectly aligned crystal, is substituted by either a pentavalent (donor) or a
tetravalent (acceptor) atom. The process of substitution is designated as impurity
doping of electrically active species and results in either n-type (in the case of
donor doping) or p-type (in the case of acceptor doping). Doping can either
occur during lingot production, through diffusion processes at high temperatures
in appropriate atmospheres or during CVD.[7] Examples of donor and acceptor
impurities are phosphorous and boron, respectively. These same impurities are
used as dopants in Chapter 6 for the fabrication of the n- and p-layers of the
photodiodes used for CPL sensing.
Figure 4.3 – 2D Schematic representation of a Si lattice with impurity doping
with a) a donor impurity (phosphorous) and b) an acceptor impurity (boron).
For a) an additional electron is available as a charge-carrier, making it a n-type
semiconductor. Whereas for b) a hole is available as a charge-carrier, making it a
p-type semiconductor.
While in n-type doped silicon the majority and minority charge-carriers are
electrons and holes, respectively, for p-type silicon the case is inverted. It should
be noted that the concentration of minority charge-carriers are still a function
of temperature (or energy), whereas majority carriers are independent of energy
and solely depend on the introduced impurity concentration.[see 8, p. 195]
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4.1.2.1 p-n Junctions
n- and p-type semiconductors by themselves are useful in, for instance, unipolar
field-effect transistors (Section 4.3.2), but another very interesting device arises
when bringing them together to form a p-n junction. For practical applications
p-n junctions are not formed by simply bringing a n-type in contact with a p-
type semiconductor, but they are rather produced intrinsically through diffusion
processes, where a p-type bulk semiconductor is strongly doped with donor impu-
rities. This yields a much better p-n interface with enhanced electrical properties.
For simplicity, here the p-n junction is only considered under open-circuit
and reverse-bias conditions, as these are the most crucial ones for their intended
application in this work. Additionally, in the same Chapter, the special case of a
p-i-n junction will be explored more in detail, where this specific type of structure
is used as a photodiode in conjunction with CNC films for CPL sensing.
Considering one of these p-n interfaces under open-circuit conditions as shown
in Figure 4.4a. In the bulk (far away from the interface) majority charge-carriers
remain constant, indicated by “-” and “+” for electrons and holes, respectively.
The majority charge-carriers in the bulk are neutralized by equal amounts of
bound charges, which are omitted in the schematic for clarity. Close at the junc-
tion a charge-carrier concentration gradient develops, originating a majority car-
rier diffusion current (id) across the p-n interface. Electrons and holes diffuse
into the p- and n-type material, respectively, recombining and disappearing in
the process. As indicated in Figure 4.4a, this leaves behind the bound charges
that are “uncovered” and no longer neutralized by any majority carriers. The
regions that develop on each side of the junction are depleted of their majority
charge-carriers, leaving behind a so-called carrier-depletion region (or simply the
depletion region, also called the space-charge region). This region is especially
important for the case of a photodiode, as it presents the region, where electron-
hole pairs, previously created by a photon, have highest probability for separation
and collection.[9]
The whole process reaches equilibrium under open-circuit conditions, when
the uncovered bound charges suppress any further diffusion, effectively creating
an electric field (a potential difference) that opposes id. This electric field often
appears for silicon diodes as a barrier that needs to be overcome in forward-bias
conditions as the junction built-in voltage in the range of 0.6 – 0.8 V. At the
same time at equilibrium conditions, a minority charge-carrier (originated from
thermal ionization) drift current (is) develops in the opposite direction with equal
magnitude to id.
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Figure 4.4 – p-n junction with indication of majority and bound charges, where
a) presents the open-circuit and b) the reverse-bias conditions.
Figure 4.4b examines the p-n junction under reverse-bias conditions. The
device is excited with a current source in the reverse direction with I < is to
ensure pre-breakdown conditions. Electrons and holes will be carried through
the external circuit from n to p side and vice-versa, respectively, leaving behind
an increased number of bound charges on both sides. It follows that the diffusion
current increases, as well as the depletion region, with an equal increase in electric
field across the junction. This also induces a positive potential VR that can be
measured from n to p side.
As a final note, n-p-n, p-n-p or more complex junctions are also possible,
entering the realm of bipolar junction transistors, which are not in focus in this
work. Interested readers are referred to the works of Adel Sedra and Kenneth C.
Smith on “Microelectronics Circuits”.[8]
4.2 A different Class of Semiconductors – Metallic
Oxide (Semi) Conductors
Silicon as described in Section 4.1.1 was only the beginning of the semiconductor
microelectronics revolution. It is by far the most studied semiconductor with
advantages in terms of availability, cost, fabrication, and a fully established semi-
conductor industry around it. This hindered any efficient development of other
semiconductors, as vast as for silicon. Nevertheless, investigation into new classes
of semiconductors was always a focal point of scientists. With an increase in the
importance of high optical transparency in the visible light range, combined with
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a need for high mobility semiconductors for the display industry, attention shifted
to ceramic semiconductors. This class of materials combines high transmittance
with mobilities large enough to be implemented in modern technological rele-
vant applications (usually µ > 1 cm2V-1s-1).[10] This can be achieved by metallic
oxides with Eg around 3 eV, where structural defects in the form of donor or
acceptor dopants, oxygen vacancies, or metallic interstitials, give rise to degen-
erate charge-carriers in or close to the fermi level. The control of defects and
doping levels is crucial to tune the number of available charge-carriers in the
CB, depending on their envisioned application as either transparent conductors
or semiconductors.[11–13] The new classes of materials that emerged as early as
1907 from investigations of Karl Bädeker on cadmium in oxidizing atmospheres
are the Transparent Conductive Oxides (TCOs) and the Transparent Semiconduc-
tive Oxides (TSOs).[14]
Applications for these two classes include displays, touchscreens, electrodes in
solar cells, electrochromic windows, transparent heaters, coatings for anti-static
or anti-corrosion surfaces, in the aerospace field and many more.[15–17] Figure
4.5 shows some of the typical applications for TCOs and TSOs.
Figure 4.5 – Typical application examples for TCOs and TSOs in the areas of En-
ergy, Displays, Coatings and in the Aerospace, Aviation and Automotive industry.
Apart from their implementation as transparent conductors or semiconduc-
tors, these materials show high sensing capabilities and have found additional
implementation in a wide variety of sensing applications or as smart materials.
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In these fields an external stimulus induces either phase changes or specific elec-
tronic responses of the oxides for gas sensing, biosensing or in the field of chro-
mogenic materials.[18, 19] As for sensing applications, typically a high surface
area is desired, maximizing the surface-to-volume ratio and thus the interaction
between the stimulus and the material.
4.2.1 Indium Tin Oxide – A Multipurpose Ternary Transparent
Conductive Oxide
During this dissertation, the use of one specific type of TCO will be crucial. More
specifically, glass coated with the ternary tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) com-
pound will be used as the substrate and simultaneously the bottom contact for
device production. Binary indium oxide is a widely known TMO semiconductor,
which usually crystallizes to a cubic bixbyite structure with the chemical com-
position of In2O3. In this form, oxygen vacancies act as shallow donor levels,
yielding an excellent n-type semiconductor. When doped with tin, it is possible
to increase the amount of available charge-carriers at the CB minimum, giving
one of the most widely used TCOs in electronics history - ITO.
ITO presents high transparency in the visible spectrum, while maintaining
high charge-carrier concentrations and thus excellent conductivity. The Glass/ITO
substrate used in this work provides a high transmittance (above 75%) in the
range of 350 nm < λ < 800 nm (see Figure 4.6a). The ITO itself shows a thickness
of t = 101 ± 4 nm, determined by profilometry, with an optical bandgap of Eg =
3.8 eV (see Figure 4.6b).
Figure 4.6 – Specifications of the used Glass/ITO substrate for device fabrication,
with a) transmittance taken against air as the baseline and photograph of a 2.5
× 2.5 cm sample and b) Tauc-Lorentz plot of the substrates used for sample fab-
rication. α1/m (with m = 2 for an indirect transition) as a function of energy in
electron volts.
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Four-point-probe measurements of 10 different samples yields a sheet resis-
tance R= 13.93 ± 0.40 Ω−1. Taking the obtained thickness into consideration
this gives a resistivity of ρ = (1.41 ± 0.06)×10-4 Ωcm. The obtained data are in
accordance with the specifications provided by the supplier (Xin Yan Technology),
indicating a thickness of t = 155 ± 20 nm, a sheet resistance of R = 15 Ω−1 and
a transmittance around 85% at λ = 550 nm.
ITO films are usually deposited through sputtering as amorphous films. Nev-
ertheless, high temperature post-deposition treatments are used to enhance elec-
trical properties , resulting in the formation of polycrystalline regions inside the
film.
Figure 4.7 – Crystallographic and surface study of ITO films on a Glass substrate,
where a) shows the XRD diffractogram of the Glass/ITO sample with the main
peaks identified [20] and b) shows the ITO surface measured through AFM, giving
an average roughness of 2.38 nm.
These domains can be easily identified through XRD measurements. Figure
4.7a shows the obtained diffractogram of the used Glass/ITO substrates with the
respective peak identifications . An amorphous contribution is present as a lump
between 15° and 40° coming from the glass substrate below. The identified crys-
tallographic peaks will reappear as residual artifacts when analysing CNC films
deposited on these Glass/ITO substrates later in this work. AFM measurements




4.2.2 Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide – A Powerful Quaternary
Oxide Semiconductors
Indium Gallium Zinc Oxide (IGZO), usually as InGaO3(ZnO)5, emerged as one
of the most interesting TSOs in the late 90s and early 2000s when Hideo Hosono
and co-workers started to experiment with post-transition cations (In and Ga)
in combination with the already known ZnO semiconductor. They started out
with a highly crystalline IGZO phase deposited at high temperatures, achieving
field-effect mobilities on the order of µ ≈ 80 cm2V −1s−1 in a fully transparent
FET.[21] Soon however they realized in order to achieve large-area flexible elec-
tronic circuits temperatures needed to be reduced to at least below T = 150 °C.
Consequently, they prepared low-temperature a-IGZO films, on a PET substrate,
through pulsed laser deposition techniques in an oxygen atmosphere, using a
polycrystalline InGaZnO4 target. The films showed a chemical composition of
In:Ga:Zn = 1.1:1.1:0.9 (in atomic ratio) and they achieved Hall effect mobilities,
exceeding 10 cm2V-1s-1, surpassing amorphous hydrogenated silicon by one order
of magnitude. This is due to the fact that in amorphous silicon the conduction
of charge-carriers is achieved through hopping mechanisms between localized
tail states, rather than through degenerate band conduction, which are possible
even for amorphous oxide semiconductors, where metal/ion orbitals overlap.[see
22, p. 11][23] They produced fully transparent transistors with current on-off ra-
tios around 103 and saturation mobilities of µsat = 8.3 cm2V-1s-1, evidencing the
strength of this new type of amorphous multicomponent oxide semiconductor.
This work takes advantage of the available knowledge in the host institution
on TSO and especially sputtered a-IGZO, which will be the active material in
transistors fabricated on photonic solid-state CNC films on Glass/ITO substrates
throughout Chapter 5.
4.3 Transistor Fundamentals
This Section provides a concise introduction on the working principles of generic
FETs, regarding historical background, fabrication and physical properties. This
will be followed by an introduction of a slightly different type of FET – the Elec-
trolyte Gated Transistors (EGT), as the conventional dielectric of a generic FET
can be substituted by a solid-state electrolyte. The solid-state electrolyte in this
specific case will be the chiral nematic CNC film with photonic properties.
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4.3.1 Short History of the Transistor
Almost all of modern technology owes its rapid growth to a tiny yet powerful
three-terminal device, that basically works as an On-Off switch – the transistor.
The transistor might be tiny now (plans for 5 nm nodes – as of 2021), it started
however as a bulky device (with several centimetres) in the laboratories of Bell
labs. See Figure 4.8 for a comparison between the first point-contact transistor
and a current 14 nm node transistor.
Figure 4.8 – Comparing the size of a) a reconstruction of the first point-contact
transistor developed in Bell Laboratories (adapted from [24]) and b) a current
finFET technology by IBM, reaching 14 nm node transistors (adapted from [25]).
In fact, Julius Edgar Lilienfeld (Austro-Hungarian physicist and electrical en-
gineer) is seen as the father of the transistor, as he filed the first patent (in 1925)
but failed to produce and publish results on a first working device. This feat, in
the form of a point-contact transistor, was achieved by a team of three Ameri-
can physicist (John Bardeen, Walter Brattain working under William Shockley) in
1947 at Bell Labs.[26] They shared the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1956 for this mon-
umental achievement,[27] that also laid the foundation for the MOSFETs, which
was formerly introduced and fabricated as a proof-of-concept by Mohamed Atalla
and Dawon Kahng in 1959, also at Bell Labs.[28–30] The MOSFET already went
down in history for being one of the most widely manufactured devices with an
estimated fabrication of 13 sextillion (1021) devices between 1960 and 2018.[31]
The MOSFET falls into the group of unipolar transistors, where only one type
of charge-carrier (electrons or holes) is used, as opposed to bipolar transistors,
where the two types (electrons and holes) are used for conduction. As this work
only focuses on unipolar transistors, this type will be explained more in detail
below. For a comprehensive and more extensive comparison between the two
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types readers are referred to the works of Adel Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith on
“Microelectronics Circuits”.[8]
4.3.1.1 From MOSFETs to TFTs
MOSFETs are typically fabricated on a silicon wafer, which also acts as the semi-
conductor, whereas Thin-Film Transistors (TFTs) are usually deposited layer-by-
layer on an insulating substrate such as glass, paper or plastic foil.[32–34] The
fabrication of TFTs on paper (or cellulosic substrates for that matter) will receive
special attention further down below in this Chapter.
The idea and concept of a transistor being fabricated on an insulating substrate
was proposed, also merely as a patent, by Lilienfeld in the 1930.[35–37] At the
time physical vapor deposition techniques were not a standard procedure yet
and the actual proof-of-concept took many more years to be realized. The actual
term of a thin-film transistor was coined by Paul K. Weimer with the fabrication
of a microcrystalline cadmium sulfide TFT on a glass plate in 1962. The paper,
published under the title “The TFT – A new thin-film transistor” shifted attention
to this new family of transistors.[38]
As can be observed in Figure 4.9 there are some important differences between
a MOSFET and a TFT. Whereas both take advantage of capacitive charge injec-
tion (the field-effect) into a semiconductor, they have fundamentally different
fabrication methods and applications.[39]
For the MOSFET, the substrate is simultaneously the semiconductor, which
results in higher operating performances, as the semiconductor usually is a sin-
gle crystalline silicon wafer. The regions below the source and drain contacts
can be doped in order to facilitate charge transport and minimize barrier poten-
tials due to possible semiconductor/metal interfaces. Processing temperatures
for MOSFET technology can reach up to 1000 °C for either dielectric growth (for
instance SiO2) or p or n doping of the semiconductor wafer (also explained in
Section 4.1.2). In terms of applications, the MOSFET forms the base technology
of modern electronics. It reaches from power electronics, over memories and
telecommunications to the whole computer industry and information process-
ing, including digital and analog integrated circuits but is also omnipresent in
application-specific integrated circuits or in image sensors for digital imaging.[40]
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Figure 4.9 – Schematic depiction of the difference between a typical MOSFET and
a TFT structure, with indication of each layer.
TFTs on the other hand, regarding high-end performance, are not comparable
with MOSFET technology, but they show advantages in terms of ease of fabri-
cation, the use of low-cost materials, low-temperature processing and substrate
possibilities, resulting in added value for specific applications. In a typical TFT ar-
chitecture, as depicted in Figure 4.9, the whole device is produced layer-by-layer
on an insulating substrate. The layers (consisting of conductors, semiconductors
and insulators/dielectrics) can be deposited by many techniques, sometimes in
combination with lithography, including vacuum techniques, such as PVD, CVD,
ALD or cheaper methods, such as coating or printing techniques.[41] Depending
on the layer thickness the layers can be classified as thin- (t < 1 µm) or thick-films
(t > 1 µm). Whereas vacuum techniques usually yield thin-films, in the realm of
printing technologies thin- or thick-films can be achieved, depending on the used
inks and the deposition technique.
In terms of working principles of channel formation there is a striking dif-
ference between MOSFETs and TFTs. A MOSFET relies on inversion, a process,
where minority charge-carriers (for instance, electrons for a n-type MOSFET pro-
duced on a p-type wafer) accumulate close to the dielectric/semiconductor inter-
face to form the channel. However, in the case of a TFT charge accumulation of
majority carriers (for instance, electrons for a n-type TFT produced with a n-type
semiconductor) at the semiconductor/dielectric interface is responsible for the
channel formation.[42]
4.3.1.2 From TFTs to EGTs
A TFT can be produced in a variety of architectures, depending on the relative
position of the gate in respect to the source/drain electrodes (staggered or copla-
nar) and if the gate electrode is on top or at the bottom of the device (top-gate or
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bottom-gate). Interestingly, these architecture types were also defined by Weimer
and are still in use today.
A common architecture, denoted as the staggered bottom gate architecture,
as depicted in Figure 4.10a, presents a bottom gate, followed by the dielectric,
the semiconductor and source/drain electrodes on top. In fact, this architecture
type or the coplanar bottom gate one (see Figure 4.10c) is used for device produc-
tion in this Chapter, where an ITO coated Glass substrate serves as the bottom
gate electrode, followed by a HM-CNC droplet as the dielectric, and on top the
semiconductor and source/drain electrodes (see Section 4.4.1). The remaining
architectures are jointly depicted in Figure 4.10 with indication of each one of the
layers.
Figure 4.10 – Commonly used TFT architecture types, with a) Staggered Bottom
Gate, b) Staggered Top Gate, c) Coplanar Bottom Gate and d) Coplanar Top Gate.
One of the many advantages of a TFT is the possibility to substitute certain lay-
ers in a functioning device with new materials, in order to study new approaches.
For the concept of an electrolyte gated transistor however, focus will lay on the
substitution of the dielectric layer from a conventional oxide based one into a
solid-state electrolyte.
Charge accumulation in the semiconductor channel of a TFT and, conse-
quently its IDS are directly proportional to the gate dielectric capacitance per
unit area (see Equations 4.5 and Equation 4.7). After the introduction of the field-
effect in silicon by the MOS architecture, a quest arose to increase capacitance,
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lower operating voltages (and power consumption) and increase driving currents.
For a constant gate dielectric area A in a certain MOSFET technology, there are






where ε0 is the dielectric permittivity in vacuum, ε is the dielectric constant
of the used material and d is the thickness of said dielectric.
With ε0 and A being constant, the two possibilities to increase C are:
1. Decrease the thickness d
2. Increase the dielectric constant ε
The first approach has been undertaken since the beginning of SiO2 thermal
growth from Si in the MOSFET industry, where very thin layers with merely
1.2 nm have been produced. Nevertheless, leakage currents through tunnelling
mechanisms from thermally grown ultra-thin SiO2 exceeding 1 Acm-2 are posing
a fundamental physical limit to further reduction.[43, 44] Factors such as Si/SiO2
interface and oxide quality, thickness uniformity, atomic density and energy band
discontinuity are important considerations.[45] An alternative to further reducing
d, is increasing ε with the use of high-k dielectrics. This approach has shown
promises in the field of TFTs.[46] Finally, another interesting approach is the use
of electrolytes, which will be explored more in detail below.
An electrolyte is a substance that contains free ions, formed by the dissocia-
tion of a salt (solute) in a solvent. The dissociation process of the solute results
in positively charged ions (cations) and negatively charged ions (anions). Elec-
trolytes come in different forms with liquid (solutions) being the most common,
but there are also gel and solid-state electrolytes. In this work the solid-state elec-
trolyte will receive special emphasis, as dry CNC films will be used as solid-state
photonic electrolytes in FETs.
Even before Weimar’s publication on TFTs, conventional oxide dielectrics
(such as SiO2) were already substituted by electrolytes.[47] This approach was ex-
pected to work, as extended studies on ionic charge accumulation of electrolytes
on charged surfaces were already available since the 19th century, through works
initiated by Hermann von Helmholtz, defining electrostatically stored charges
in electrolytes as essentially molecular dielectrics.[48, 49] At the interface of a
charged electrode submerged in an electrolyte an Electric Double Layer (EDL) is
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formed, which induces very high interfacial electric fields and capacitances, as
depicted in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11 – Schematic representations of an electrolytic capacitor and an elec-
trolyte gated transistor with indication of voltage drop and electric field. a) No
voltage drop applied, b) first instance after applying a voltage drop, c) ionic
relaxation d) EDL established at the interfaces. e) Shows a comparison between
conventional dielectric and electrolyte gated transistor. The electric field becomes
very high at the interfaces and induces more charge carriers in the semiconductor.
Additionally, electrolytic capacitors were already in industrial use at the time
and with the work on the MOSFET a decade earlier, the logical next step was to
replace conventional dielectrics by these molecular dielectrics. Figure 4.11a to
d shows schematically a prime example for an electrolytic capacitor, where the
two conducting plates can be charged by a circuit. In the beginning, without
applying any voltage across the electrolyte (Figure 4.11a) the ions are distributed
randomly throughout the electrolyte. When a voltage is applied anions (-) and
cations (+) are attracted to the cathode (+) and anode (-), respectively, and ionic
relaxation takes place. Once electrochemical stability is reached – enough time
for ionic diffusion is given and the EDL is formed (Figure 4.11c) – the electric
field inside the bulk electrolyte gets negligibly small and very high across the
two EDLs at the interface. The voltage consequently drops mainly across these
EDLs, as can be observed by the voltage profile along the capacitor thickness.
The interfacial electric field and consequently the capacitance getting this high is
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due to the fact that the formed EDL is actually a parallel plate capacitor with a
thickness of d in the nanometre or even Ångstrom range, while tunnelling leakage
current is naturally suppressed by the bulk electrolyte. Nevertheless, charging
currents connected to these high electric fields could result in leakage currents.
Capacitances on the order of 1 – 10 µFcm-2 are not uncommon in electrolytes used
as gate dielectrics in transistors, exceeding high-k dielectrics, such as a 100 nm
Ta2O5 film by a factor of 10.[50, 51] Note how the EDLs are virtually independent
of the overall electrolyte thickness, as they form right at the interfaces. This
brings forth advantages in processing and opens pathways for the fabrication of
EGTs through printing or coating techniques.[52–54]
The basic concept and working principle of an EGT can be observed in Figure
4.11e, where a comparison between a conventional oxide and an electrolyte gated
transistor is made. As the field-effect working principle of an EGT is mostly based
on the formation of interfacial EDLs, some literature refers to them rather as Elec-
tric Double Layer Transistors (EDLTs). Another type of transistor, in the overall
group of EGTs, are the ECTs, where instead of accumulating at the interface, ions
migrate into the bulk of the semiconductor and trigger a redox reaction. This
electrochemical reaction, depending on the used semiconductor, might result in
changes of conductivity and thus promote a transition from the On- to the Off-
state, or vice-versa. On the one hand, ECTs show increased transconductances as
the semiconductor bulk is affected by the redox reaction, as opposed to just a thin
channel layer (as in EDLTs). On the other hand, ion migration in and out of the
semiconductor and reaction kinetics take time, resulting in decreased response
times.[55] ECTs thus receive special attention in niche applications, including bi-
ological interfacing, neuromorphic devices or printed memory circuits.[56] ECTs
are not in the scope of this work but interested readers are referred to the works
referenced above.
Since their first application in MOSFETs, electrolytes have received increased
attention, where advantages and disadvantages of their use in TFTs have been
identified. Consequently, the decision to employ electrolytes of any form for field-
effect switching, will depend on understanding which figure of merit is most
crucial for a given application.
The Paper Transistor
Cellulose fibres and films or membranes made from cellulosic materials naturally
retain water in their structure. This water may serve as a protonic conductor
through the Grotthuss mechanism upon the application of a potential difference,
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conferring electrolytic properties.[57] Furthermore, when embedded with specific
salts ionic species remain dissociated in the cellulosic structure giving rise to
ionic rather than pure protonic conduction, which has been used mainly in paper-
based electrolytic capacitors. Consequently, paper can take the role of a solid-state
electrolyte, where the ionic conductivity can be exploited for practical application.
In the realm of transistors and especially EGTs this approach has been pursued
extensively by its integration into such devices since its first successful application
as a solid-state electrolyte in an IGZO FET in 2008.[33] In the reported approach
the device is built on both sides of the paper sheet originating what the authors
call an “interstrate” structure (see Figure 4.12).
Figure 4.12 – Paper transistors – first concepts and devices. a) Layout of the
first paper transistor produced in 2008 with indication of each layer. The device
is produced on both sides of the paper substrate. b) Photograph of IGZO tran-
sistors on a paper substrate. c) CMOS inverter technology with n- and p-type
transistors deposited on a paper substrate. ©2011 WILEY-VCH. Adapted with
permission.[58] All rights reserved. d) Dual-gate paper transistor, where higher
logic functions are possible. ©2018 WILEY-VCH. Adapted with permission.[59]
All rights reserved.
This structure is similar to the staggered bottom gate architecture (see Figure
4.12a), where the substrate becomes obsolete due to the physical support of the
cellulose dielectric (thickness ≈ 75 µm). Since this first approach a pursuit for
more complex electronic circuitry on paper substrates functioning simultaneously
as the dielectric has emerged with CMOS inverters, memories, logic functions and
fundamental studies.[58–65]
The same concept of the use of cellulose as a solid-state electrolyte will be used
later in this work, with the deposition of FETs on photonic CNC films, which will
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act simultaneously as the dielectric and as a photonic filter for CPL. These devices
are effectively situated in the unipolar transistor family since the involved charge
carriers are either holes or electrons exclusively. Their underlying fundamentals
and the definition of their figures of merit will be discussed briefly in the following
section.
4.3.2 Unipolar Transistor Fundamentals
This section deals with the fundamental working principle and the underlying
theory (equations) of unipolar transistors. It should be noted that this introduc-
tion specifically focuses on n-type transistors, where the channel material is a n-
type semiconductor with electrons as majority charge-carriers (see Section 4.1.2).
This is intentional, as the fabricated transistor devices in this work are as well
n-type. Naturally, when using p-type semiconductors the working principles and
equations are similar, taking opposite charges into consideration.
The basic working principle of an unipolar transistor is the modulation of
a drain current IDS between two electrodes (source and drain) with an applied
voltage between them VDS and additional voltage VGS at a third electrode (gate).
It is this current modulation that is referred to as the field-effect and it represents
the fundamental working principle of FETs. In extreme cases the drain current
can commute between a small and a very large value (as shown in Figure 4.14b),
resulting in a behaviour comparable to an electric On-Off switch. The difference
between these two currents is denoted as the On-Off ratio and is calculated by:
On−Of f ratio = IOn
IOf f
(4.4)
Usually, it is of interest to maximize the On-Off ratio for an increased transistor
performance.
Due to the physical layout of a typical transistor (as shown above in Figure 4.9),
where the semiconductor is separated from the gate electrode by a dielectric layer,
the field-effect is consequently a capacitive injection of charge-carriers at the di-
electric/semiconductor interface. This electric field directly influences the shape
and therefore the conductivity of the semiconductor channel between source and
drain. For the case of an n-type semiconductor the applied gate voltage must
be positive in order to accumulate electrons in the channel region, reversibly a
p-type semiconductor requires a negative gate voltage to function in its On-state.
If a small yet sufficient gate voltage to accumulate enough charges for channel
formation, also denoted as threshold voltage Vth, is applied, an IDS current can
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flow between the source and drain contacts. With a small VDS applied, the chan-
nel is approximately uniform, and the transistor responds with a linear ohmic
behaviour (see Figure 4.13). As the channel depth depends on the voltage drop
(relative to the source) across the channel, which decreases from VGS at the source
end to VGS – VDS at the drain end, it is evident, that for gradually increased VDS
the charge-carrier density in the channel takes a tapered shape, being highest at
the source and lowest at the drain end (see Figure 4.13a).
Figure 4.13 – a) Charge-carrier density shape for progressively higher VDS volt-
ages with indication of the pinch-off region. b) comparison of the triode (or linear)
with the saturation region, respectively.
The tapered charge-carrier density of the channel results in an increase in
resistance along the channel, thus bending the IDS curves for higher VDS (see
Figure 4.13b). As long as VDS < VGS – Vth the IDS curve is in the triode or linear











Where Ci is the dielectric capacitance per unit area, µFE the field-effect mobil-
ity and W and L are the channel width and length, respectively. For sufficiently
low VDS the quadratic term can be neglected, resulting in a linear (ohmic) rela-
tion between IDS and VDS, as explained before. For increasingly higher VDS the
channel depth at the drain end decreases, which is evidenced by a bending of
the IDS output curve when approximating VDSat (Figure 4.13a). The transistor
enters saturation when the channel depth reduces to zero at the drain end and
eventually pinches-off, as can be observed in Figure 4.13b. The voltage at which
the pinch-off and consequently saturation occurs is denoted as VDSat:
VDSsat = VGS −Vth (4.6)
Increase in VDS after the channel has pinched-off has little or no effect on the
IDS current (approximateley constant IDS in the saturation region). From this
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point on (for VDS ≥ VGS – Vth) the transistor operates in the saturation or post





where µsat represents the carrier mobility in the saturation regime.
Increasing VGS will attract more and more charge carriers to the channel re-
sulting in progressively higher pinch-off voltages and consequently higher drain
currents. The two distinct behaviours of a transistor are best described by the
Characteristic Curves (CCs) of a TFT as depicted in Figure 4.14. The output
characteristics trace out IDS for specific fixed VGS values (usually going stepwise
from VGS < VOn to VGS > Vth) and a continuously increasing VDS. The transfer
characteristic shows IDS for a fixed VDS with VGS continuously increasing from
VGS < VOn to VGS > Vth. The latter can be either measured in the linear (VDS <
VGS - Vth) or the saturation regime (VDS ≥ VGS - Vth).
Figure 4.14 – Characteristic transistor curves of a typical arbitrary FET. With a)
showing the output curves with indication of the two regimes and b) showing
the transfer characteristics. Some important transistor parameters are indicated,
such as IOn, IOff, On-Off ratio, VOn, Vth and the subthreshold slope.
The output curves give some qualitative information about the transistor, such
as the transition from the linear to the saturation regime, channel mobility degra-
dation, if there is a decreasing separation between consecutive IDS-VDS curves,
or the flatness of the saturation regime, which indicates if there is complete de-
pletion of the channel layer at the drain electrode for the chosen VDS and VGS
range.
The transfer (or input) curves on the other hand permit a more quantitative
characterization of some of the most relevant transistor parameters. As already
indicated in Figure 4.14 the most important parameters include:
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On-Off ratio – As defined in Equation 4.4, the On-Off ratio describes the max-
imum difference between IOff and IOn and is usually given as a power of 10 value,
providing information in orders of magnitude. On the one hand, IOn depends
highly on the used semiconductor, the effectiveness of charge carrier induction
through the dielectric capacitance, defects and scattering sites in the semiconduc-
tor. On the other hand, IOff can sometimes increase due to either a semiconduc-
tor with high conductivity or large capacitive parasitic effects owing to the used
dielectric. The latter can be often observed in electrolyte gated transistors (dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.1.2), where an increase in capacitance due to electric double
layer formation increases capacitive charging, influencing IDS in the Off-state. A
transistor with 6 orders of magnitude On-Off ratio (IOn/IOff = 106) is typically
observed for TFTs and the larger this value, the better the transistor works as an
On-Off switch in electronic circuitry.[see 22, p. 108]
Vth and VOn – As indicated above, the threshold voltage is the necessary VGS
to accumulate a conductive layer in the channel. Vth can be calculated by differ-
ent methodologies, including linear regressions and extrapolation of the IDS1/2-
VGS plot in the saturation regime (as seen in Figure 4.14b) or conductance and
transconductance methods. Nevertheless, even between this plethora of extrac-
tion methods, there is still no real consensus on which method is the “most cor-
rect” one, as discrepancies arise due to parasitic components, contact resistances
or mobility degradation for higher VDS.[66] Consequently, it is sometimes more
desirable to use the turn-On voltage (or VOn), where no uncertainties in determi-
nation arise. It is simply the voltage, where IDS starts to increase dramatically in
a log-linear transfer curve plot, such as the one in Figure 4.14b. Consequently,
VOn is rather used throughout this manuscript as opposed to Vth.
The subthreshold slope represents the steepest slope after VOn and is indicated
in Figure 4.14b. It gives insight into how fast a transistor can transition from
the Off to the On state. Usually a steep subthreshold slope is desirable as this
affects switching speeds, power consumption and possible applications of the
transistor.[67] The used figure of merit however, is the inverse of that value, the








Effectively, SS denotes the necessary increment of VGS to increase IDS by one
order of magnitude and is given in units of V dec-1 (volts per decade). For typical
TFTs this value should be well below 1 V dec-1, where for EGTs different values
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can be expected, depending on the ionic mobility or conductivity and electric
double layer accumulation at the dielectric/semiconductor interface.
The charge-carrier mobility in transistors can be divided into several sub cate-
gories, where, depending on the considered parameters and measurements, quite
different experimental results can be achieved.[68] The mobility in transistors
is much different from the bulk mobility of materials. For the bulk mobility in
materials, carriers are considered to move freely throughout the sample and are
averaged out over the sample thickness, where surface effects only play a minor
role. The main limiting factors at room temperature are lattice, phonon and ion-
ized impurity scattering. In transistors, mobility is measured in a thin conducting
channel layer, where additional mechanisms, such as coulomb scattering, surface
roughness scattering, interface trapped charges (scattering sites or parasitic ca-
pacitance) or gate leakage currents (IGS) need to be considered.[68] In general
terms, any scattering mechanism has its own mobility (µx, where x = 1, 2, 3, . . . )














where the lowest mobility dominates over the others. For that reason through-
out this work the saturation mobility (µsat) is used, as opposed to the effective
mobility (µef f ), as it is usually the lowest transistor mobility (together with the
field-effect mobility - µFE) and lowers the probability of mobility overestima-
tion.[68] Additionally, it is easily extracted from the transfer characteristic curves,
does not require Vth determination, is less sensitive to contact resistance and is
very common in the literature and therefore easily comparable to other works.[22]













For additional insight into relevant information on transistor parameters and
characteristics the reader is referred to the works of Dieter K. Shroder on “Semi-
conductor Materials and Device Characterization” and Sheng S. Li on “Semicon-
ductor Physical Electronics”.[42, 68]
In general, the produced transistors throughout this work will be character-
ized and compared on behalf of the parameters defined in this section. Some
additional qualitative characterizations, such as hysteresis behaviour, VOn shift,
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IOff increase upon CPL response will be considered when they arise in each step
of the work.
4.4 Semiconducting Devices for CPL Detection
In this work two specific types of optoelectronic devices are used in combination
with photonic CNC films to detect right- and left-CPL:
• The Phototransistor
• The Thin-Film Photodiode
In this Section the fundamentals of both types are briefly covered with special
emphasis on their fabrication and production parameters.
4.4.1 Field-Effect Transistor for CPL Sensing
The phototransistor in the form of a germanium FET with a single collector wire
was first introduced in Bell Laboratories in the “transistor-like devices” family
in 1948. In what was termed “The electric eye” by John N. Shive the working
principal is similar to that of an amplifying transistor but instead of being con-
trolled by the base electrode, signal amplification was achieved through exposure
to electromagnetic waves, resulting in a device similar to a photoelectric cell.[69]
This first device is closely related to the photodiode described in Section 4.1.2.1,
being only a two terminal device, where the output is proportional to the incident
light power. Soon after however three-terminal bipolar devices in the form of pho-
totransistors were also developed, where the current in the channel is controlled
by the incident light intensity and wavelength. Soon after, a similar concept for
unipolar field-effect transistors was also achieved with a cadmium sulfide photo-
transistor, where the pinch-off and two-terminal current is controlled by the light
intensity.[70] These initial concepts opened important pathways to the interplay
between photonic and electronics.
When applying a light stimulus in FETs a set of various parameters can be
monitored for practical applications. Either the off- or the on-current modulation
between source and drain can be measured. The latter is especially useful for
semiconductors where absorption and photogenerated currents are low (as will
be the case for this work). Furthermore, transistor parameters might be affected,
such as VOn, Vth, SS or saturation mobilities, which are all a function of the
charge-carriers present in the channel paired with the applied gate potential.
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The whole FET fabrication process is schematized in Figure 4.15. With the
many possibilities of thin-film transistor fabrication based on layer-by-layer PVD
deposition techniques (staggered and coplanar – top and bottom gate structures)
the most promising approach for this work was the staggered bottom gate archi-
tecture (see Figure 4.10). This transistor architecture type (as also depicted in
Figure 4.15d) has considerable advantages when compared to planar types (where
S/D and G lay in the same plane). Namely, faster ionic movement due to a verti-
cal and thus more uniform electric field distribution in the CNC film, leading to
faster switching and lower operating voltages.[71] As outlined before (see Chap-
ter 3 Section 3.7.2) the CNC films are commonly prepared on Glass/ITO (Figure
4.15a), where hydrophilic regions are delimited by hydrophobic areas through
UV-treatment with shadow masks. The approach taken in this work relies on the
use of the ITO film as the common bottom gate electrode for all transistors on the
same CNC film, driving ionic species in the HM-CNC film.
Figure 4.15 – Schematic flow-diagram of FET fabrication through layer-by-layer
processing combining casting and PVD methods.
After drop-casting, the chiral CNC droplets are thus employed as the solid-
state electrolyte (Figure 4.15b) for transistor fabrication through thin-film depo-
sition methods using shadow masks (Figure 4.15c and d). The transistors were
always deposited in the central regions of the films, where highest uniformity in
thickness and photonic properties were achieved.
The 35 nm IGZO (In2O3–Ga2O3 – ZnO; 2:1:2 mol%) layer was deposited by
radio-frequency magnetron sputtering, in an AJA ORION system. The electrical
contacts, double layer of Ti/Au with 6 and 65 nm, respectively, were deposited
on the substrate by e-beam evaporation. The semiconductor channel and the elec-
trodes were patterned with a channel width (W) of 2000 µm and length (L) of 50
µm (W/L = 40). No intentional sample heating during or after the deposition was
applied. Thus, the whole device fabrication was performed at ambient conditions
to minimize possible damage to the HM-CNCs that start to show degradation
around T = 130 °C, as confirmed by thermal analysis (see Chapter 2 Section
2.4.3.2).
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Figure 4.16 – CPL Transistor layout with a) the final device structure with a
microscopic view of the channel region of the transistor in reflection (scale bar
indicates 25 µm) below a schematic of an individual HM-CNC nanoparticle and
its negatively charged surface sulfate group is shown. The internal HM-CNC
superstructure with a twisted long-range order is also illustrated. The director (~n)
of the chiral nematic phase indicates the rotation throughout a half-pitch (P/2).
b) and c) microscopic visions of the transistor in reflection, through LCPL and
RCPL, respectively. Scale bar indicates 500 µm.
Figure 4.16a shows a schematic of the final transistor with a microscopic view
of the channel region as an inset, where the photonic character can be clearly
identified. A schematic on the right gives additional insight into the twisting of
the CNCs below the semiconductor, exemplified over a distance of half a pitch.
Microscopic CPL images can be seen in Figure 4.16b and c, where LCPL exhibits
the expected blue iridescence for HM-CNCs, whereas RCPL shows no colour
reflection. The PVD deposited thin-films showed good adherence to the HM-
CNC film, which can be connected to the low surface roughness usually obtained
from CNC films or membranes.[72–74]
4.4.2 Photodiode for CPL Sensing
With the development of p-n junction in the silicon industry many possibilities
arose for their implementation in a great variety of applications. For the usual
diode operation through forward bias electrons and holes are combined at the
interface, generating a current. However, the inverse process is also possible,
where electron-hole pairs are created by an external stimulus, which are then
separated by an applied electric-field. This external stimulus can conveniently
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come in the form of electromagnetic radiation with energies equal or greater than
the bandgap, yielding an inner photoelectric effect. This constitutes the special
case of a photodiode. A photodiode is a reverse-biased p-n junction, where the
incident photons generate electron-hole pairs that are separated and swept by the
depletion region to their respective majority carrier sides. This induces a reverse
photocurrent (Iph) and a voltage, where the two of them are proportional to the
light intensity.[see 8, p. 210] A similar effect is used in the case of the zero-bias
photovoltaic mode, widely used in solar cell applications. Figure 4.17 shows the
possible operation modes of a p-n junction.
Figure 4.17 – Operation modes of a p-n junction with distinct light intensities.
Indicated are the two main bias operation modes.
Only photons directly reaching the depletion region, or at most one diffusion
length away from it, can be collected by their respective electrodes and induce a
photocurrent. Consequently, it is of great interest to increase the volume where
charges can be collected by the internal electric field in order to enhance quantum
efficiency, spectral responsivity and response time. For this purpose, sometimes
an intrinsic layer is fabricated between the n and the p region, which constitutes
a volume with excess of charges that considerably increases the depletion region.
The resulting p-i-n junction works under high-level injection and was firstly in-
vented in 1950 by Jun-ichi Nishizawa, a Japanese engineer and inventor of many
modern electronic devices.[75] P-i-n junction photodiodes can be produced start-
ing from a pre-doped silicon wafer, where diffusion processes induce specifically
doped regions to achieve a layered structure inside the wafer. Another approach
relies on chemical vapor deposition processes, where each layer can be deposited
individually on a suitable substrate, resulting in a Thin-Film Photodiode (TFP).
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Chapter 6 will take advantage of these latter CVD deposited thin-film p-i-n junc-
tions in the form of CPL detectors, when combined with chiral nematic CNC
films.
The fabrication process of these devices is schematically depicted in Figure
4.18. The TFPs are fabricated layer-by-layer through various PVD deposition
techniques, where the most critical one is the formation of the n-i-p junction
through Plasma-enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD).
Figure 4.18 – Schematic flow-diagram for the fabrication of a thin-film photodi-
ode by various PVD techniques. a) Initial Glass substrate, b) Thermal evaporation
of Al rear contact using shadow masks c) RF magnetron sputtering of AZO inter-
face material, d) Deposition of n-i-p structure through PECVD, e) RF magnetron
sputtering of IZO front contact through shadow mask above the active layer, f)
Thermal evaporation of Al front contact extension for microprobes.
The 120 nm aluminum (Al) rear contacts were deposited on the glass sub-
strates using resistive thermal evaporation, applying a current of 160 A under a
pressure of 10-6 mbar with a deposition rate of 0.3 nm s-1. The Al film was coated
with an aluminum zinc oxide (AZO) layer of 60 nm, deposited by radio-frequency
magnetron sputtering for 18 min with the conditions listed in Table 4.1.
The samples were then transferred to a Hositrad 3 chamber PECVD system,
where the silicon layers were deposited according to a n-i-p structure. A mixture
of SiH4 and H2 defines the Hydrogen Dilution Parameter (DH) (DH (%) = H2/(H2
+ SiH4)×100) . In the case of the intrinsic a-Si:H thin-film a DH = 95% was used
with a deposition pressure (Pgas) of 1 Torr and a Power Density (PW) equal to 69
mWcm-2 at 13.56 MHz. The i-layer thickness deposited was 325 nm. Adding
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trimethylboron (TMB, B(CH3)3) or PH3 to the mixture of SiH4 and H2 produced
p- or n-layers, respectively. The first p-nc-Si:H (nanocrystalline (nc)) layer of 13
nm was deposited with a DH = 99.3%, RTMB = TMB/(H2+TMB + SiH4) = 0.55%,
a Pgas = 1 Torr and a PW = 111 mWcm-2 at 13.56 MHz. The second p-a-Si:H layer
of 7 nm was deposited with a DH = 75%, RTMB = TMB/(H2+TMB + SiH4) = 1.3%,
a Pgas = 1.05 Torr and a PW = 49 mWcm-2 at 13.56 MHz. As for the n-nc-Si:H
layer, the parameters were: DH = 98%, RPH3 = PH3/(H2 + PH3 + SiH4) = 1%,
Pgas = 1 Torr, PW = 69 mWcm-2 at 13.56 MHz and the obtained corresponding
thickness was 33 nm.
Transparent conductive oxide layers, made of 230 nm thick indium zinc oxide
(IZO), were deposited by Radio Frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering for 80 min
over the nc-Si:H layers, with the conditions listed in Table 4.1.
To delimit an active area of 3 × 5 mm, the deposition of the IZO front electrode
was carried out using a rectangular Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) plastic mask
with those dimensions. To assist in the external connection to the front TCO
contact, an Al pad was deposited using another mask. Finally, SF6 plasma etching
treatment was applied to remove the layer of nc-Si:H of the surrounding area,
revealing the Aluminium Zinc Oxide (AZO)–Al back contact. SF6 was chosen as
it does not affect the IZO layer in the dry etching process.
Table 4.1 – Experimental conditions during the different RF sputtering deposition


















1 × 10-6 1.8 × 10-3 75 3.3 15
In2O3/ZnO
99.99% purity
1 × 10-5 1.5 × 10-3 50 2.9 15
The obtained TFPs are generally characterized on behalf of their Spectral Re-
sponse (SR), which constitutes the achieved photogenerated current per watt of
light intensity (A/W) as a function of the wavelength. Figure 4.19 shows a typical
SR curve of one of the obtained TFPs.
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Figure 4.19 – Spectral response of an as-fabricated TFP.
The SR of the TFPs will be at the basis for device characterization in Chapter
6, where CNC films with distinct photonic bandgaps are deposited on the active
areas of the cells. Due to the selective reflection of CPL from the CNC structure a
clear difference between SR for LCPL and for RCPL will be measured. The maxi-
mum difference between these two will depend on the quality of the photonic film,
whereas its position depends on the photonic bandgap. The SR measurements
were performed using a Newport QuantX-300 system, equipped with a xenon
lamp of 100 W, with a nominal illumination spot size of 0.8 × 1.1 mm. The used
software for measurements was QuantX. The devices were mounted on a rotary
stage for angular measurements. Circular polarizers by Edmund Optics (left or
right) were introduced in the light beam path to induce the desired polarization.
4.5 Brief Concluding Remarks
This Chapter gave insight into the underlying fundamentals of optoelectronic
devices and their fabrication in this work. Semiconductors are a central to these
devices and thus special emphasis was given on this topic regarding the most
widely used semiconductor silicon but also transparent oxide semiconductors,
that have moved in the spotlight in transparent electronics-based applications.
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A short introduction on transistors was given where it was shown how the con-
ventional dielectric can be substituted by electrolytes, giving an electrolyte-gated
transistor, where charge injection into the semiconductor is achieved by ionic
electric double layers at the interfaces. This concept opens interesting pathways
to the combination of cellulose-based solid-state electrolytes, where the photonic
character of the self-assembled HM-CNCs can be explored. Furthermore, the
concept and fabrication of a silicon-based p-i-n junction was presented. The pro-
posed concept relies on the combination of thin-film photodiodes with photonic
C-CNC films, where a wide spectral response of the former can, in theory, be used
for the selective detection of CPL. This Chapter laid the foundation for the two
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HM-CNCs as Photonic Electrolytes
in Field-Effect Transistors
"An idea is like a virus, resilient, highly contagious and the smallest seed of an
idea can grow. It can grow to define you or destroy you."
Inception
This Chapter deals with the implementation of HM-CNCs into field-effect
transistors. As a starting point a short review of FETs on non-photonic HM-CNCs
will be given, which lays the foundation for a similar concept with photonic HM-
CNC films. The Chapter then focuses on this latter subject with amorphous IGZO
FETs on ion infiltrated HM-CNC films. As a central topic the electrochemistry
is investigated for different infiltration methods as well as different alkali metals
(Li, Na and K) with the aim to enhance transistor performance. Electrochemi-
cal characterization mainly investigates the ionic conductivity and double layer
capacitance of the employed HM-CNC films. The Chapter concludes with the
electrical characterization of the final devices and shows an integration scheme
for a simple logic inverter circuit.
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The study of the electrochemical properties of ion infiltrated chiral nematic
CNC films, their characterization and application in transistors and logic-circuits
was published in ACS Applied Electronic Materials under the title:
“Ionically Modified Cellulose Nanocrystal Self-Assembled Films with a Mesoporous
Twisted Superstructure: Polarizability and Application in Ion-Gated Transistors”.
The following Section then deals with the study on CPL detection using the
previously fabricated HM-CNC films in combination with oxide-based field-effect
transistors.
This part, on the implementation of chiral nematic HM-CNC films into tran-
sistors as CPL sensors was published in Advanced Functional Materials under
the title:
“Field-Effect Transistors on Photonic Cellulose Nanocrystal Solid Electrolyte for
Circular Polarized Light Sensing”.
The two publications were further highlighted by cover images prepared by
the authors.
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Figure 5.1 – Cover image published jointly with the article in Advanced Func-
tional Materials.
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Figure 5.2 – Cover image published jointly with the article in ACS Applied Elec-
tronic Materials.
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MEMBRANES
5.1 Amorphous IGZO FETs on Non-photonic
HM-CNC Membranes
The concept of a FET on paper, where the cellulose acts simultaneously as the
substrate and as the dielectric of the FET, as firstly introduced by Fortunato et al.
in 2008 laid the foundation for a similar work on CNC membranes in 2013.[1]
In this approach an a-IGZO transistor was deposited through low-temperature
processing (no intentional substrate heating) on a CNC membrane, where the
CNCs were obtained from cotton or Avicel through the standard sulfuric acid
hydrolysis as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2.2. The aim of the study was
to produce low-cost fully recyclable flexible and transparent paper electronics,
where the device is fabricated on both sides of the membrane in an interstrate
structure (device on both sides of the substrate). One side received the semicon-
ductor (a-IGZO) and the source and drain contacts (Al), while the gate contact
was deposited on the opposite side (IZO). Figure 5.3a shows schematically a
deposition flow-diagram and the aspect of a final device (Figure 5.3b and c).
Figure 5.3 – a) Schematic flow-diagram and b) final device architecture. c) Photo-
graph of devices and d) transfer characteristics of devices on dish-cast (CNC E)
and shear-cast (CNC C). ©IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission [1]. All
rights reserved.
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Apart from the Al contacts the whole device is fully transparent (Figure 5.3c).
The CNC membranes were either dish- or shear cast from isotropic CNC suspen-
sions and none of the membranes presented any photonic properties.
The devices showed excellent enhancement n-type transistor characteristics
with saturation mobilities exceeding 7 cm2V-1s-1, On-Off ratios of 105 and sub-
threshold swing of 2.11 V/decade (Figure 5.3d). Nevertheless, driving voltages
were still considerable with a VDS = 15 V and -30 ≤ VGS ≤ 30 V.
This initial study is highly relevant for the following work as it demonstrated
some important aspects for the fabrication of microelectronic devices on CNC
films or membranes:
• CNC films or membranes possess electrochemical properties that are suited
for charge-carrier induction in semiconductors.
• CNC films or membranes support physical vapor deposition techniques.
• The sulfate surface groups do not degrade neither the contact material (Alu-
minium) nor the used oxide materials (IZO and a-IGZO).
• Good thermal, mechanical, optical and morphological properties for opto-
electronic devices or systems (low surface roughness, low thermal expan-
sion, lightweight, transparent).
• High device shelf-life.
After this study, the natural question arose if the same approach would be fea-
sible with CNC membranes or films that show photonic properties. If successful,
the photonic properties could be used to influence the channel layer of the FETs,
if the bandgaps (photonic and electronic) were aligned correctly.
5.2 Amorphous IGZO FETs on Photonic HM-CNC
Films
One of the first goals was to combine a chiral nematic CNC film with an inorganic
semiconductor in order to obtain photosensitive transistors that can interact and
ultimately sense CPL. With fundamental knowledge already present in the PI’s
group on paper transistors this was one of the first envisioned proof-of-concepts
for these types of photonic films. For this, a similar approach as for the previous
work was aimed for, where the CNC films act as the dielectric of these transistors
in the form of a solid-state electrolyte. In this approach, the chiral nematic CNC
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films will assume an additional role, which is connected to an efficient filtering of
CPL. The use of semiconductors, for that matter, is a crucial aspect, as they also
present interaction with electromagnetic waves (depending on their electronic
bandgap).
For this first approach HM-CNCs were used due to similarities in the photonic
bandgap of HM-CNC films and the optical bandgap of the employed a-IGZO
semiconductor (blue/UV region). This can be observed in Figure 5.4, where the
Tauc-Lorentz plot is plotted with an extrapolation of the linear part to yield the
optical bandgap.
Figure 5.4 – Tauc-Lorentz plot of the used a-IGZO for transistor fabrication. α1/m
(with m = 0.5 for a direct transition) as a function of energy in electron volts.
Consequently, combining the CPL filtering abilities with the light sensitivity
of the transistor’s channel oxide (a-IGZO) should, in principle, give rise to transis-
tors that respond with different outputs to a distinct handedness of CPL. This has
already been achieved with organic chiral semiconductors, these however lack
sufficiently high carrier mobilities, affecting detection levels.[2] With inorganic
semiconductors higher carrier mobilities are usual, which is connected to, for
instance, lower number of defects and better interaction between charge carriers
and the periodic lattice of the semiconductor, ultimately leading to less scatter-
ing and increased mobilities.[3–5] This shows why there is a greater potential for
the implementation of inorganic semiconductors into CPL phototransistors. The
approaches taken to achieve this proof-of-concept include:
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1. Choose a suitable transistor architecture.
2. Study of the electrochemical properties of the CNC film.
3. Perform electrical characterization of the transistors.
4. Conduct electro-optical transistor characterization with CPL.
The first point was already taken care of in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.1 where the
concept of device production and parameters are thoroughly explained.
5.2.1 Transistors on Pristine HM-CNC Films
Initial electrical characterization of the transistors showed expected high switch-
ing voltages, as was also the case for the non-photonic HM-CNC membranes.
For transfer characteristics a VDS = 15 V was applied and VGS was swept from
-40 V to 30 V (see Figure 5.5a for setup). The transistors showed a normally-off
(enhancement type) behaviour switching to the On-state only for positive VGS.
A counter-clockwise hysteresis gives hints about the ion migration in the films,
keeping the channel open even after moving to lower VGS from 30 V downwards.
This is a typical behaviour commonly observed for electrolyte gated transistors.
The ions get trapped at the interface and keep the channel open (continue to in-
ject charge-carriers). The channel eventually closes after reaching considerable
negative VGS of around -30 V. This type of behaviour can be accessed for memory
devices.[6] For the intended application as a switch, it is however not desirable
and an important aspect of enhancing the transistor parameters is to minimize
hysteresis. The first curve showed excellent characteristics with VOn = -0.5 V, an
On-Off ratio of 6.×105 and subthreshold swings of 0.82 V/dec. However, with an
increasing number of tests the characteristic curves showed a gradual decrease
in transistor parameters (see Figure 5.5 b). Upon closer inspection under a mi-
croscope the transistors showed degradation issues with the contacts and the
semiconductor detaching from the HM-CNC film. Detachment issues can be con-
nected to the high voltages applied to the films in order to switch the transistors.
Considerable electric fields build up at the interfaces, disrupting not only HM-
CNC film morphology but even the contact materials of the transistor itself (see
Figure 5.5c).
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Figure 5.5 – a) Transistor characterization setup employed throughout this work.
b) Transfer characteristics of the first transistor on chiral HM-CNC films. Parame-
ter degradation is observed for consecutive testing. c) Bubble formation and film
detachment during electrical characterization of transistors on pristine HM-CNC
films. 1 indicates bubbles formed on the source electrode whereas 2 shows some
lighter areas, which detached from the underlying ITO surface. Between the elec-
trodes the characteristic colours coming from the chiral HM-CNC structure can
be seen. Scale bar indicates 200 µm.
In these specific films the Grotthuss mechanism (proton hopping) is respon-
sible for ion conduction and high electric fields are needed to achieve a channel
formation in the semiconductor (transistors characterized with VGS between -40
V and 30 V with a VDS = 15 V). Under such fields the deposited films started
to form bubbles (indicated as 1 in Figure 5.5c) and the CNC films even showed
increasing detachment from the Glass/ITO substrate underneath the drain elec-
trode (indicated as 2 in Figure 5.5c).
Bubbles might form due to a partial electrolysis and decomposition of the
water molecules (retained inside the HM-CNC films) at the electrodes. At the pos-
itive (anode - drain) contact the occurrence of oxygen molecules is possible while
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on the negative (cathode - source) gaseous hydrogen might form, resulting in
bubbles underneath the contacts. This was predominantly observed for the drain
electrode, which was subjected to the highest potential difference (up to 55 V) in
respect to the gate electrode. The electrolytic decomposition of water is a well-
known and studied process, which is used in a number of applications.[7] Here
this phenomenon however limits possible applications of CNC films and more in
general cellulosic films, at least where electrochemical conduction is envisaged, to
operation voltages below the dissociation potential of the water molecules inside
the films. This potential theoretically lies at 1.23 V (depending on the pH and
temperature).[8] However, increased values are possible due to the kinetic control
of the electrolysis, including factors such as ion mobility, concentration, entropy
or surface hindrance. This results in an overpotential and thus voltages above the
theoretical thermodynamically determined value are possible.[9]
The initial assessment of these pristine CPL transistors is indicative for miss-
ing electrochemical properties of the HM-CNCs. The hydrogen counter ions are
not capable of inducing charge carriers in the semiconductor at sufficiently low
voltages. Consequently, it was imperative to explore possibilities of increasing the
electrochemical properties of the HM-CNC films without disrupting the chiral
nematic structure.
5.2.2 Ionic Doping of HM-CNC - Enhancing Electrochemical
Properties
One of the major drawbacks associated to these types of transistors is their need
for high electric fields to promote ion polarization. The enormous amount of
hydroxyl groups capable of hydrogen bonding may affect efficient proton conduc-
tion and inhibit transistor switching at low voltages. This turns the transistors
not only into high power dissipation devices but might also damage the deposited
thin-films. To counteract these issues other ions than H+ are needed that exhibit
less interaction with the hydroxyl groups of the cellulose chains and additionally
promote water uptake from the environment in order to increase ionic conduc-
tivity and polarizability. Recently, low-voltage operation was achieved through
alkali metal ion incorporation into cellulosic structures, serving as ion storage
hosts.[10] These ions are expected to move more freely throughout the cellulose
films and increase polarizability. In the following, the incorporation of specific
alkali ions (either Lithium, Sodium or Potassium) into the HM-CNC films will
be studied. Special emphasis is given on maintaining the photonic character. To
achieve this feat, two distinct approaches were taken:
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• Ionic doping of HM-CNC suspensions before drop-casting.
• Ionic doping of dry HM-CNC films after drop-casting.
Both methods provide a substantial number of ions to the final films and elec-
trochemical properties are strongly enhanced. Nevertheless, each one influences
the photonic properties in a different way, which is key to the final route taken for
transistor fabrication. The following two subsections will analyse each approach
based on electrochemistry, film formation, self-assembly and optical properties.
5.2.2.1 Ionic Doping of CNC Suspensions
Ionic charges can be introduced into CNC suspensions, even before drop-casting it
on a suitable substrate for EISA. For this, specific amounts of electrolyte solutions
can be added. As a preliminary study, sodium ions will be introduced into a HM-
CNC suspension, by stepwise adding sodium hydroxide solution, until reaching
pH values close to neutral.
Usually, lithium hydroxide (LiOH) is preferred over NaOH in electrolyte for-
mulations. This is connected to superior ionic conductivities and an easier control
over dendrite formation in Li solvent systems. However, scarcity of lithium re-
sources forces scientists to move to high-abundant materials, achieving more
sustainable devices. Sodium, next in line after lithium in the alkali metal group,
is the third most abundant material on earth and shows comparable electrochem-
ical characteristics. In this work NaOH demonstrated excellent solubility in the
CNC suspension and did not form any dendrites when drying into solid films.
To keep the HM-CNC concentration close to the initial value of 5.2 wt% (Vtot
= 8 ml) a 0.5 M NaOH solution was used. Hence, small amounts of added NaOH
solution already produced significant changes in the pH of the suspension. The
table in Figure 5.6 illustrates these changes with added solution and the attributed
nomenclature for the final films.
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Figure 5.6 – a) Table representing the exact values of pH and added volume. b)
pH as a function of added volume. Points represent the values from the table in
a) and the red line serves as a visual guide. The blue dotted line is the projected
continuation of the titration curve (not tested).
The characteristic logarithmic behaviour of the added amount of solution in
regard to the linear increase of the pH is noted. Figure 5.6b illustrates this be-
haviour as a titration curve plot. Already very small amounts induce a significant
increase in pH when getting close to the equivalence point, which was found to
be about 317 µl (0.5 M NaOH). The closer the pH gets to this point, the more
difficult it is to rise the pH by only 1 (to get from pH 6 to 7 – measured at RT).
Also, acid-base equilibrium kinetics take time to stabilize and thus adding was in-
terrupted, where the pH stabilizes at a value of 6.65 for the final suspension. The
blue dashed line in Figure 5.6b also suggests how the second half of the titration
curve could develop. However, the aim in this work was to study only the acidic
region of the plot and the basic one remained unexplored. In retrospective this
turned out to be valuable as it was found, that an increase of pH above neutrality
fully destroys chiral nematic ordering in CNC films and thus the photonic charac-
ter. Starting from a pH of 3 for the initial HM-CNC suspension at each whole pH
the necessary amounts of 100 µl were extracted and used to prepare the photonic
solid-state electrolyte films on UV treated Glass/ITO substrates (1.5 cm circles).
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Morphological and Optical Characterization
The anisotropic phase of the HM-CNC suspensions is strongly related to interpar-
ticle electrostatic interactions, which have a substantial effect on the free energy
of the system. The addition of salts or any form of ions to a CNC suspension
destabilizes the anisotropic phase and might, in some cases, even result in floccu-
lation.[11, 12] Consequently, the EISA process is very sensitive to several factors,
including the ionic strength.[13] As the CNC particles have an overall negative
charge on the surface cations interact strongly with the sulfate groups. This
reduces the effect of coulombic repulsion. Consequently, electrolyte addition
has shown to induce significant shifts not only to the pitch but also to the On-
sager isotropic-anisotropic phase transition. If screening effects around individual
CNCs and desulfation become too strong, efficient ordering and as a consequence
thereof chirality and CPL selectivity can be compromised.[see 14, p. 90] This
can be verified by two different methods. Firstly, by transmittance or reflectance
spectrophotometry and secondly by SEM cross-section imaging.
Figure 5.7a shows the obtained films with increasing pH from bottom to top
and their respective profiles. Films with a visible blue-shift and eventually a loss
of colour reflection are obtained. This trend can be explained by a disturbance
of the EDLs formed by the sulfate ester groups that are mainly responsible for
suspension stabilization and repulsion between individual CNCs. This mecha-
nism thus involves two processes. With a destabilization in repulsive forces the
CNCs are expected to pack more tightly, resulting in a decrease of chiral nematic
pitch. Additionally, the aforementioned Onsager anisotropic-isotropic transition
is altered. In particular, for NaOH addition until neutralization a critical concen-
tration of around 5 wt% of CNCs was predicted by Gray et al. in order to maintain
anisotropy.[15] Here, the starting concentration of the HM-CNC suspension (5.4
wt%) lays just in the limit of anisotropy when reaching neutral pH values. There-
fore, the loss of anisotropy translates into the observed blue-shift and eventually
a loss of structural order. The predicted critical concentration values by Gray et
al. however strongly depend on hydrolysis conditions and source material, which
influence phase separation behaviour and sulfate surface groups.
The loss of anisotropy in dry films can be observed more in detail in Figure
5.7b and c. The represented POM coupled reflectance spectrum presents the
normalized reflectivity in the center region of the initial HM-CNC:pH3 droplet.
Here, as a figure of merit solely CPL distinction will be considered as this value
gives information about the effectiveness of EISA with increasing pH. Comparing
∆CPL between the various samples (see Figure 5.7c) it becomes evident that for
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pH3 and pH4 50% and 30%, respectively, are still possible. Nonetheless, EISA is
almost completely suppressed for HM-CNC:pH5 onward, where only marginal
CPL distinction is achieved.
With the addition of NaOH to the suspension an increase in viscosity was also
noted, leading to non-ideal spreading in the UV-treated area (see Figure 5.7a).
This can be observed with increasingly non-uniform circles from bottom to top.
Additionally, the coffee-ring behaviour is affected, becoming less pronounced for
increased pH. The increase in viscosity can be explained by an onset of gelation,
where particles start to form a network due to less electrostatic repulsion. The
gelation can be accompanied by agglomeration of particles, leading to a decrease
in fluidity. With higher viscosities the CNC particles experience a higher resis-
tance to flow, hindering particle redistribution during drying.[16]
Figure 5.7 – a) Obtained circular (d = 1.5 cm, Vtot = 100 µl) films for increasing
pH from bottom to top with their respective profiles. Scale bars indicate 0.5 cm.
b) Reflection spectra of the initial HM-CNC:pH3 film. c) ∆CPL as a function of
pH.
The measurements are complemented by POM and SEM imaging to observe
what happens on the micro and nanoscale when moving to higher pH. Figure 5.8a
to e and f to j show the same regions that were measured through spectrophotome-
try in LCPL and RCPL mode, respectively. Until pH4 there are still monodomains
present in the films that reflect distinct wavelengths (mostly in the green to blue
range) in the LCPL channel, which, as expected, vanishes for RCPL. For pH5,
pH6 and pH7 no colours are visible in neither channel. Figure 5.8k to o show
what happens on the nanoscale as SEM cross-section images taken from each
film. There is a clear chiral nematic long-range order for pH3 and pH4 seen as
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horizontal bright and dark lines across the images, indicating CNC rotation from
top to bottom. The bright lines are the long axes of the HM-CNC and after a 90°
rotation the short axes point towards the observer and appear darker. A repeating
pattern thus indicates continuous rotation and chiral nematic order. The degree
of disorder decreases for increasing pH. The disappearance of chiral nematic
order does not strictly imply the disappearance of any order. For pH5, pH6 and
pH7 some order can still be observed as layered structures for instance in Figure
5.8m and o. These layered structures are typical for cellulose nanomaterials but
do not indicate a helical twisted superstructure as expected for anisotropic CNCs.
Figure 5.8 – a) – e) and f) – j) POM images in reflection mode of HM-CNC films
for pH3 to pH7 in LCPL and RCPL mode, respectively. Reflectance spectra were
taken from the same areas. Scale bars indicate 40 µm. k) – o) Structural charac-
terization in the form of cross-sectional SEM imaging for pH3 to pH7 films. Scale
bars indicate 200 nm.
Transistor Characterization
Despite the loss of chiral nematic order it was still important to verify whether
a-IGZO transistors could function in combination with the ion enriched films.
For transistor fabrication the same route as in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.1 was taken.
In short, the semiconductor (a-IGZO) and the Source (S) and Drain (D) electrodes
(Ti/Au) were deposited on top of the HM-CNC:pH films using sputtering and
electron-beam evaporation methods with shadow masks (channel width W =
2000 µm and length = 50 µm). Figure 5.9a and b show the obtained transfer char-
acteristics of transistors on HM-CNC films with increasing pH and the obtained
transistor parameters, respectively.
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Figure 5.9 – a) Transfer curves of a-IGZO transistors deposited on HM-CNC:pH
films at various pH. b) Transistor parameters as a function of pH.
Mobilities were calculated considering the double layer capacitances of the
individual HM-CNC:pH films, obtained through electrochemical methods, as
thoroughly explained in Section 5.2.2.2. The values are represented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 – Double layer capacitance of HM-CNC films, where ionic doping was
achieved through NaOH addition to HM-CNC suspension.
Specimen CDL (µF cm-2)
HM-CNC:pH3 1.45 ± 0.04
HM-CNC:pH4 1.87 ± 0.18
HM-CNC:pH5 3.16 ± 0.11
HM-CNC:pH6 3.01 ± 0.13
HM-CNC:pH7 2.80 ± 0.05
In the transfer curves it possible to observe that the VOn shifted from positive
(VOn = 7 V for HM-CNC:pH3) to negative (VOn = -1 V for HM-CNC:pH4 through
HM-CNC:pH7). This trend can be explained by the internal polarizability and
ionic charges present in the film. Without any NaOH addition the negatively
charged HM-CNCs induce a considerable negative electric field into the semi-
conductor, repelling electrons from the channel region. Consequently, efficient
electron accumulation is hindered and only high potentials at the gate electrode
(VGS > 7 V) start to show an effect on IDS. Through the addition of positively
charged sodium ions the negative charges are screened and eventually neutral-
ized. This process effectively shifts VOn to negative values leading to a depletion
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(normally-on) transistor mode. In this mode (in the presence of already positive
sodium ions) a VGS ≥ -1 V is already enough to initiate charge accumulation in
the semiconductor. This was already observed for transistors deposited on HM-
CNC:pH4. However, this doping level in particular (pH4) seems to be not yet
enough for proper channel induction as the shape of the transfer curve and the
resulting properties are still much inferior when compared to pH5 and upwards.
As ionic doping levels approach pH5, VDS and VGS were reduced immediately to
2.5 V and ±10 V, respectively, and the transfer curves took their typical desired
shape. This seems to be a threshold of ionic doping, where transistor parameters
were enhanced dramatically. For pH5 upwards the increase in transistor perfor-
mance is tremendous. On-Off ratios and saturation mobilities increase two orders
of magnitude, while subthreshold swings decrease one order of magnitude.
A possible explanation could lay in reaching a point, where all counter ions
of the sulfate groups have been replaced by sodium. Any additional increase in
sodium concentration provides ions that are free to move in the structure, which
upon the action of electric fields provide interfacial EDLs.
Unfortunately, this is also the threshold for chiral nematic structure, where
above pH5 no CPL selectivity could be measured anymore. These two conclusions
might however be connected. As more and more sulfate groups are screened less
chiral nematic order is expected but transistor performance on the other hand
increases. This mutual dependency rules out this approach for ionic doping for
photonic devices on HM-CNC. But the gained insight is interesting as the addition
of sodium ions into the HM-CNC structure has a huge positive impact on the
transistor parameters. Namely a considerable increase in On-Off ratio from 3 to 5
orders of magnitude, lower leakage currents (IGS) and improved SS and saturation
mobilities. This leads to the assumption that if ionic doping is achieved without
compromising chiral nematic ordering, CPL transistors are feasible. This leads to
the following section, where ionic doping was undertaken with solid HM-CNC
films after EISA.
5.2.2.2 Ionic Doping of Dry CNC Films
Cellulose has a huge potential as an ion storage host, where ionic compounds
remain dissociated in the structure and thus produce ionic charges that can be
separated (polarized) when subjected to an electric field. For this approach, an
ionic infiltration procedure in hydroxide solutions (0.5 M) was adopted to enrich
the pristine photonic films (from here on treated as HM-CNC:0) with distinct
alkali ions while maintaining their photonic character (from here on treated as
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HM-CNC:Li, HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K, for the respective ions, or in general
HM-CNC:M). To start off, films were obtained by drop-casting 100 µl of a 2.8 wt%
HM-CNC suspension on Glass/ITO substrates in 1.5 cm UV-treated circles. The
presented ionic doping technique (as schematized in Figure 5.10) subsequently
infiltrates alkali metal ions into HM-CNC:0 films after they went through EISA
(Figure 5.10a) and attained their final chiral nematic arrangement. After submer-
sion into the hydroxide solutions the films are infiltrated with the solution and
start to swell (Figure 5.10b). The swelling simply expands the chiral nematic
structure without disrupting it. After 1h of infiltration, the films are washed with
ultra-pure water, dried under nitrogen flux and are expected to return to their
initial chiral nematic structure with the specific selected ions residing in their
structure (Figure 5.10c). With this approach the HM-CNCs are locked in their
nanostructured arrangement and effectively maintain their anisotropy and thus
their specific photonic bandgaps, even after infiltration.
Figure 5.10 – Schematic representation of ionic infiltration into HM-CNC films.
a) after EISA the films are b) submersed in either LiOH, NaOH or KOH 0.5 M
solutions for 1 hour. After infiltration they are c) washed in ultra-pure water and
dried under nitrogen flux.
Figure 5.11a shows photographs under LCPL illumination of the three infil-
tration stages: initial state, submersed and final state after drying. During ion
infiltration a visible red-shift is observed, indicating an increase of the pitch
through swelling and refractive index matching, affecting P and navg of Equation
1.11, increasing λmax. Interestingly, the red-shift decreases when moving from
LiOH to KOH (see Ion infiltration step in Figure 5.11). This trend can be ex-
plained by the increase in hydration shell and number when moving from Li+ to
K+, which results in higher amounts of infiltrated water (Li > Na > K), an increase
in swelling and pitch.[17] Visually, the final and initial states are identical, which
shows that chiral nematic ordering is preserved inside the films. This is also
confirmed by POM imaging (see Figure 5.11b) and reflection spectroscopy where
Figure 5.11c plots ∆CPL and the maximum reflected wavelength against the films
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after infiltration. On average the films show similar behaviour, not diverging be-
yond each other’s standard deviations with ∆CPL laying on average between 55%
and 60% and λmax between 450 nm and 500 nm. Additionally, the measured spec-
tral widths lay around 180 nm without major discrepancies between pristine and
infiltrated films. Figure 5.11d shows profile plots of infiltrated films after drying.
The overall thickness remains the same, especially in the center region, where the
devices will be deposited for electrochemical and transistor characterization.
Figure 5.11 – Ion infiltration of chiral nematic HM-CNC droplets and resulting
films. a) Flow diagram of the adopted ion infiltration process visualized through
LCPL light. Scale bars represent 5 mm. b) Microscopic images of the films with
POM in reflection mode using CPL filters to visualize either in LCPL or RCPL.
Scale bar indicates 50 µm. c) Comparison of CPL response (∆CPL) and photonic
bandgap (λmax) for HM-CNC:0 and infiltrated films. Error bars shown are stan-
dard deviations of 5 independent measurements. d) Profiles from ion infiltrated
films. e) FTIR curves of pristine and infiltrated films.
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The use of paper, or cellulose for that matter, as an electrolyte can be attributed
to its inherent ability of water retention (either adsorbed or coordinated), that
forms a three-dimensional network, aiding in the process of ionic conduction.
Consequently, for a solid-state electrolyte with a fixed ionic concentration higher
ionic conductivity is expected, when increasing the amount of water in its struc-
ture, resulting in enhanced properties for the envisioned application as a solid-
state electrolyte in EGTs. Figure 5.11e shows the FTIR spectra of the films, which
help to trace the amount of water that is retained inside the films.
Two specific bands for water retention can be identified. These are connected
to O-H bending of the adsorbed water molecules (around 1635 cm-1) and their
interaction with the O-H groups of the cellulose chains (3600-3000 cm-1).[18]
The spectra can be normalized to the C-H stretching band at 2900 cm-1, which
forms a common baseline for the study of water content inside the films. It can
be observed that the infiltrated films show higher water content when compared
to the pristine HM-CNC:0 ones. The addition of species with considerable hydra-
tion enthalpies into the mesoporous films increases their hygroscopic behaviour,
which results in an increase of adsorbed water species. At the 1635 cm-1 band it
can be seen, that the trend, of the total amount of adsorbed water follows the hy-
dration energies of the ions (Li+ > Na+ > K+). This trend is also traceable during
electrochemical characterization (see Section 5.2.2.2), where HM-CNC:Li shows
highest ionic conductivity.
XPS Chemical Analysis of HM-CNC:M Films
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyze the infiltrated films
on behalf of their chemical composition. Usually, Energy-dispersive X-ray Spec-
troscopy (EDS) in conjunction with SEM is used to chemically analyze the samples.
EDS however has a set of “forbidden elements” which are not detectable by the
system. Lithium is part of that forbidden list and cannot be quantified using EDS.
Consequently, XPS was conducted to proof, identify and quantify alkali metal
concentrations in the infiltrated films.
An Axis Supra spectrometer by Kratos Analytical was used with monochro-
matic Al Kα radiation. Due to the insulating character of the samples, charge
neutralization with an electron flood gun and charge referencing of the C1 com-
ponent to 284.8 eV were employed. The top surfaces were analyzed with a pass
energy of 5 eV, giving rise to an energy resolution better than 0.45 eV. For the
interface surfaces, an aperture of 55 µm and a pass energy of 80 eV were used.
Detaching the CNC films from the substrates was achieved by peeling-off using
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double-sided carbon tape attached to the top surface. XPS survey spectra (see
Figure 5.12) were run for each sample.
Figure 5.12 – Wide energy XPS surveys for the four films under study. Indicated
are the main peaks used for atomic concentration quantification. The peaks C1s,
O1s, S2p and the alkali metals were studied more in detail and used for fitting
purposes.
Detailed spectra of carbon (C 1s), oxygen (O 1s), sulfur (S 1s) and the indi-
vidual alkali metals (Li 1s, Na 1s and K 2p) were recorded and used for proof of
ionic doping and respective atomic quantification. Figure 5.13 depicts the decon-
voluted O 1s, C 1s and S 2p and alkali metal core level spectra of the surface.
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Figure 5.13 – X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and atomic quantification. Core
level spectra of O 1s, C 1s, S 2p and alkali metals and the respective deconvoluted
peaks. Where 0, Li, Na and K represent the respective films HM-CNC:0, HM-
CNC:Li, HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the infiltration the films were detached
from the Glass/ITO substrates and their interfaces were also analysed through
XPS measurements. Figure 5.14 shows this specific set of spectra from the HM-
CNC:M/ITO interface.
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Figure 5.14 – a) XPS from the HM-CNC:M/ITO interface. Shown are the core level
spectra of O 1s, C 1s, S 2p and alkali metals used for atomic concentration quan-
tification, where Li, Na and K represent the respective films HM-CNC:Li, HM-
CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K. b) Atomic concentration of sulfur (blue curves) and al-
kali metal ions (red curves) on the surface (solid line) and at the HM-CNC:M/ITO
interface (dashed line).
In Figure 5.13 clear differences in chemical activity is observed when com-
paring KOH to NaOH and LiOH treatments. Whereas the O 1s and C 1s peaks
of HM-CNC:K are basically identical to the HM-CNC:0 ones, pronounced peak
changes for HM-CNC:Li and HM-CNC:Na are measured. This indicates the in-
creased reactivity of the LiOH and NaOH species with both the cellulose and
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the sulfate groups. The O 1s emission before infiltration can be fitted with only
one component, which is assigned to the CNC structure (OCNC). After ion in-
filtration, a second component arises at lower binding energies (OM). The ratio
of the OM to the OCNC component directly reflects the atomic concentration of
infiltrated ions, being highest for sodium, intermediate for lithium and lowest
for potassium. Additionally, the binding energy of OM decreases with decreasing
electronegativity of the respective alkali metal. These two observations confirm
that the OM component corresponds to oxygen, bonded to the alkali metal ions.
For the C 1s emission four peaks are obtained after deconvolution, corresponding
to carbon with no oxygen bond (C1), carbon with a single oxygen bond (C2 – cor-
responding mostly to ether groups and C-O), carbon with two oxygen bonds (C3
– corresponding to carbonyl and anomeric carbons in cellulose) and finally a high
binding energy component for carbon with three oxygen bonds with a relative
area below 2% (C4 – for carboxyl or esther groups, not expected for this type of
cellulose).[19, 20] The C 1s emissions indicate changes to the carbon bonds of the
cellulose backbone which showed to be more pronounced with increased alkali
ion reactivity. The most pronounced decrease in oxygenated carbon species is
observed for the HM-CNC:Li and HM-CNC:Na films, compared to HM-CNC:0
and HM-CNC:K, the latter two being practically the same in this respect.
Furthermore, the S p2 binding energies confirm the presence of the sulfate
groups that form on the surface of the CNCs during the hydrolysis with sulfuric
acid.[21] Moreover, the individual alkali emissions prove the success of the ionic
doping process.[22] The next important observation is the correlation between
the amount of infiltrated ions and the sulfur content, represented in Figure 5.14b.
It is known that NaOH is a strong candidate for desulfation reactions on sulfuric
acid treated CNCs.[21, 23] A possible reaction during desulfation is the replace-
ment of the sulfate groups by either -OH or -ONa, the latter being confirmed by
the intensity changes and the chemical shifts of the OM component, as described
above. This modification to the CNCs not only results in a loss of anisotropy when
in suspension but also decreases the S 2p peak intensity of suspensions and dry
films. Consequently, and as observed in Figure 5.14b, for NaOH infiltration such
a desulfation reaction is traced. Notably, no bond changes for S 2p can be inferred
as only a change in intensity but not in binding energy is measured. This con-
firms that the sulfate groups are simply washed out after desulfation. LiOH has
a similar effect with a decrease in sulfur concentration. However, it is noted that
these reactions only occur partially, as the S 2p peaks do not disappear completely.
With the occurrence of desulfation also higher Li+ and Na+ concentrations (Fig-
ure 5.14b) are measured. On the other hand, no significant desulfation occurs for
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KOH, indicating a relatively low reactivity with the CNCs. Furthermore, when
comparing the top surface concentrations with the ones at the HM-CNC:M/ITO
interface (dashed line in Figure 5.14b), a notable decrease in ionic concentration
for Li+ and Na+ is observed (Li+ and Na+ atomic concentrations decrease through-
out the film from 5% and 9.2% to 1.3% and 2%, respectively ). As these ions react
more strongly with the CNCs they are not efficient for uniform infiltration. Potas-
sium on the other hand is the only one that infiltrates the films homogeneously
from top to bottom with an atomic concentration of around 1%.
Electrochemical Characterization of HM-CNC:M Films
The use of a solid-state electrolyte in applications like EGTs is of great interest, as
they are free of liquid leakage. This reduces factors such as device failure due to
insufficient encapsulation but also mitigates risks associate to leakage of chemi-
cally active solutions. On the other hand, they present lower ionic conductivity
and polarizability as ions will always have a superior degree of freedom when in
solution or in a gel-like host, than when confined to a solid one. Nevertheless, re-
cent research points into the direction of solid-state electrolytes that can compete
or even dominate over their liquid counterparts.[24]
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and
chronoamperometry are well-known techniques to determine electrochemical
properties of ionic conductors.[25] For EIS an AC potential at different frequen-
cies (f ) is applied whereas for CV, voltages are swept at different scan rates.
Chronoamperometry on the other hand applies step potentials where the out-
put current is monitored. This way the total capacitor impedance (Z), its phase
(φ) and arising charging and faradaic currents can be measured as a function of
the applied frequency (EIS), scan rate (CV) or step potential (chronoamperome-
try). This gives valuable information about ion migration, EDL formation and
the interfacial CDL, which ultimately leads to an approximation to the transis-
tor’s charge carrier saturation mobility. The formation of these interfacial EDLs
will ultimately induce charge carriers in the channel of the semiconductor during
transistor characterization. Increased ionic conductivities (σi) and double layer
capacitances (CDL) will thus enhance transistor parameters, such as switching
speeds, saturation mobilities, On-Off ratios and subthreshold swings.
To assess electrochemical behaviour a Gamry Instruments Reference 600 po-
tentiostat at room temperature (23 ± 2 °C, ≈ 40%RH) is used. Electrolytic capaci-
tors (or electrochemical cells) were prepared with the ITO as the bottom contact,
HM-CNC:M films as solid-state electrolytes and 1 mm2 e-beam evaporated gold
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contacts as top electrodes, as depicted in Figure 5.15a. These structures were in-
vestigated through EIS, CV and chronoamperometry. For EIS an AC potential (10
mV around open-circuit potential) was applied for a frequency range of 0.1 < f <
1 kHz (Figure 5.15b). This region gives insight into the involved ionic conduction
mechanisms, such as ionic relaxation and EDL formation. Electrochemical cells
can, in general, be classified, based upon their phase into either predominantly
capacitive (φ < -45°) or predominantly resistive (φ > -45°). Here, on behalf of the
phase, mainly two regions can be identified. A capacitive behaviour for f < 10 Hz,
characterized by a high capacitance from the EDL formation and a resistive be-
haviour from ionic relaxation for frequencies 10 Hz < f < 100 Hz. A third region
is developing, as a falling phase for f > 100 Hz indicating a capacitive component
deriving from dipolar relaxation for higher frequencies.[26]
Figure 5.15 – Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. a) Electrochemical cell
structure with a coloured cross-section SEM image of the HM-CNC:M film, show-
ing monodomains, distinct pitch values and mesoporous structure. Arrows indi-
cate the micropores described by the ECM. Scale bar = 400 nm. Identification
of the ECM elements 1, 2 and 3, corresponding to c). b) Phase as a function of
applied frequency and respective fittings. c) ECM used for data fitting (WE, CE
and RE). d) Nyquist plot of the obtained data and respective fittings. Inset shows
zoom of indicated area, where Rf represents the resistance of the film, which is
inversely proportional to the ionic conductivity.
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It was possible to fit the data by using the ECM depicted in Figure 5.15c con-
taining a double time constant (two RC components), accounting for the porous
character of the chiral-nematic films. This ECM has been successfully used to fit
coatings with pocket or pore formations.[27] In the case these pockets or pores are
filled with electrolyte they will contribute to the electrochemical behaviour of the
cell under study as additional solid/electrolyte interfaces are created, where EDLs
form.[28] In the present case it is possible to observe that through self-assembly
the resulting anisotropy gives rise to nanopores, owing to the repulsive forces
between individual CNCs. Further investigations report on grooves and gaps
even in the micrometre range, which are formed during the drying process.[29,
30] Figure 5.15a shows a cross-section SEM image of a HM-CNC:M film. During
drying initial tactoid formations at the gel state give rise to monodomains with
distinct pitch values (indicated as pitch 1, 2 and 3). During the process, these
monodomains contract like springs that were left under extension, leaving behind
pores in the micrometer range (yellow arrows in Figure 5.15a). These observations
led to the proposed ECM to describe the electrochemical data obtained during
EIS. Comparing numerations from Figure 5.15a to c, the model is composed of
an impedance Rc (1), taking into account the contact resistance of the used elec-
trodes, a RC circuit (2) describing jointly the resistance of the film (Rf ) and the
interfacial double layer capacitance (CDL) and finally a second RC circuit (3) ac-
counting for the mesopores and nanogaps throughout the HM-CNC:M film with
pore resistance and capacitance (Rpo and Cpo, respectively). Figure 5.15b and d
show the resulting Phase and Nyquist plots from EIS, where the used ECM de-
scribes the obtained data in both, the high and low, frequency regime, accounting
for dipolar, ionic relaxation and EDL formation modes, respectively.
The films start to enter a capacitive regime between 10 Hz (for HM-CNC:Li)
and 1 Hz (for HM-CNC:0). This gives already a hint about an increased ionic
conductivity for the infiltrated films, when compared to the pristine ones. All of
the infiltrated films enter the capacitive regime earlier than the non-treated one.
This assumption however can be better analysed by the Nyquist plots in Figure
5.15d. The Nyquist plot represents the negative of the imaginary versus the real
part of the complex impedance of the electrochemical cell. Each point represents
these two values for a specific frequency and can be traced by a vector giving |Z|,
where the angle between the vector and the x-axis represents the phase.[31]
All the films show depressed semi-circles, indicating inhomogeneous charge
distribution across the EDL at the HM-CNC:M/electrode interfaces. This leads to
the use of Constant Phase Elements (CPEs) as non-ideal “leaky” capacitors with
non-uniform current distribution in the ECM. Qualitatively a difference between
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the HM-CNC:0 film and the infiltrated ones can be identified. The semicircles
shorten through the addition of ions and water retention into the film, reflecting
an increase in ionic conductivity.[32] An increase in retained water promotes a
higher chance of its dissociation to give OH- and H+ that are able to be polarized
by the applied potential throughout the structure, as proposed by other works.[27,
33, 34] Additionally, the infiltrated ions will also experience higher mobility due
to the increased presence of water. The increased amount of water thus not only
increases ionic conductivity but also EDL formation leading to higher double
layer capacitances, as will be seen by CV measurements below. The inset of
Figure 5.15d zooms in on the marked area and reveals the individual semi-circles
of the infiltrated films. In Nyquist plots the width of the semi-circle (indicated
as Rf) characterizes the bulk resistance, which can be extracted to yield the ionic
conductivity (taking electrode area and film thickness into account). The plots
indicate that a decrease in ionic radius of the infiltrated cation leads to decreased
Rf and thus an increase in ionic conductivity (Li+ > Na+ > K+). This shows again
agreement with the increased water content observed via FTIR.
The double layer capacitance can be measured using CV. CV was carried out
at different scan rates (50, 100, 250 and 500 mV s-1) and ± 100 mV around open
circuit potential (VOC). Considering a linear increase of the displacement current
(IC) with the scan rate (
dv(t)
dt ) at low voltages following Equation 5.1, the double








where Ia a Ib are the maximum and minimum currents at the open circuit
potential (VOC) for a specific CV curve. The CV curves represented in Figure 5.16a
show higher capacitive currents for the infiltrated films when compared to HM-
CNC:0, approaching also more ideal capacitor characteristics (more rectangular
curve shape).
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Figure 5.16 – Displacement loops (cyclic voltammetry - CV) and Chronoamper-
ometry. a) CV of the films with ± 100 mV around open circuit potential (VOC) at
different scan rates. b) Ionic conductivity and double layer capacitance (CDL) as
a function of samples. The orange box indicates capacitances usually achieved
for conventional office paper (around 100 nFcm-2).[35] c) Chronoamperometry
with an excitation potential of Vexc = 50 mV at 5 seconds. The inset shows the
peak capacitive current reached at excitation. d) Capacitance retention over 4000
cycles. e) CV for electrochemical cell with a-IGZO at the working electrode as
indicated by the inset to measure faradaic and capacitive currents.
Figure 5.16b summarizes ionic conductivity and CDL obtained through EIS
and CV, respectively (taking HM-CNC:M film thickness ≈ 10 µm and electrode
dimensions (1 mm × 1 mm) into account). Both parameters are greatly enhanced
through ionic doping, seeing an increase of one order of magnitude. For the ion
enriched films, a continuous decrease when moving from HM-CNC:Li to HM-
CNC:K is seen, which is again connected to the individual hydration enthalpies
and the ability for water retention and its dissociation. The same trend was ob-
served during chronoamperometry (Figure 5.16c) where an excitation potential of
Vexc = 50 mV was applied to observe the exponential CDL discharge over time (100
s). The inset depicts the achieved peak currents ICpeak at excitation, where again a
decrease when moving from HM-CNC:Li to HM-CNC:K is observed, which is di-
rectly related to the CDL of the films. The films were also cycled up to 4000 times
using CV with a scan rate of 500 mV s-1 (Figure 5.16d). The films evidence excel-
lent CDL retention. Interestingly, the ion enriched films seem to need some cycles
to fully stabilize their capacitance, which can be connected to charge redistribu-
tion inside the films from a pristine state during initial cycling. A property that
was not observed for the HM-CNC:0 films, as no infiltrated ions are present for re-
distribution. In summary the findings show that in an ideal electrolytic capacitor
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lithium is indeed a better ionic conductor for this type of solid-state electrolyte,
as higher ionic conductivities and capacitances were consistently achieved with
HM-CNC:Li.
These results show potential use in electrolytic capacitors or applications with
ideally polarizable cells. However, the interest herein lays in their potential use in
electric double layer transistors and thus electrochemistry at the Electrolyte/Semi-
conductor interface plays an important role. For pure EDL charging (desirable in
EDLTs), capacitive charging should be maximized and faradaic currents, which
are connected to mass transfer across the interface (desirable for Electrochemical
Transistors - ECTs), should be minimized. To study the interaction between the
photonic electrolytes and the employed semiconductor, a-IGZO was deposited
between the HM-CNC:M films and the working electrode as depicted in Figure
5.16e as inset. CV curves for these test structures were run at identical potentials
(between -0.5 V and 2.0 V) and scan rates (500 mVs-1) as gate potentials during
transistor characterization (see Section 5.2.3). From the curves it is possible to
observe that considerable faradaic currents arise for HM-CNC:Li films of up to
one order of magnitude higher than for HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K films. This
indicates that a-IGZO might be permeable to Li ions that diffuse into the semicon-
ductor across the Electrolyte/Semiconductor interface, which can be detrimental
for transistor performance.
Figure 5.17 schematically depicts what happens at the interface when EDL
charging and ionic diffusion occurs. For HM-CNC:Li in Figure 5.17a partial ionic
mass transfer across the interface into the semiconductor is proposed, giving a
mix of capacitive and faradaic currents, resulting in incomplete EDL formation
and consequently lower electric fields. This gives lower interfacial CDL, ultimately
compromising channel formation in EDLTs. For HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K
less to no diffusion occurs, where the ions accumulate right at the interface. This
increases pure CDL charging and stabilizes channels for EDLTs (Figure 5.17b and
c).
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Figure 5.17 – Schematic representation of electric double layer (EDL) charging at
the Electrolyte/Semiconductor interface for a) HM-CNC:Li, b) HM-CNC:Na and
c) HM-CNC:K. The graphs below plot the electric field intensity in arbitrary units
as a function of distance across the interface. Higher fields are achieved for pure
capacitive charging where no ion diffusion occurs.
The electrochemical results are confirmed during transistor characterization
below, where improved transistor parameters are consistently obtained with HM-
CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K films over HM-CNC:Li. It is thus important to consider
the type of ions to use when aiming for a specific application. Whereas electro-
chemical transistors aim for redox reaction inside the semiconductor, pure EDL
charging is desired for EDLTs.[36] The findings presented here might prove useful
for the design of solid-state electrolytes that take the role of transistor dielectrics
in other applications involving EGTs.
The presented infiltration method is thus successful, bringing the desired
results as highly electrochemical films for low-voltage transistor switching are
obtained, while maintaining their photonic character. With a clear picture on the
electrochemical properties of the ion infiltrated photonic HM-CNC films they can
thus be applied as dielectrics in a-IGZO transistors.
5.2.3 Transistor and Inverter Characterization
Once again, the semiconductor (a-IGZO) and the Source (S) and Drain (D) elec-
trodes (Ti/Au) were deposited on top of the HM-CNC:M films using sputtering
and electron-beam evaporation methods with shadow masks (channel width W
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= 2000 µm and length = 50 µm). The ITO film serves as the common gate elec-
trode. As already outlined, a staggered bottom-gate transistor architecture type
is used (as depicted in Figure 5.18a). The inset shows an amplification of a single
transistor on top of a HM-CNC:Na film. Here, the underlying photonic character
becomes once again evident. Not only transfer and output characteristics were
analysed but also a simple circuit in the form of an inverter with two identical
transistors. This gives a proof-of-concept for the transistors’ implementation into
more sophisticated circuits in, for instance, logic operation systems.
Electrical characterization of the devices was conducted at RT using a Semi-
conductor Parameter Analyzer (Keithley 4200-SCS) and a manual probe station
(JANIS ST-500). For the transfer curves, VGS was initially held at -2 V for 10 s for
stabilization and then swept in 0.1 V steps, from -2 to 2 V with a scan rate of 500
mV s-1, with VDS = 1.5 V. For output curves, VDS was swept from 0 to 3 V in 0.1
V steps for distinct VGS between -2 and 2 V in 0.5 V steps. For CPL detection (see
Section 5.3.1), the devices were illuminated from underneath by a λ = 405 nm
LED from Thorlabs. Voltages were applied using micro-probes.
Figure 5.18 – Transistor and inverter characterization. a) Schematic device ar-
chitecture with microscopic image of a single transistor in reflection mode with
LCPL filter. Scale bar indicates 500 µm b) Transfer curves, where IDS and IGS are
represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. c) Comparison of saturation
mobility (µsat), subthreshold swing (SS) and On-Off ratios. All error bars shown
are standard deviations of at least 5 different devices. Lines serve as a visual guide.
d) Output curves for a VDS sweep from 0 V to 3 V and distinct VGS reaching from
-2 V to 2 V in 0.5 V steps. e) Voltage transfer curve of an inverter on a HM-CNC:Na
film with a diode connected load. The inset shows a schematic of the circuit.
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Figure 5.18b plots the drain and gate currents as a function of applied gate
voltage at a constant VDS = 1.5 V. The devices work at very low voltages with high
On-Off ratios (around 6 orders of magnitude) and present a counter-clockwise
behaviour with low hysteresis. A negative turn-On voltage (VOn) of about -1 V is
observed conferring a depletion mode behaviour.
Observations made during EIS hold also true during transistor characteriza-
tion. Despite HM-CNC:Li showing highest ionic conductivity and CDL, Li+ ions
tend to diffuse into the a-IGZO, which results in a collapse of the interface EDL
and therefore charge accumulation in the channel of the transistor (observe in
Figure 5.18b an increase in leakage current (IGS) and a decrease in On current
for HM-CNC:Li). IGS is higher owing to the faradaic redox currents that were
also observed during CV. On the other hand, increased capacitive charging for
HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K lowers IGS and greatly enhances transistor charac-
teristics. Figure 5.18c plots the transistor parameters for the different HM-CNC
films, showing an increased saturation mobility and On-Off ratio when moving
from Li+ to K+ (for exact data see Table 5.2), despite the curves of HM-CNC:Na
and HM-CNC:K being almost identical.






HM-CNC:Li (8.90 ± 2.43)×104 112.62 ± 6.34 1.49 ± 0.58
HM-CNC:Na (4.35 ± 0.58)×106 110.37 ± 8.78 19.77 ± 0.31
HM-CNC:K (2.23 ± 0.67)×106 110.75 ± 6.44 35.86 ± 2.28
Even with HM-CNC:K having lowest CDL the reached saturation mobility is
higher than for transistors on HM-CNC:Na. A possible explanation is that Na+
might be more strongly bound to the CO- groups after desulfation than K+, as
discussed in the XPS section. This could ultimately play a role in the ionic po-
larizability. Also, a more uniform infiltration throughout the film was confirmed
by XPS, which clearly improves the performance of HM-CNC:K films as an elec-
trolyte in these devices. It is important to note that the mobility calculated here
(especially for HM-CNC:K = 35.86 cm2V-1s-1) is quite high when compared to
similar transistors employing a-IGZO in either electrolyte gated or conventional
oxide dielectric transistors.[37–40] It is necessary to be aware in this situation that
this exceptionally high mobility might be due to a mathematical artifact, which
is connected to an underestimation of the capacitance used for calculations (CDL
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obtained by CV). The effective capacitance at low frequencies for these films de-
velops around 2-fold above the used interfacial charging capacitance. This might
in fact decrease the calculated mobilities by a factor of 2. Nevertheless, even in
this less favorable case still remarkable mobilities on the order of 10 cm2V-1s-1
are achieved for these devices (HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K), which are in line
with what is usually reported in the literature.
The transistors are additionally characterized by an ultra-steep subthreshold
slope (low SS), conferring a fast transition from the low current (Off) to the high
current (On) state. The SS for the tested devices lay around 110 mV/dec, thus
reaching values close to the theoretical limit of modern MOSFETs technology. SS
of conventional MOSFETs cannot scale below 60 mV/dec, representing a ther-
mal limit, which is connected to the drift-diffusion transport and Fermi–Dirac
distribution of charge-carriers at the interfaces. However, in EGTs, capacitances
owing to ionic EDL formation can induce considerably higher charges than con-
ventional oxide dielectrics, where even superconductivity can be achieved.[41]
This behaviour lowers operating voltages and decreases SS.
Figure 5.18d plots the output curves where VDS was swept from 0 to 3 V
for distinct VGS reaching from -2 V to 2 V in 0.5 V steps. Again, transistors on
HM-CNC:Li films struggle to reach similar values compared to HM-CNC:Na or
HM-CNC:K. Qualitatively, HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K transistors reach a clear
saturation regime, yielding very stable outputs for higher VDS values.
To the authors’ knowledge the obtained parameters here have never been
achieved in paper- or cellulose-gated transistors. A possible explanation for this
might lay in the structural order of the HM-CNC:M films. For instance, acti-
vated, mesoporous, templated, or carbide-derived carbons with high specific sur-
face area and anisotropy greatly increase electrolytic capacitance parameters.[42]
However, there is little known on how mesoporosity or structural order in the
electrolyte itself might influence dielectric performances. Kim et al. worked with
mesoporous silica as a single ion conducting solid-state electrolyte with direc-
tional anisotropy.[43] Their results show that ionic transport is facilitated owing
to the ordered structure. A similar effect could be in play here where the intrinsic
chiral nematic order of the HM-CNC:M films enhance ionic polarizability. This
positive “side-effect” greatly increases transistor performance, giving rise to these
CPL FETs with never-before-seen characteristics.
An NMOS inverter circuit comprised of 2 identical transistors on HM-CNC:Na
with a diode-connected load was fabricated as depicted schematically in the inset
of Figure 5.18e. The voltage transfer curve shows a clear inverting behaviour
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with a logic swing around 1.25 V and unity gain since the load and driver transis-
tors have the same characteristics. If additional amplification is intended, either
transistor sizing needs to be changed, to obtain disparities in transconductance
between the two, or the load transistor needs to be replaced by a fixed resistance
load. This integration opens paths to sophisticated logic circuits, where the po-
larization state of light could play a crucial role in expanding computational
complexity.
For applications in any sort of circuitry it is important to have a general idea
of how devices behave under dynamic switching. Broadly speaking EGTs show a
slower response to dynamic switching, when compared to conventional dielectrics.
This is connected to ionic movement, which is much slower than dipole orienta-
tion. This is one of the major drawbacks of EGTs for their efficient application
in more complex circuitry. Nevertheless, dynamic characterization was run for
transistors deposited on HM-CNC:Na films to confirm the resistive to capacitive
regime switch during EIS measurement. The transistors should in principle func-
tion at least until the frequency where the phase rises above -45°. For this, a gate
square wave potential (between -2 V and 2 V) with frequencies between 0.1 Hz
and 10 Hz and a fixed VDS = 1.5 V was applied. As can be observed in Figure 5.19
the maximum On current remains in the range of tens of microamperes at 10 Hz,
still resulting in acceptable On-Off current ratios around 104. However, Figure
5.19f shows how quickly the On current decreases with an increase in frequency.
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Figure 5.19 – Symmetric square wave potential (between -2 V and 2 V) applied at
the gate of a transistor on HM-CNC:Na with VDS = 1.5 V. a) 0.1 Hz. b) 0.5 Hz. c)
1 Hz. d) 5 Hz and e) 10 Hz. f) Maximum achieved IDS against applied frequency.
The On-current decreases drastically when reaching 10 Hz and above where the
solid-state electrolyte leaves the capacitive regime and channel induction is no
longer achieved.
The conducted analysis on the photonic, electrochemical and semiconducting
properties drew a pretty complete picture of the produced devices. With this in
mind it shall now be possible to characterize the devices on behalf of their CPL
response. The next section will focus on this particular aspect.
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5.3 Circular Polarized Light Field-Effect Transistors
As seen earlier (Chapter 3 Section 3.1) CPL presents an important aspect of our
biochemistry and is used as an efficient information carrier in the animal king-
dom. Chiral nematic CNC suspensions naturally provide a selectivity for CPL
and can thus be used as photonic filters in optoelectronic devices. To access, con-
trol, and explore these properties, a reliable integration into electronic devices
is vital. Success in this area would be a crucial step into the direction of the
combination of light and electrons working simultaneously as information car-
riers coming from paper-based devices. However, the active use of CNCs as a
CPL transducer in microelectronics has been left to speculation and research is
needed in this field. One route of integration resides in the area of field-effect
transistors where paper can be applied as the transistor’s dielectric layer.[44] This
approach is promising for the present work as the CNC films function simulta-
neously as the transistor’s dielectric (as seen in Section 5.2) and as a photonic
filter for CPL. Therefore, two properties of cellulose will come into play, which
is firstly its proven electrochemical properties in paper transistors and secondly
the inherent capability of CNCs to form chiral nematic photonic films.[45, 46]
Combining these two properties, the following sections will thus provide insight
into the integration of these bioinspired superstructured photonic CNC film into
field-effect transistors capable of distinct CPL detection. By using the concepts
of FET production on photonic solid-state HM-CNC:M electrolytes as exposed in
Section 5.2.3 a transistor capable of CPL distinction can be fabricated.
5.3.1 CPL Sensing with a HM-CNC:Na Transistor
The photonic properties of the solid-state electrolyte in these devices confers an
extra degree of freedom when it comes to information technology where now
in addition to electric fields, CPL can influence distinct logic states. As already
depicted in Figure 4.16b and c , the devices, when observed through CPL fil-
ters, exhibit very distinct microscopic aspects. A striking visible phenomenon,
where successful sensing by means of a microscopic electronic device has yet
to be achieved. Figure 5.20a shows the employed setup for CPL detection us-
ing the a-IGZO transistors on the HM-CNC:Na photonic electrolytes. A blue
Light-Emitting Diode (LED) with λ = 405 nm emits unpolarized light that attains
circular polarization when transmitted through one of the CPL filters. The CPL
then travels through the Glass/ITO substrate, two isotropic media that do not
interfere with the polarization state (for clarity not represented in the schematic).
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When reaching the HM-CNC:Na film, the light, depending on the polarization
state is either reflected back (LCPL) or transmitted (RCPL) to the semiconductor,
resulting in photoexcitation. Consequently, a low current state for LCPL and a
high current state for RCPL is expected.
Figure 5.20 – CPL detection. a) Schematic representation of the implemented CPL
detection setup. For simplification reasons the Glass/ITO substrate is omitted. b)
Normalized photogenerated current for a 150 s LCPL, 150 s off, and 150 s RCPL
cycle. c) Band diagram of ITO/HM-CNC:Na/a-IGZO. Sub-bandgap photons
excite electrons from the valence band VB to the CB above EF and ionize oxygen
vacancies in the process. d) Schematic representation of optical path through
the HM-CNC:Na layer. Reflection of LCPL and transmission of RCPL into the
semiconducting layer.
In Figure 5.20b, the subthreshold conduction of the devices with an applied
VGS = -2 V < VOn is monitored, when illuminated for 150 s either with LCPL or
RCPL. A clear difference between the currents for LCPL and RCPL of up to 50%
can be identified. Again, devices on HM-CNC:0 showed a slower response and
only very low distinction between the CPL states, as efficient sensing is directly
connected to transistor performance. The employed a-IGZO is a wide bandgap
semiconductor with excellent photoresponsivity in the visible to blue light spec-
trum, as confirmed by various reports.[47, 48] Photoexcitation in a-IGZO relies on
the Density Of State (DOS), photoresponsive energies for sub-bandgap photons
and oxygen vacancies that create surface acceptors for holes. Even with photon
energies (Eph) below Eg, electron–hole pairs are photogenerated, where the holes
ionize oxygen vacancies to give Vo+ or Vo++ (which diffuse to the HM-CNC:Na/a-
IGZO interface) and the electrons remain in the CB, yielding a photocurrent -
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Iph (see Figure 5.20c for a schematic).[48] With transistors working in depletion
mode (being the case of the present case), a negative bias stabilizes these pho-
tocurrents as no additional electrons flow into the semiconductor to deionize the
defect states. A response to the light stimulus is observed with similar rise and
fall times for both polarization states.
Interestingly, no Persistent Photocurrent (PPC) is observed as IDS falls back to
the initial value after removal of the stimulus. A feat not usually observed during
negative VGS measurements in conventional n-type amorphous oxide semiconduc-
tors.[49] In this case, the leakage current at the HM-CNC:Na/a-IGZO interface
compensates the positive oxygen vacancies, minimizing PPC. As confirmed by
spectrophotometry of the infiltrated films in Figure 5.11c, the highest ∆CPL was
measured around λ = 475 nm. Peak widening due to monodomains expands
CPL response into the UV-region, which clearly lays in the subgap states of non-
passivated a-IGZO.[50] As an underlying phenomenon it is possible to examine
the distinct optical paths through the photonic layer for LCPL and RCPL. Figure
5.20d schematically illustrates distinct reflection or transmission inside the HM-
CNC:Na film for LCPL and RCPL, respectively. In the LCPL case, a portion of
the light will be reflected by the HM-CNC:Na layer. Clearly, the photogenerated
currents for LCPL are nonzero, which is connected to defects in the chiral nematic
structure. On the other hand, for RCPL, around 90% of the light is transmitted
and reaches the a-IGZO layer. This increases electron–hole pair photogeneration
(especially for sub-bandgap states at the surface of the semiconductor), which in
turn increases Iph.
It is noted that Iph doubles when comparing LCPL to RCPL. This is surprising
as ∆CPL was measured well below 50% for the chosen LED wavelength (λ = 405
nm). Factors that might increase efficient distinction between the two states are
for instance internal reflections of RCPL at interfaces, resulting in polarization
inversion RCPL→ LCPL which is then more easily reflected by the HM-CNC:Na
back into the light absorbing layers. An opposite effect might occur for the inverse
case, where LCPL is polarization inversed upon reflection and then transmitted
through the HM-CNC:Na layer as RCPL light. It is therefore possible to face a
light trapping effect, which can be an interesting point of study for future investi-
gation.
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5.4 Brief Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, this chapter provided insight into the fabrication and character-
ization of transistors on chiral nematic HM-CNC films. These devices were ul-
timately capable of measuring distinct photocurrents, depending on the hand-
edness of the incident CPL. The photonic films not only take the role of the
devices’ dielectric as a solid-state electrolyte but serve ultimately as a selective
filter for CPL. Ionic doping either in suspension or through infiltration of dry
HM-CNC films was imperative for proper device performance, where the lack of
ionic species resulted in high electric fields for device switching, damaging device
structure.
The first approach for ionic doping through the addition of NaOH to HM-CNC
suspensions showed a continuous loss of chiral nematic order with an increase
in pH. This is due to screening effects of the HM-CNCs’ sulfate surface groups,
which destabilize coulombic repulsion. This is accompanied by an increase in
viscosity due to a gelation and agglomeration of HM-CNCs in suspension. The
coffee-ring was reduced due to particle flow hinderance. For the investigated
HM-CNC concentration of 5.4 wt% a pH of 5 already reduced CPL distinction
below 10%. Nonetheless, transistors deposited on these films showed increasingly
higher electrical performance. Once a pH of 5 was reached transistor parameters
were enhanced several orders of magnitude. This was accompanied by a substan-
tial decrease in driving voltages (one order of magnitude). Unfortunately, the
mutual dependency between loss of chiral nematic order and increase in transis-
tor performance rules this approach for CPL transistors out.
The second approach of ionic doping into dry HM-CNC films through submer-
sion in 0.5 M hydroxide solutions gave the desired results. It was shown that the
infiltration process does not lead to any degradation of the photonic behaviour of
the films. Neither a shift of the photonic bandgap nor a decrease in CPL response
was observed. This outcome suggests that similar approaches for infiltration for
either organic or inorganic species are possible. Especially the case for precursor
infiltration, which upon external stimuli (for instance heat or radiation) could be
transformed to a functional material inside the chiral nematic structure of the
films.[23, 51–58]
During infiltration swelling and refractive index matching shift the photonic
bandgap to longer wavelengths and even to the infra-red region leaving the film
transparent in the visible light range. After the removal of the hydroxide solutions,
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the films return to their initial state without compromising their internal long-
range order. A possible explanation for this is a swelling process that does not
disrupt the internal structure nor influences any previously self-assembled layers.
Monodomains stay intact and do not suffer any further inclinations. Furthermore,
pitch amplitudes and standard deviations are also not affected.
An important aspect to keep in mind here is the use of acid-CNCs, which
show a higher resistance to be redispersed in water after drying, as opposed to
sodium neutralized CNCs. This increased resistance to water might be behind
the controlled swelling process and the ability to fully return to the initial state
with identical photonic properties after the infiltration process.
Another advantage of using chiral nematic films instead of their isotropic
counterparts, where no nanoscale ordering or photonic bandgaps are observed,
is the fact that ionic doping through infiltration is facilitated, due to their meso-
porous structure, arising from the EISA process. The self-assembly gives rise
to micro- and nanopores, whereas isotropic CNC suspensions originate a more
tightly packed matrix. Ionic infiltration is therefore more homogenous into the
porous chiral nematic network where ions diffuse with more facility. This can be
observed in Figure 5.21, where cross-sectional EDS confirms this hypothesis for
a potassium infiltration into an isotropic and a chiral nematic HM-CNC film. A
concentration gradient can be observed from top to bottom for the isotropic films,
whereas the chiral nematic structure shows a more homogeneous distribution.
Figure 5.21 – SEM cross-section and EDS potassium analysis. Comparison of
infiltration efficiencies between isotropic and chiral nematic films made from
distinct HM-CNC suspensions. It is evident that the potassium ions infiltrate
the chiral structure more uniformly when compared to the denser isotropic film,
where a concentration gradient from the top of the film to the film/glass interface
is visible. Scale bars indicate 10 µm.
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After infiltration XPS evidences the presence of alkali metals in the HM-
CNC:M films and shows significant changes to C 1s, O 1s and S 2p peaks for
lithium and sodium infiltrated films, whereas potassium infiltrated films remain
similar to the pristine ones. Desulfation and changes to the carbon bonds of
the cellulose backbone are registered for LiOH and NaOH treatment, whereas
KOH does not affect the HM-CNCs as much. Nevertheless, XPS confirms the
ionic doping with atomic concentrations of 5%, 9% and 1% for Li+, Na+ and K+,
respectively.
Electrochemical characterization shows an increase of one order of magni-
tude in capacitance and ionic conductivity when comparing the infiltrated films
with pristine ones. HM-CNC:Li films show highest CDL and ionic conductivity.
However, when in contact with a-IGZO, lithium ions start to diffuse into the semi-
conductor, giving rise to faradaic currents. Pure capacitive charging (favorable
for electric double layer transistor implementation) on the other hand was ob-
served for HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K films. This observation is confirmed dur-
ing transistor characterization, where devices on HM-CNC:Na and HM-CNC:K
showed better performances. The devices work in depletion mode (VOn < 0 V)
with On-Off ratios up to 6 orders of magnitude and saturation mobilities of up
to 35 cm2V-1s-1, which might however be conditioned by an underestimated CDL.
Additionally, steep subthreshold slopes with low SS of around 100 mVdec-1 are
measured, coming close to the theoretical thermal MOSFET limit (60 mVdec-1).
An inverter circuit was implemented to show the potential use in logic microelec-
tronic circuitry. Figure 5.22 directly compares an a-IGZO transistor on pristine
HM-CNC films and a HM-CNC:Na sodium doped film. The difference in switch-
ing properties between the two is monumental. A decrease of operation voltage
of one order of magnitude is achieved. This opens possibilities in low-power
applications.
The overall results are intriguing as previous works usually concentrate mostly
on the smallest possible ions (Li+) with highest ionic conductivity for their use
in electrolyte gated transistors. Especially for paper-gated transistors this work
might give a push into the direction of more abundant ionic conductors such as
sodium or potassium, which were not expected to yield improved electrochemical
characteristics in combination with nanocellulose and the employed a-IGZO as
the semiconductor.
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Figure 5.22 – Comparison of transistors on HM-CNC:0 (black curve) and HM-
CNC:Na (blue curve) films. It is noted that in order to induce channel formation
in HM-CNC:0 films very high electric fields (one order of magnitude higher than
for transistors on treated films) are necessary. Leakage currents are omitted for
clarity but are similar between the two devices (on the order of 10-8 A)
The final devices can distinguish between RCPL and LCPL, where sub-bandgap
states of the a-IGZO and photonic filtering effects during CPL illumination are
responsible for distinct photogenerated currents. The proof-of-concept of a pho-
tosensitive chiral transistor presented here could lead to an additional degree
of freedom for information processing, where not only light and electrons carry
information but also distinct polarization states. The integration of the presented
devices into electronic circuitry with suited signal amplification could lead to
an increase in sensitivity and a platform for logic CPL signal processing. Appli-
cations range from spintronic devices (CPL spin induction into electrons), fiber
optics, communication, imaging, or emission and/or sensing applications with
CPL. As solely for the cellulose based solid-state electrolytes presented here with
directional anisotropy and photonic bandgaps, they might find use in fields rang-
ing from batteries, supercapacitors, fuel-cells to electrochemical sensing or even
in the printing technology area.
The presented devices show response times on the order of hundreds of sec-
onds. This is essentially connected to two factors. Firstly, the selected wavelength
addresses solely sub-bandgap states. Secondly, the thickness of the used a-IGZO
layer is not sufficient to effectively absorb and collect all the incident photons.
Usually, much faster switching speeds are required for modern technological ap-
plications. In Chapter 6 a different type of device will be explored: an amorphous
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silicon based thin-film photodiode. These two-terminal devices have very distinct
applications from three-terminal transistor devices. However, for the proposed
application for CPL sensing they show considerably lower switching speeds and
permit the use of wavelength in the visible light range. For this, C-CNC films
find application as they provide photonic bandgaps in the red region with the
possibility to be blue-shifted through electrolyte addition. The following Chapter
thus explores this type of device, where ultimately logic circuits are achieved that
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C-CNCs as Photonic Filters in
Thin-Film Photodiodes
"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic."
Arthur Charles Clarke
This Chapter will demonstrate the implementation of photonic C-CNC films
on silicon thin-film photodiodes for CPL sensing. The devices are analysed on
behalf of their spectral response and are further characterized through in-depth
simulation using finite-difference time-domain methods. The pitch of the C-CNC
films is controlled by the addition of specific amounts of monovalent salts to the
initial suspension to induce a blue-shift and obtain devices that function in a
greater variety of wavelengths. The maximum CPL response is adjusted to the
wavelength, where maximum spectral response of the TFP is obtained. When
subjected to these wavelengths, they produce photocurrents that are over 50%
distinct between the two polarization states. Proper signal processing, thus, yields
a binary output depending on the handedness of the light. Fast responses on
the order of milliseconds bring forth a viable device for microelectronic circuit
integration. Final devices are combined with operational amplifiers to perform
logic operations based on the circular polarization state and the wavelength of
the incident light. Further they find application as humidity sensors.
The following part on the implementation of chiral nematic C-CNC films into
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thin-film photodiodes as CPL sensors was published in Advanced Optical Ma-
terials under the title:
“Combining Soft with Hard Condensed Matter for Circular Polarized Light Sensing
and Logic Operations”.
6.1 Circular Polarized Light Thin-Film Photodiodes
The combination of chiral CNC films with semiconductors for CPL sensing in the
visible range, presents a viable method for information processing with less ener-
getic photons (less scattering). For instance, in fibre optics wavelengths of 850 nm
and above are used for data transmission. These wavelengths (visible and above)
are also more easily emitted by devices, such as LEDs. The use of CNC films with
photonic bandgaps in these ranges open the possibility to access information that
can be encoded in the handedness of circular polarization and decoded by these
films. To date no works are currently focused on such endeavours, where a clear
research gap can be identified. Consequently, the following section will focus
on the implementation of C-CNC films into amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-
Si:H) TFPs, where distinct electronic signals can be read out, depending on the
CP state of the incident light.
For this approach C-CNCs were used due to similarities in the photonic
bandgap of dry films (dried at 4 °C and high humidity - as explored in Chapter
3 Section 3.7.3) and the optical bandgap of the employed a-Si:H semiconductor.
This can be observed in Figure 6.1, where the Tauc-Lorentz plot is plotted for the
intrinsic a-Si:H layer of the TFP with an extrapolation of the linear part to yield
the optical bandgap.
The obtained optical bandgap of the a-Si:H used for TFP fabrication (intrinsic
layer) shows an onset of photocurrent generation around 746 nm. This specific
wavelength can be targeted with C-CNC films, where pristine films show a max-
imum CPL response situated at even higher photon energies. The addition of
specific amounts of NaCl will further blue-shift the bandgap well into the max-
imum spectral response of the TFPs, resulting in devices with maximum CPL
responses for specific wavelengths below 746 nm.
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Figure 6.1 – a) Tauc-Lorentz plot of the used a-Si:H for thin-film photodiode
fabrication. α1/m (with m = 2 for an indirect transition) as a function of energy in
electron volts. b) A typical transmittance spectra in CPL of a C-CNC5 film with
indication of the onset of absoprtion for the used a-Si:H film.
The TFPs structure is that of a typical a-Si:H solar cell tuned to exhibit a
suitable response.[1] The C-CNC films will be characterized on behalf of their
morphology by SEM imaging and their optical properties through POM coupled
spectrophotometry. The final devices will be analysed by angular SR with CPL in
order to identify their sensitivity to distinct CP states. To better understand the
underlying photonic interactions and the obtained experimental results, simula-
tions will be conducted using the software FDTD Solutions, from Lumerical.[2, 3]
These electromagnetic simulations are not only a method to verify the experimen-
tal results but can, most importantly, be employed to extrapolate and design the
right device architectures, characteristics and responses for different purposes.
Finally, some possible applications for these types of devices will be introduced,
focusing on time transient CPL sensing, humidity response and logic signal con-
ditioning with CPL.
6.1.1 Device Layout and Materials
Figure 6.2a to e shows a complete fabrication flow diagram of the devices, starting
off with a TFP on glass. The TFPs were optimised and fabricated as reported else-
where (detailed fabrication procedure in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.2).[4] In short, the
devices consist of a n-i-p structure with bottom aluminium and top IZO contacts.
Contacts are extended outwards, so the active Si area can be covered by func-
tional layers, such as the C-CNC film. The TFP was passivated with a 7 µm thick
Parylene-C layer to protect the Aluminium contacts from oxidization that could
occur by the C-CNC suspension. This was followed by electron beam deposition
of a circular (d = 6 mm) 100 nm SiO2 thin-film exactly above the active area of the
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device to create a hydrophilic region on the otherwise hydrophobic Parylene-C.
With this, a well is created, where the C-CNC suspension only spreads until the
limit of the SiO2 film, staying contained within the 6 mm circle (see Figure 6.2d).
EISA at low temperatures and high humidity conditions completes the fabrica-
tion process (Figure 6.2e). Figure 6.2f shows the aspect of the final device and
a magnification of its active area through a LCPL filter, where the characteristic
iridescent colour of the C-CNC film can be clearly identified.
The underlying working principle of this device is once again derived from the
selective reflection and transmission of LCPL and RCPL, respectively, as schemat-
ically depicted in Figure 6.2g. Whereas LCPL is mostly reflected by the photonic
structure, RCPL is transmitted and reaches the active area of the TFP, giving rise
to a measurable photocurrent (Iph).
Throughout this part not only reflected intensity but also Spectral Response
will be considered for device characterization. Both are distinct as one represents
the optical response of the C-CNC films while the other the electrical response by





where I1 and I2 are the values of the figure of merit in study (Reflected In-
tensity or SR) and Imax is the respective maximum value. Due to defects inside
the CNC films not all LCPL is reflected, a part is in fact transmitted and reaches
the TFP. Nevertheless, it was possible to constantly reach ∆CPL well above 50%,
giving enough discrepancy for these devices to distinguish between the two CP
states.
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Figure 6.2 – Device fabrication and schematization. a) – e) Schematic flow dia-
gram of the device fabrication. With C-CNCs in liquid form or as a solid film
(C-CNCL and C-CNCS, respectively). f) Photograph of the final device with a
C-CNC photonic film and zoom on the indicated area to show the iridescent
film over the device’s active area (in reflection). Scale bars indicate 3 and 1.5
mm, respectively. g) Schematic representation of the underlying CPL filtering.
h) Cross-sectional SEM image with identification of the device’s individual lay-
ers. Scale bar represents 10 µm. i) Amplification of the indicated area in h) with
insight into the chiral nematic ordering along the photonic film. Scale bar repre-
sents 800 nm. The schematic shows a half-pitch rotation of individual C-CNCs
along the helix.
Figure 6.2h shows a SEM cross-section image, where each layer can be clearly
identified. The micro-gap between the C-CNC and the SiO2 layers was induced
during sample preparation and does not reflect the aspect of the real device.
Figure 6.2i shows the marked area in Figure 6.2h to illustrate the repeated left-
handed twisting along the film, giving rise to the CPL response. EDS analysis
were run of the TFP/Parylene/SiO2 structure to chemically identify each layer.
Figure 6.3a shows an amplification of the structure and the corresponding EDS
mapping (Figure 6.3b). Carbon and Chloride can be identified in the Parylene-C
layer. Indium and Zinc are present in the IZO layer. Oxygen naturally appears
in both the oxide layers (IZO and SiO2). While Calcium is present in the Glass
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substrate.
Figure 6.3 – Mapping Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the
TFP with Parylene and SiO2 layers on top. a) and b) SEM image and respective
EDS mapping. c) and d) For parylene-C carbon (C) and chloride (Cl) can be
identified. e) to g) indium (In) and Zinc (Zn) for the IZO transparent conductive
layer inside the TFP and Oxygen (O), which is also present in the SiO2 film. h)
Calcium (Ca) is present in the glass substrate.
Silicon presents a high absorption coefficient for wavelengths below 1000 nm,
and as such is suitable for photon-sensing applications in such ranges.[5] Thus,
by inducing minor shifts in the photonic bandgap of the C-CNC films in said
range, the responsivity of the devices for distinct wavelengths can be tuned for
different applications. Different techniques are available to tune the photonic
bandgap (equivalent to an increase or decrease of the pitch) of films made of
self-assembled C-CNCs.[6, 7]
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6.1.2 Photonic Properties
The pristine C-CNC films present a photonic bandgap (λmax, at maximum ∆CPL)
in the red region of the spectrum (λmax ≈ 600 nm) and therefore a simple way to
blueshift the bandgap is the addition of monovalent salts,[8, 9] which affect the
EDL charges of individual CNCs and consequently their interparticle repulsion.
The CNCs’ surface charges are very sensitive to minor changes in ionic strength,
and thus adding small quantities of NaCl (on the order of mmol kg−1CNC) decreases
interparticle distances and blueshifts the photonic bandgap. For this work the
C-CNCs’ response to NaCl was studied in order to tune the photonic bandgap
without promoting gelation (excessive salt addition).[10–13]
Initial blueshift tests were conducted with C-CNC suspensions deposited on
UV-patterned ITO coated Glass (circular patterns with d = 6 mm). The tested
NaCl concentrations were 0, 12.5, 25 and 50 mmol kg−1CNC , henceforth C-CNC0, C-
CNC12.5, C-CNC25 and C-CNC50, respectively. Figure 6.4a to h show the optical
characterization results for these samples by POM coupled spectrophotometry.
Reflectance spectra were taken during POM imaging (Figure 6.4a to f) through
LCPL and RCPL filters. Calculating ∆CPL through Equation 6.1 and plotting
them in Figure 6.4g a clear blueshift is observed for C-CNC0 through C-CNC25
from 620 nm to 510 nm, respectively, while maintaining ∆CPL at around 80% (see
also Figure 6.4h). As seen in Figure 6.4h, C-CNC50 samples showed a gelation
behaviour with a significant loss in ∆CPL. Data for C-CNC50 in Figure 6.4g is
therefore omitted for graph clarity. From here on complete device structures will
be treated as TFP_CNCX, where X denotes the NaCl concentration.
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Figure 6.4 – Optical Characterization of C-CNC films on Glass/ITO substrates
and on TFPs with different NaCl concentrations. a) to f) reflection LCPL and
RCPL POM images of CNC films on Glass/ITO substrate with 0, 12.5 and 25
mmol kg−1CNC , respectively (scale bars indicate 200 µm), and g) their respective
∆CPL. h) shows crucial optical parameters as a function of added NaCl, extracted
from g), such as λmax and maximum ∆CPL with indication of the onset of gelation
for excess NaCl concentration. Lines serve as a visual guide. i) to k) Individual
reflectance spectra for TFP_CNC0, TFP_CNC12.5 and TFP_CNC25 structures
and l) data compilation (ILCPL-IRCPL). m) to r) reflection POM images of the same
samples through LCPL and RCPL.
Considering the same suspensions but self-assembled on the TFPs a clear
reflection from the underlying silicon is observed (mostly for 600 nm ≤ λ ≤ 900
nm - Figure 6.4 i to k). These reflections are conspicuously accounted for by
determining ILCPL-IRCPL to obtain λmax for each film (Figure 6.4l). Table 6.1
compares the obtained data from Figure 6.4g and l and evidences a 9% decrease
in λmax, indicating the capability for applications in a wider wavelength range.
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Table 6.1 – Summary of the used conditions to obtain films with three distinct
photonic bandgaps on Glass/ITO and a comparison to the same suspensions on








C-CNC0 0 620 ± 4 582 ± 6
C-CNC12.5 12.5 588 ± 6 549 ± 8
C-CNC25 25 514 ± 10 530 ± 12
Discrepancies between λmax on Glass/ITO and on the TFPs is conjectured
to arise from differences in surface area roughness between the two. Whereas
Glass/ITO presents a flat surface, the TFPs show micrometer sized steps coming
from its various layers. As these irregularities are on the same order of magnitude
as the overall thickness of the C-CNC film the self-assembly process is influenced
and may impact the projected λmax.[14]
6.1.3 Spectral Response: Experimental vs. Simulation
As seen beforehand the employed C-CNC films act as a photonic filter for the two
CP states. This in turn means that, when applied on top of a TFP, it is possible
to distinguish between LCPL and RCPL input signals by analysing the Iph of
the devices. In the area of solar cells (which are in essence photodiodes) several
approaches have been undertaken with photonic layers, such as structured films
with wavelength-sized light-trapping features, which positively influence their
efficiency.[15] Consequently, these types of devices are a perfect platform to give
crucial insight into mesoporous photonic structures. By depositing CNC films on
top of such devices it is possible to combine fundamental solar cell knowledge as
a way of gaining insight into essential questions regarding self-assembly of CNCs,
their orientation, domain formation or pitch distribution. These central questions
are in focus by the scientific community working on CNCs as they can provide
pertinent information in this still very young research field. Once knowing the
output of a TFP with an integrated CNC film, one can take the results of a different
device with a distinct CNC film to obtain its photonic parameters through reverse
engineering and simulation. Consequently, solar cell simulation through Finite-
Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) methods might present an excellent approach
to better understand chiral nematic CNC structures.
The FDTD method is a widely employed numerical approach to solve
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Maxwell’s equations in order to evaluate the behaviour of light in complex elec-
tromagnetic problems.[16–18] Moreover, this method benefits from its inherent
capability of simulating non-linear effects and material anisotropy,[19] thus mak-
ing it an ideal choice to tackle complex materials, for instance liquid crystalline
ones; in this case the obtained chiral nematic C-CNC films. The simulations were
aimed at comparing the theoretical and experimental behaviours. It should be
noted that the FDTD results are purely optical, i.e. they do not account for carrier
recombination and other electrical losses inside the photodiode. However, for this
specific purpose, since a relative difference between 2 measurements is studied –
RCPL and LCPL (according to Equation 6.1) – this is an accurate approximation
as the main difference between the results is the magnitude of the optical signals.
Figure 6.5a shows the experimental SR for the TFP_CNC structure with dis-
tinct NaCl concentrations. In general, they show highest SR for 550 ≤ λ ≤ 600 nm,
which also constitutes the region where the photonic bandgap shift is induced
through NaCl addition. Furthermore, and as expected, a striking difference in
SR between LCPL and RCPL is observed. The filled curves depict the achieved
∆CPL, and thus indicate how much difference in Iph can be achieved by changing
from RCPL to LCPL for λmax with a specific power.
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Figure 6.5 – Spectral response (SR) of the devices and simulation. a) SR of
TFP_CNCX (with X = 0, 12.5 and 25) structures for the three investigated NaCl
concentrations for LCPL and RCPL (red and black curves, respectively). The
filled curves show the calculated ∆CPL. b) Initial simulation results for a perfect
pitch case c) depicts a schematic of the model used for the simulations. d) Shows
a comparison between the simulation and experimental results of a TFP_CNC0
structure. e) Shows a comparison of the ∆CPL between the obtained experimen-
tal (continuous lines) and the simulated (dashed lines) results for the three NaCl
concentrations. f) Compares the obtained parameters for the gaussian fits of
each curve in e), such as, the photonic bandgap (λmax), maximum CPL response
(∆CPLmax) and the spectral response (FWHM). Continuous and dashed lines are
a visual guide and represent experimental and simulated results, respectively.
To achieve simulation results that resemble most closely the experimental ones,
a CNC film with a perfect pitch (λmax = 575 nm) was initially simulated, as shown
in Figure 6.5b. The perfect pitch case clearly demonstrates the expected behaviour
of these materials, particularly the sharp peak at λ ≈ 575 nm, representing a dras-
tic decrease in SR upon incidence of LCPL at this wavelength, as a consequence of
its interaction with the CNC layer. Similar results have been achieved by employ-
ing the Berreman method to simulate chiral nematic liquid crystals, showing the
validity of the FDTD method used here.[20, 21] Subsequently, in order to better
approach the experimental results, a spatially varying pitch along the C-CNC
layer was added (as depicted more in detail in Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6 – Structure used for simulation purposes with schematization of the
adopted spatial pitch variation method inside the C-CNC layer. As indicated, the
offset between the two sinusoidal curves (x and y) will define the average pitch
and its deviation along a CNC layer.
Similar observations can be made when observing the propagation of CPL
electromagnetic waves throughout a TFP_CNC0 structure. Figure 6.7 resulted
from frames taken from a video of the simulation and demonstrates schemati-
cally how CPL propagates inside the TFP_CNC0 structure. It can be observed
that RCPL propagates almost without losses through the LC layer (CNC), while
LCPL is continuously attenuated, due to its constant interaction with the left-
handed chiral structure. Upon reaching the Parylene-C layer the LCPL signal has
been reduced by about 50% when compared to RCPL. Propagation through the
optically inactive Parylene-C layer occurs without losses and due similarities in
refractive index, losses at layer interfaces (C-CNC0/parylene and parylene/SiO2)
are reduced. When reaching the TFP almost all light is absorbed, and a part is
reflected into the parylene film due to a high refractive index mismatch.
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Figure 6.7 – Simulated electromagnetic wave (EM) propagation of RCPL (on the
left) and LCPL (on the right) inside a TFP_CNC0 structure. a) Initial state, where
LC, Parylene and TFP indicate the respective interfaces of the C-CNC0, Parylene-
C and photodiode layers. b) EM with equal magnitudes entering the C-CNC0
layer. c) EM half-way through and d) EM almost through the C-CNC0 layer.
Visible attenuation of LCPL as compared to RCPL. Faint EM observable in LCPL
being reflected into the C-CNC0 structure. e) and f) EM travelling through the
Parylene-C layer unobstructed in both channels. g) and h) EM entering the TFP
being completely absorbed.
The experimental measurements of ∆CPL shown in Figure 6.5a follow closely
a gaussian profile. Considering this, it was proposed that this behaviour could be
related with the fabricated C-CNCs’ pitch dispersion. Keeping this in mind, the
wavelength center (λmax) and standard deviations obtained from the fittings of
these results were used as a foundation to implement the spatial pitch variation
in the simulation (see Figure 6.8). The adopted model employs the TFP, a 7 µm
parylene layer, a 100 nm SiO2 thin-film and a 10 µm C-CNC layer.
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Figure 6.8 – a) Obtained experimental ∆CPL results for TFP_CNCX structures
and b) Gaussian fitting parameters.
The parameters obtained through gaussian fitting as exposed in Figure 6.8 are
represented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 – Obtained fitting parameters for all three samples.
Sample xC - Avg λmax (nm) σ (nm) FWHM (nm)
TFP_CNC0 575.6 ± 0.5 51.4 ± 0.5 121 ± 1
TFP_CNC12.5 554.7 ± 0.7 62.2 ± 0.9 146 ± 2
TFP_CNC25 533 ± 1 68 ± 2 161 ± 4
As can be verified the only considered gaussian fitting parameters of the ex-
perimental data are related to the average pitch (λmax) and its dispersion (σ and
FWHM), which do not influence CPL distinction. ∆CPL is merely a result of do-
main alignment and structural defects inside the film. Consequently, the match-
ing of ∆CPL between simulations and experiments shows that these photonic
structures can in fact be simulated using the spatially varying pitch model as
proposed in Figure 6.6.
Hence, in accordance with the experimentally measured results and their
gaussian fittings, the SR and Reflectance for TFP_CNCX (with X = 0, 12.5 and
25) structures in RCPL and LCPL were simulated together with their respective
∆CPL, with the main results being shown in Figure 6.5d, e and f. Figure 6.5d
compares the SR of the simulated and the experimental data for LCPL and RCPL
of a TFP_CNC0 structure, where a striking resemblance between the two can be
verified. The experiment deviates only slightly from the simulation results when
entering the blue region (λ < 450 nm), which can be attributed to a decrease in
transmittance by the used polymeric circular polarizers (not accounted for by
the simulation). Figure 6.5e shows a comparison of ∆CPL between simulated
and experimental results for the 3 studied cases (TFP_CNC0, TFP_CNC12.5 and
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TFP_CNC25). Here, it should be noted that the simulation curves are merely
fittings to the calculated ∆CPL from SR data of the FDTD results. The individual
LCPL and RCPL curves are omitted for clarity as these usually present several
sharp light interference peaks, due to the large thickness of the simulated layer
relative to the wavelengths. These interference peaks become smoothed in exper-
imental characterization because of the inevitable non-uniformity of the physical
properties of the measured materials.
The simulated results in Figure 6.5e show a theoretical behaviour, with a
decrease in pitch, akin to the experimental ones, especially a blueshift of the gaus-
sian peak. Furthermore, it is interesting to see a contrasting behaviour between
the left and right tails of the various profiles. While the right tail always remains
stationary – similarly to the experimental results – the left tail gets blueshifted –
also in accordance with the experimental results.
From Figure 6.5e specific parameters can be extracted, such as ∆CPLmax, λmax
and the FWHM, giving insight into the spectral width of the CNCs’ photonic
bandgap. These parameters (experimental and simulated) are represented in
Figure 6.5f, as a function of NaCl concentration. Concerning the experimen-
tal observations, the bandgap blueshifts as expected upon NaCl addition to the
suspension. Nonetheless, the CPL response remains similar for all three pre-
sented concentrations, leading to the conclusion that no losses in self-assembly
capabilities are faced; the chiral nematic structure is successfully maintained (no
gelation). FWHM increases as probably more monodomains with distinct pitches
are formed by increasing the NaCl concentration, which however does not impair
the overall performance of the devices.[22]
Similar trends are observed in the computational results, with minor discrep-
ancies arising in a difference between theoretical and experimental results in the
obtained blueshift. Several factors, such as the small ledge observed mostly on
the right tail of the experimental profiles (see Figure 6.5e) for TFP_CNC12.5 and
TFP_CNC25, that red-shifted the gaussian fittings and thence the average and
standard deviation values that are at the basis of the simulations. Another factor
might stem from the simplicity of the used model to evaluate the spatially varying
pitch in a singular monodomain (Figure 6.6), resulting in a difference between
the real complex variation of a multidomain CNC’s pitch and the one created by
the employed simplified method (single domain method). Naturally, increasing
the complexity of the model would help the accuracy of the results, however the
added computational cost to achieve these results would not bring any additional
meaningful details to those already obtained.
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6.1.3.1 Comparison to Fergason’s Law
In order to further verify the obtained results by simulation, a TFP_CNC0 struc-
ture was analysed on behalf of ∆CPL in SR and reflectance spectrophotometry for
different angles of light incidence.
For this Angular reflectance was measured by a PerkinElmer Lambda 950
UV–vis–NIR high-performance double-beam dual monochromator spectrometer.
Wavelength range was adjusted between 400 and 800 nm. For this range, a photo-
multiplier type R 6872 was used as the detector. An integrating sphere was used
with an adjustable angular mount reaching from 0º to 360º. Circular polarizers
by Edmund Optics (left or right) were introduced in the light beam path to induce
the desired polarization.
The obtained λmax values were then used for a comparison with experimental
data and values predicted by Fergarson’s law (Equation 1.14).[23]
Here, a similar behaviour between the FDTD results and Fergarson’s law is
noticeable, further establishing the validity of this method for detailed studies
of chiral nematic structures, such as CNCs. When compared to experimental re-
sults, it becomes evident that for the electrical characterization (angular SR – blue
dots in Figure 6.9a) similarities to Fergason’s Law are only met for small angles
(0° and 20°), deviating from the predicted values, when increasing the angle of
incidence. This can be explained by the pure optical prediction of Fergason for
chiral nematic structures, as opposed to electrical results of the TFPs’ SR outputs.
These are influenced by an assortment of electrical losses, resulting in deviations
of photogenerated currents (Iph) from the optimal value at 0° incidence (which co-
incides with the law). However, considering pure optical effects (from reflectance
spectra) of a TFP_CNC0 structure (see blue dots in Figure 6.9b) the results follow
more accurately the predictions of Equation 1.14.
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Figure 6.9 – Comparison of experimental, simulated and theoretical results (Fer-
gason’s Law) of angular response for a TFP_CNC0 structure. a) ∆CPL of SR for
various angles of θ = {0,20,40,60}° (black, red, green and blue). b) ∆CPL of Re-
flectance for the same angles as in a). Both graphical insets compare the progress
of λmax with increasing angles (for simulated and experimental results) with val-
ues projected by Fergason’s law (black curve).
6.1.4 Applications for TFP/CNC Structures
As the TFP_CNC0 structures usually yield the highest CPL response they are
the devices of choice to study direct applications, involving CPL response. Tran-
sient CPL characterization and humidity sensing was performed using a standard
UV–vis–NIR spectrometer (200 nm ≤ λ ≤ 1050 nm) by Sarspec. Plastic circular
polarizers by Edmund Optics were positioned in the light beam to obtain the de-
sired polarization. The photogenerated current was measured in transient mode
using an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer connected to a NEX-
TRON Micro Probe Station with a fused silica viewport. For humidity sensing,
nitrogen flux through a bubbler system connected to a flowmeter was used to
control the relative humidity inside the NEXTRON 100 cm3 chamber. Humid-
ity was measured inside the chamber externally with a DHT11 Arduino-coupled
humidity sensor.
Figure 6.10a shows the transient response of a TFP_CNC0 structure for two
distinct irradiation wavelengths (λred = 617 nm and λblue = 470 nm) and a cold
white light source (with powers of 10.2, 17.2 and 21.5 mW , respectively); coming
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from fiber-coupled LEDs by Thorlabs. As expected, outside the photonic bandgap
of the C-CNC0 film (for λblue) only a marginal response is observed between the 2
polarization states (6.4%), whereas inside (for λred) this value rises to above 70%.
The response is on the order of ms, while reaching photogenerated currents on
the order of tens of µA.
Figure 6.10 – Applications of a developed TFP_CNC0 structure. a) Shows the
transient response of Iph for RCPL and LCPL at irradiation wavelengths of 617
nm and 470 nm and a white light source. A schematic illustrates the setup. b)
Humidity response between 95% and 5% RH during LCPL irradiation (with λred
= 617 nm). c) Circuit diagram of a transimpedance amplifier connected to a
comparator in order to transform the TFP’s CPL response into logic values. d)
Example of logic value output for the circuit schematic in c). Values are adapted
from the transient response in a).
Another application for the devices developed in this work lies in the area
of humidity sensing. There are several studies devoted to the investigation of
pitch variations with humidity as CNC structures are hygroscopic and increase
pitch upon exposure, resulting in a redshift of the photonic bandgap.[24] While
irradiating a TFP_CNC0 structure with LCPL inside the photonic bandgap, a
specific low state current is measured as most of the LCPL is reflected by the C-
CNC0 layer. When humidity is increased the pitch may increase up to 100 nm (see
Figure 6.11 for setup and transmittance data) and consequently the maximum
∆CPL (filled curves in Figure 6.5a) is shifted into the infra-red region. It follows
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that for the initial λred = 617 nm more light is transmitted and Iph increases to a
high current state.
Figure 6.11 – a) Adopted setup for transient and humidity CPL sensing. b) Pho-
tonic bandgap shift upon humidity increase. As the overall transmittance of the
C-CNC0 film for LCPL changes, different photocurrents will be induced when
irradiated with a constant λ during humidity changes.
The process is reversible as evidenced by consecutive cycles between 95 and
5 %RH, showing an optical (and structural) memory effect. The schematics of
Figure 6.10b depict the expansion and relaxation of the CNC structure between
the two states. The response is quite slow, it can however be drastically increased
by decreasing the thickness of the deposited CNC layer as shown in other stud-
ies.[20]
The signal processing between LCPL and RCPL can be achieved with a tran-
simpedance Operational Amplifier (OpAmp) coupled to a comparator, as de-
picted in Figure 6.10c, capable of amplifying and converting a current input
into a digital voltage output. This amplifier has a low frequency gain of -Rf; the
feedback resistance of the OpAmp. In this configuration the capacitor Cf serves
merely to stabilize the gain at those lower frequencies. Consequently, the OpAmp
feeds distinct Vph values to the comparator, depending on the polarization state
of the incident light. As Vph during RCPL and LCPL irradiation will be over 50%
distinct (see Figure 6.10a) and with Vref properly defined (ideally in between the
two values – Figure 6.10d) it is possible to have distinct logic outputs for the two
states as follows:
• If LCPL⇒ Vout = Low = 0 V
• If RCPL⇒ Vout = High = VCC
Naturally, these two conditions depend on whether the irradiation wavelength
lies inside the photonic bandgap of the CNC film or not. Outside the bandgap
these values are independent from the CP states and will either give a HIGH
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or a LOW value, depending on the defined Vref (see Figure 6.10d). This type of
signal processing is crucial for the application of such devices in sensing, imaging,
optoelectronic anti-counterfeiting but also information technology, where distinct
circular polarization states can give specific logic values.
6.2 Brief Concluding Remarks
This section showed the possibility to combine photonic CNCs (C-CNCs) films
with thin-film photodiodes (TFP) to obtain devices capable of detecting and con-
verting circular polarized light (CPL) in the visible region into distinct photogener-
ated currents (Iph). The integration of these photonic structures into TFPs enables
transducing the CPL response for practical applications. The pristine C-CNC
films show a photonic bandgap of around 600 nm, in order to extend possible ap-
plications, specific amounts of NaCl were added into the C-CNC suspension to in-
duce bandgap blueshifts in the final films. The devices are characterized on behalf
of their spectral response (SR), giving a maximum SRRCPL = 184.8 mA W-1 and
SRLCPL = 84.6 mA W-1, resulting in photogenerated currents that are over 50%
distinct between LCPL and RCPL for the same incident light power. The FDTD
method was used to simulate the photonic structures. Simulation results follow
closely the experimental ones, where a photonic bandgap blueshift upon NaCl
addition is also observed. Further confirmation of the modelled results is gained
through angular SR and Reflectance, where the simulations follow Fergason’s Law
on the reflected wavelength variation for distinct angles of chiral nematic liquid
crystals. Experimental results show agreement for angular reflectance but not
for SR, as the latter is based on electrical results as opposed to the optical law
established by Fergason. The developed CPL sensors show applicability in fast
CPL response inside their photonic bandgap, where over 50% distinct currents
(on the order of tens of µA) are generated for RCPL and LCPL. Due to the hygro-
scopic character of the CNC structure, humidity induces swelling and increases
the chiral nematic pitch, resulting in a shift of the photonic bandgap. Cycling
between low and high humidity states, the devices show distinct photogenerated
currents, when continuously irradiated with LCPL inside their photonic bandgap,
due to a dislocation of the maximum SRLCPL.
All in all, the reported devices show potential for their use in imaging with
polarized light, CPL sensing, optoelectronic counterfeiting and information pro-
cessing with added degrees of freedom through the gain of additional logic states
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This work reports on the combination of cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) based pho-
tonic structures with optoelectronic devices. CNCs in aqueous suspensions under
specific circumstances (surface charge, ionic strength, concentration, temperature
etc.) can form long-range orientational order in the form of a liquid crystalline
chiral nematic phase. This helical ordering with an inherent left-handedness can
be preserved upon drying, yielding iridescent films which selectively reflect left-
handed circular polarized light (LCPL), while transmitting right-handed circular
polarized light (RCPL). The combination of these solid-state photonic films with
semiconducting materials in optoelectronic devices brings forth a new generation
of bio-inspired interaction between electronics and photonics. Such devices pro-
vide additional degrees of freedom when dealing with information processing,
where, apart from the electronic signals, light signals and their polarization states
can be accessed.
It is possible to conclude that the overall objectives of this work were achieved
with the combination of CNC films with two distinct optoelectronic devices: a
thin-film field-effect transistor and a thin-film photodiode. To achieve this, firstly
a thorough study on the optimization of the photonic film properties of the used
CNC’s was undertaken (Chapter 3). With commercial CNC’s provided by Cellu-
Force© (C-CNCs) and additionally lab produced (home-made – HM-CNCs) two
different kinds of CNCs were used, where the former yielded films in the red
end of the visible spectrum and the latter in the blue/UV region. It was crucial
to adjust drying conditions to a low temperature (4 °C) and high humidity envi-
ronment to enhance photonic response (maximum CPL selection) and ensure a
uniform coloration of the film without coffee-ring effects. The phase separation
behavior of the two CNC types was assessed and optimized to enhance photonic
properties for their consequent implementation into semiconducting devices.
Chapter 5 shows how HM-CNC films can be implemented into amorphous
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indium-gallium-zinc-oxide thin-film field-effect transistors, where they act simul-
taneously as the device’s gate dielectric (in the form of a solid-state electrolyte)
and as a photonic CPL filter. The electrolytic properties of the films are enhanced
by ionic (Li+, Na+ and K+) infiltration, where a drastic increase in electrochemical
behavior was measured from the pristine HM-CNC films. The obtained devices
show high On-Off ratios (6 orders of magnitude), low subthreshold swings (about
100 mVdec-1) and high saturation mobilities (up to 35 cm2V-1s-1). With the use of
a UV sensitive semiconductor the electronic and photonic bandgaps are matching
and a difference in Off-current can be measured when irradiated with RCPL as
compared to LCPL. This result showed the first proof-of-concept of device integra-
tion of CNC films, where distinct circular polarization states yield distinct device
responses. Due to low absorption the devices however showed only a slow re-
sponse to the light stimuli, which for practical applications needs to be decreased
by at least a factor of 10.
Chapter 6 shows the integration of C-CNC films into amorphous silicon thin-
film photodiodes (TFP). The combination of photonic films with strong CPL
signals in the green to red region of the visible spectrum with a silicon based
photodiode shows another possibility of optoelectronic device integration where
the two bandgaps can be matched. The addition of specific amounts of salts
to the C-CNC suspension induces a blue-shift to the final films covering the
majority of the photodiode’s maximum spectral response. Simulations in the
form of FDTD methods were used to predict the device’s responses providing
a design tool to predict applicability. The final devices respond quickly to CPL
illumination where an over 50% of difference in generated photocurrent was
measured when switching from LCPL to RCPL. This lead to possible applications
such as for fast logic switching using operational amplifiers or to humidity sensing
due to the hygroscopic character of the CNC films.
This work clearly showed that the implementation of CNCs into optoelec-
tronic devices is a viable option to achieve efficient interplay between electronics
and photonics for applications in the information technology realm. However,
there is still a lot more to explore and fine-tune in this rather young field. In-
tegration schemes are key prospects for the advancement of this field and the
transition from a pure electronic society into a photonic-electronic one takes ef-
fort. For instance, the work presented in the first part showed that transistor
integration is possible but only the Off-current can be influenced as photogener-
ated currents are low and the On-current is dominated by the field-effect charge
carriers. Combining the first with the second part of this work in the form of a
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more photo-responsive silicon based photo-field-effect transistor could see three-
terminal devices capable of fast CPL response. This would result in discrete logic
outputs from a single device where intermediate On-states are achievable through
fast responses to CPL illumination.
Another very interesting vector of using CNCs in technological relevant fields
is their potential use in devices, where not only the charge of an electron is consid-
ered as information carrier, but also the electrons spin state. With CNCs and their
capability of chiral nematic film formation with selective CPL interaction can be
considered for future works in spintronic devices. When illuminating ferromag-
netic materials with CPL, specific spin states can be induced in the electrons that
flow in the material. Consequently, the spin population inside a specific mate-
rial can be influenced by CPL. It would thus be possible to design specifically
sandwiched architectures, where the transmitted RCPL or the reflected LCPL
from CNC superstructures could influence the spin behavior and thus create im-
balances in spin currents, leading to spin valves or spin transistors. The use of a
renewable material, such as cellulose in these kinds of devices could open up path-
ways to highly sophisticated applications with the possibility of being recyclable.
Moreover, the fabrication could be extremely efficient due to the self-assembly
behavior of the CNCs, where no special treatment would be necessary to achieve
chirality on the nanoscale, as opposed to other techniques with high energy input
such as nanolithography, PVD or atomic layer depositions.
Additionally, extensive research on systems that lack mirror symmetry re-
cently brought forth another possibility for the creation of specific spin-currents
through such systems. The behavior denominated as Chirality Induced Spin Selec-
tivity effect describes the result of electronic motion throughout, across or close
to helical or strongly curved surfaces with a very distinct potential. Electrons
that follow such paths, experience a strong spin selectivity, where an imbalance
in the spin-population can be achieved. This effect was successfully observed
for organic oligomers, where no sufficient spin-orbit coupling from the presence
of heavy atoms can be made responsible for the selectivity. In fact, a noncon-
ventional spin-orbit coupling must occur due to the helicoidal electric field along
such chiral molecules or layers, originating a considerable spin selectivity at room
temperature not easily achieved by solid state devices. In this regard CNCs, where
also a helicoidal charge distribution was postulated to be at the foundation of chi-
ral nematic arrangement, could move into focus for similar applications. If such
an effect could be shown for CNCs a completely new research field would develop
simply around electron conduction through single CNC particles.
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Regarding electrochemical behavior of CNC films, the possibility of ionic dop-
ing was explored. Interesting perspectives in solid-state ionics can be gained
when considering ionic doping with polyvalent ions instead of monovalent as
shown here. A fundamental question also arises, which is connected to ionic
conduction through mesoporous structures. Does the chiral nematic nanoscale
arrangement favour ionic conductivity or polarizability? To compare chiral with
isotropic (non-chiral) films in terms of electrochemistry one must ensure the exact
same ionic concentrations, which in itself influences chiral nematic arrangement.
An extensive study on this topic could bring perspectives for batteries, fuel-cells
or biosensing.
Another perspective for future research is connected to the printability of
CNCs through different techniques, such as inkjet, flexo- or screen-printing for a
controlled and precise deposition of photonic microstructures. Drop-casting, as
employed in this work, is a viable method but inadvertently introduces human
error and deviations. If printed, CNC films could be dispersed in pico- or nano-
liter droplets at an exact location, enhancing reproducibility and yield. Factors
such as drying speed, drop-volume, surface charge, etc. must be addressed. This
research area would introduce new perspectives to security applications, where
chiroptically active and stimuli responsive photonic materials would potentiate
anti-counterfeiting efforts.
Cellulose nanocrystals have brought about miraculous and fascinating investi-
gations since their first successful synthesis. They have defined research- fields,
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In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail. 
WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions. 
This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process. 
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party. 
WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.
The Creative Commons Attribution License
The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below) 
Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.
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Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html
Other Terms and Conditions: 
v1.10 Last updated September 2015
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JOHN WILEY AND SONS LICENSE 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
May 25, 2021
This Agreement between CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD -- Paul Grey ("You") and John Wiley and
Sons ("John Wiley and Sons") consists of your license details and the terms and conditions
provided by John Wiley and Sons and Copyright Clearance Center.
License Number 5075830216749
License date May 25, 2021
Licensed Content
Publisher John Wiley and Sons
Licensed Content
Publication Advanced Electronic Materials
Licensed Content Title Planar Dual‐Gate Paper/Oxide Field Effect Transistors asUniversal Logic Gates
Licensed Content
Author Rodrigo Martins, Elvira Fortunato, Luís Pereira, et al
Licensed Content Date Oct 30, 2018
Licensed Content
Volume 4
Licensed Content Issue 12
Licensed Content Pages 8
Type of use Dissertation/Thesis
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Requestor type University/Academic




Will you be translating? No
Title Cellulose Nanocrystal Chiral Structures for Electronics andPhotonics
Institution name Nova School of Science and Technology
Expected presentation
date Jul 2021
Portions Figure 1 on page 2
Requestor Location
CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD 
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia - Universidade NOVA de
Lisboa 
Campus da Caparica 
Caparica, other  
Portugal 
Attn: CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD




This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a"Wiley Company") or handled on behalf of a society with
which a Wiley Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular work
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(collectively "WILEY"). By clicking "accept" in connection with completing this licensing
transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this transaction
(along with the billing and payment terms and conditions established by the Copyright
Clearance Center Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at the time that
you opened your RightsLink account (these are available at any time at
http://myaccount.copyright.com).
Terms and Conditions 
The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright. 
You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sub licensable (on a stand-
alone basis), non-transferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license, and any
CONTENT (PDF or image file) purchased as part of your order, is for a one-time
use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the license.
The first instance of republication or reuse granted by this license must be completed
within two years of the date of the grant of this license (although copies prepared
before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in the
license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to the
author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also duplicate the
copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the Wiley
Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the text is a
previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley Material. Any
third party content is expressly excluded from this permission. 
With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and no
derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner.For STM Signatory Publishers
clearing permission under the terms of the STM Permissions Guidelines only, the
terms of the license are extended to include subsequent editions and for editions
in other languages, provided such editions are for the work as a whole in situ and
does not involve the separate exploitation of the permitted figures or extracts,
You may not alter, remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or
other notices displayed by the Wiley Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan,
lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a stand-alone
basis, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person. 
The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times
remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of
and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the
continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or
to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have
no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right,
license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other branding
("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree that you
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shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto 
NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS
OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY
QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,
INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU.  
WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of
this Agreement by you. 
You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND WHETHER
OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN.  
Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby.  
The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party.  
This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent. 
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Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC. 
These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
and authorized assigns.  
In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail. 
WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions. 
This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process. 
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party. 
WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.
The Creative Commons Attribution License
The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below) 
Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License
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The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.
Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html
Other Terms and Conditions: 
v1.10 Last updated September 2015
Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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SPRINGER NATURE LICENSE 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
May 21, 2021
This Agreement between CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD -- Paul Grey ("You") and Springer
Nature ("Springer Nature") consists of your license details and the terms and conditions
provided by Springer Nature and Copyright Clearance Center.
License Number 5073711266788
License date May 21, 2021
Licensed Content Publisher Springer Nature
Licensed Content Publication Nature
Licensed Content Title Liquid Crystal Systems from Fibrillar Polysaccharides
Licensed Content Author R. H. MARCHESSAULT et al
Licensed Content Date Aug 22, 1959
Type of Use Thesis/Dissertation
Requestor type academic/university or research institute




Will you be translating? no
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Circulation/distribution 1 - 29
Author of this Springer Nature
content no
Title Cellulose Nanocrystal Chiral Structures for Electronics andPhotonics
Institution name Nova School of Science and Technology
Expected presentation date Jul 2021
Portions Figure 2 on page 633
Requestor Location
CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD 
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia - Universidade NOVA
de Lisboa 
Campus da Caparica 





Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH 
Terms and Conditions
This agreement sets out the terms and conditions of the licence (the Licence) between you
and Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH (the Licensor). By clicking
'accept' and completing the transaction for the material (Licensed Material), you also
confirm your acceptance of these terms and conditions.
1. Grant of License 
1. 1. The Licensor grants you a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable, world-wide
licence to reproduce the Licensed Material for the purpose specified in your order
only. Licences are granted for the specific use requested in the order and for no other
use, subject to the conditions below. 
1. 2. The Licensor warrants that it has, to the best of its knowledge, the rights to
license reuse of the Licensed Material. However, you should ensure that the material
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you are requesting is original to the Licensor and does not carry the copyright of
another entity (as credited in the published version). 
1. 3. If the credit line on any part of the material you have requested indicates that it
was reprinted or adapted with permission from another source, then you should also
seek permission from that source to reuse the material. 
2. Scope of Licence 
2. 1. You may only use the Licensed Content in the manner and to the extent permitted
by these Ts&Cs and any applicable laws. 
2. 2. A separate licence may be required for any additional use of the Licensed
Material, e.g. where a licence has been purchased for print only use, separate
permission must be obtained for electronic re-use. Similarly, a licence is only valid in
the language selected and does not apply for editions in other languages unless
additional translation rights have been granted separately in the licence. Any content
owned by third parties are expressly excluded from the licence. 
2. 3. Similarly, rights for additional components such as custom editions and




2. 4. Where permission has been granted free of charge for material in print,
permission may also be granted for any electronic version of that work, provided that
the material is incidental to your work as a whole and that the electronic version is
essentially equivalent to, or substitutes for, the print version. 
2. 5. An alternative scope of licence may apply to signatories of the STM Permissions
Guidelines, as amended from time to time. 
3. Duration of Licence 
3. 1. A licence for is valid from the date of purchase ('Licence Date') at the end of the
relevant period in the below table: 
Scope of Licence Duration of Licence
Post on a website 12 months
Presentations 12 months
Books and journals Lifetime of the edition in the language purchased
4. Acknowledgement 
4. 1. The Licensor's permission must be acknowledged next to the Licenced Material in
print. In electronic form, this acknowledgement must be visible at the same time as the
figures/tables/illustrations or abstract, and must be hyperlinked to the journal/book's
homepage. Our required acknowledgement format is in the Appendix below. 
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5. Restrictions on use 
5. 1. Use of the Licensed Material may be permitted for incidental promotional use and
minor editing privileges e.g. minor adaptations of single figures, changes of format,
colour and/or style where the adaptation is credited as set out in Appendix 1 below. Any
other changes including but not limited to, cropping, adapting, omitting material that
affect the meaning, intention or moral rights of the author are strictly prohibited.  
5. 2. You must not use any Licensed Material as part of any design or trademark.  
5. 3. Licensed Material may be used in Open Access Publications (OAP) before
publication by Springer Nature, but any Licensed Material must be removed from OAP
sites prior to final publication. 
6. Ownership of Rights 
6. 1. Licensed Material remains the property of either Licensor or the relevant third party
and any rights not explicitly granted herein are expressly reserved.  
7. Warranty 
IN NO EVENT SHALL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY OTHER PARTY OR
ANY OTHER PERSON OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL
OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, VIEWING OR USE OF THE
MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER FOR BREACH
OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT
OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON
LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF
THIRD PARTIES), AND 
WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN.  
8. Limitations 
8. 1. BOOKS ONLY:Where 'reuse in a dissertation/thesis' has been selected the
following terms apply: Print rights of the final author's accepted manuscript (for clarity,
NOT the published version) for up to 100 copies, electronic rights for use only on a
personal website or institutional repository as defined by the Sherpa guideline
(www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/).
8. 2. For content reuse requests that qualify for permission under the STM Permissions
Guidelines, which may be updated from time to time, the STM Permissions Guidelines
supersede the terms and conditions contained in this licence. 
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9. Termination and Cancellation 
9. 1. Licences will expire after the period shown in Clause 3 (above). 
9. 2. Licensee reserves the right to terminate the Licence in the event that payment is not
received in full or if there has been a breach of this agreement by you.  
Appendix 1 — Acknowledgements: 
For Journal Content: 
Reprinted by permission from [the Licensor]: [Journal Publisher (e.g.
Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION
(Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year of publication) 
For Advance Online Publication papers: 
Reprinted by permission from [the Licensor]: [Journal Publisher (e.g.
Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION
(Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year of publication), advance
online publication, day month year (doi: 10.1038/sj.[JOURNAL ACRONYM].)
For Adaptations/Translations: 
Adapted/Translated by permission from [the Licensor]: [Journal Publisher (e.g.
Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION
(Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year of publication)
Note: For any republication from the British Journal of Cancer, the following
credit line style applies:
Reprinted/adapted/translated by permission from [the Licensor]: on behalf of Cancer
Research UK: : [Journal Publisher (e.g. Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL
NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION (Article name, Author(s) Name),
[COPYRIGHT] (year of publication)
For Advance Online Publication papers: 
Reprinted by permission from The [the Licensor]: on behalf of Cancer Research UK:
[Journal Publisher (e.g. Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME]
[REFERENCE CITATION (Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year
of publication), advance online publication, day month year (doi: 10.1038/sj.
[JOURNAL ACRONYM])
For Book content: 
Reprinted/adapted by permission from [the Licensor]: [Book Publisher (e.g.
Palgrave Macmillan, Springer etc) [Book Title] by [Book author(s)]
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Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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JOHN WILEY AND SONS LICENSE 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
May 25, 2021
This Agreement between CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD -- Paul Grey ("You") and John Wiley and
Sons ("John Wiley and Sons") consists of your license details and the terms and conditions
provided by John Wiley and Sons and Copyright Clearance Center.
License Number 5075830533360
License date May 25, 2021
Licensed Content
Publisher John Wiley and Sons
Licensed Content
Publication Advanced Materials
Licensed Content Title Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor Technology Withand On Paper
Licensed Content Author Elvira Fortunato, Isabel Ferreira, Arman Ahnood, et al
Licensed Content Date Sep 5, 2011
Licensed Content
Volume 23
Licensed Content Issue 39
Licensed Content Pages 6
Type of use Dissertation/Thesis
Requestor type University/Academic
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Format Print and electronic
Portion Figure/table
Number of figures/tables 1
Will you be translating? No
Title Cellulose Nanocrystal Chiral Structures for Electronics andPhotonics
Institution name Nova School of Science and Technology
Expected presentation
date Jul 2021
Portions Figure 1 on page 2
Requestor Location
CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD 
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia - Universidade NOVA de
Lisboa 
Campus da Caparica 
Caparica, other  
Portugal 
Attn: CENIMAT|i3N NOVAiD




This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a"Wiley Company") or handled on behalf of a society with
which a Wiley Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular work
(collectively "WILEY"). By clicking "accept" in connection with completing this licensing
transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this transaction
(along with the billing and payment terms and conditions established by the Copyright
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Clearance Center Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at the time that
you opened your RightsLink account (these are available at any time at
http://myaccount.copyright.com).
Terms and Conditions 
The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright. 
You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sub licensable (on a stand-
alone basis), non-transferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license, and any
CONTENT (PDF or image file) purchased as part of your order, is for a one-time
use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the license.
The first instance of republication or reuse granted by this license must be completed
within two years of the date of the grant of this license (although copies prepared
before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in the
license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to the
author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also duplicate the
copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the Wiley
Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the text is a
previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley Material. Any
third party content is expressly excluded from this permission. 
With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and no
derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner.For STM Signatory Publishers
clearing permission under the terms of the STM Permissions Guidelines only, the
terms of the license are extended to include subsequent editions and for editions
in other languages, provided such editions are for the work as a whole in situ and
does not involve the separate exploitation of the permitted figures or extracts,
You may not alter, remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or
other notices displayed by the Wiley Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan,
lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a stand-alone
basis, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person. 
The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times
remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of
and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the
continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or
to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have
no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right,
license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other branding
("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree that you
shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto 
NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
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EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS
OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY
QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,
INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU.  
WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of
this Agreement by you. 
You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND WHETHER
OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN.  
Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby.  
The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party.  
This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent. 
Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC. 
These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
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WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
and authorized assigns.  
In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail. 
WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions. 
This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process. 
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party. 
WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.
The Creative Commons Attribution License
The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below) 
Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)
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Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.
Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html
Other Terms and Conditions: 
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1. The publisher for this copyrighted material is Elsevier.  By clicking "accept" in connection
with completing this licensing transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions
apply to this transaction (along with the Billing and Payment terms and conditions
established by Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. ("CCC"), at the time that you opened your
Rightslink account and that are available at any time at http://myaccount.copyright.com).
GENERAL TERMS
2. Elsevier hereby grants you permission to reproduce the aforementioned material subject to
the terms and conditions indicated.
3. Acknowledgement: If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has
appeared in our publication with credit or acknowledgement to another source, permission
must also be sought from that source.  If such permission is not obtained then that material
may not be included in your publication/copies. Suitable acknowledgement to the source
must be made, either as a footnote or in a reference list at the end of your publication, as
follows:
"Reprinted from Publication title, Vol /edition number, Author(s), Title of article / title of
chapter, Pages No., Copyright (Year), with permission from Elsevier [OR APPLICABLE
SOCIETY COPYRIGHT OWNER]." Also Lancet special credit - "Reprinted from The
Lancet, Vol. number, Author(s), Title of article, Pages No., Copyright (Year), with
permission from Elsevier."
4. Reproduction of this material is confined to the purpose and/or media for which
permission is hereby given.
5. Altering/Modifying Material: Not Permitted. However figures and illustrations may be
altered/adapted minimally to serve your work. Any other abbreviations, additions, deletions
and/or any other alterations shall be made only with prior written authorization of Elsevier
Ltd. (Please contact Elsevier’s permissions helpdesk here). No modifications can be made to
any Lancet figures/tables and they must be reproduced in full.
6. If the permission fee for the requested use of our material is waived in this instance,
please be advised that your future requests for Elsevier materials may attract a fee.
7. Reservation of Rights: Publisher reserves all rights not specifically granted in the
combination of (i) the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this
licensing transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.
8. License Contingent Upon Payment: While you may exercise the rights licensed
immediately upon issuance of the license at the end of the licensing process for the
transaction, provided that you have disclosed complete and accurate details of your proposed
use, no license is finally effective unless and until full payment is received from you (either
by publisher or by CCC) as provided in CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.  If
full payment is not received on a timely basis, then any license preliminarily granted shall be
deemed automatically revoked and shall be void as if never granted.  Further, in the event
that you breach any of these terms and conditions or any of CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions, the license is automatically revoked and shall be void as if never
granted.  Use of materials as described in a revoked license, as well as any use of the
materials beyond the scope of an unrevoked license, may constitute copyright infringement
and publisher reserves the right to take any and all action to protect its copyright in the
materials.
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9. Warranties: Publisher makes no representations or warranties with respect to the licensed
material.
10. Indemnity: You hereby indemnify and agree to hold harmless publisher and CCC, and
their respective officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims arising out of your use of the licensed material other than as specifically authorized
pursuant to this license.
11. No Transfer of License: This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed,
assigned, or transferred by you to any other person without publisher's written permission.
12. No Amendment Except in Writing: This license may not be amended except in a writing
signed by both parties (or, in the case of publisher, by CCC on publisher's behalf).
13. Objection to Contrary Terms: Publisher hereby objects to any terms contained in any
purchase order, acknowledgment, check endorsement or other writing prepared by you,
which terms are inconsistent with these terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.  These terms and conditions, together with CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions (which are incorporated herein), comprise the entire agreement
between you and publisher (and CCC) concerning this licensing transaction.  In the event of
any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and conditions and those
established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions
shall control.
14. Revocation: Elsevier or Copyright Clearance Center may deny the permissions described
in this License at their sole discretion, for any reason or no reason, with a full refund payable
to you.  Notice of such denial will be made using the contact information provided by you. 
Failure to receive such notice will not alter or invalidate the denial.  In no event will Elsevier
or Copyright Clearance Center be responsible or liable for any costs, expenses or damage
incurred by you as a result of a denial of your permission request, other than a refund of the
amount(s) paid by you to Elsevier and/or Copyright Clearance Center for denied
permissions.
LIMITED LICENSE
The following terms and conditions apply only to specific license types:
15. Translation: This permission is granted for non-exclusive world English rights only
unless your license was granted for translation rights. If you licensed translation rights you
may only translate this content into the languages you requested. A professional translator
must perform all translations and reproduce the content word for word preserving the
integrity of the article.
16. Posting licensed content on any Website: The following terms and conditions apply as
follows: Licensing material from an Elsevier journal: All content posted to the web site must
maintain the copyright information line on the bottom of each image; A hyper-text must be
included to the Homepage of the journal from which you are licensing at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/xxxxx or the Elsevier homepage for books at
http://www.elsevier.com; Central Storage: This license does not include permission for a
scanned version of the material to be stored in a central repository such as that provided by
Heron/XanEdu.
Licensing material from an Elsevier book: A hyper-text link must be included to the Elsevier
homepage at http://www.elsevier.com . All content posted to the web site must maintain the
copyright information line on the bottom of each image.
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Posting licensed content on Electronic reserve: In addition to the above the following
clauses are applicable: The web site must be password-protected and made available only to
bona fide students registered on a relevant course. This permission is granted for 1 year only.
You may obtain a new license for future website posting.
17. For journal authors: the following clauses are applicable in addition to the above:
Preprints:
A preprint is an author's own write-up of research results and analysis, it has not been peer-
reviewed, nor has it had any other value added to it by a publisher (such as formatting,
copyright, technical enhancement etc.).
Authors can share their preprints anywhere at any time. Preprints should not be added to or
enhanced in any way in order to appear more like, or to substitute for, the final versions of
articles however authors can update their preprints on arXiv or RePEc with their Accepted
Author Manuscript (see below).
If accepted for publication, we encourage authors to link from the preprint to their formal
publication via its DOI. Millions of researchers have access to the formal publications on
ScienceDirect, and so links will help users to find, access, cite and use the best available
version. Please note that Cell Press, The Lancet and some society-owned have different
preprint policies. Information on these policies is available on the journal homepage.
Accepted Author Manuscripts: An accepted author manuscript is the manuscript of an
article that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-
incorporated changes suggested during submission, peer review and editor-author
communications.
Authors can share their accepted author manuscript:
immediately
via their non-commercial person homepage or blog
by updating a preprint in arXiv or RePEc with the accepted manuscript
via their research institute or institutional repository for internal institutional
uses or as part of an invitation-only research collaboration work-group
directly by providing copies to their students or to research collaborators for
their personal use
for private scholarly sharing as part of an invitation-only work group on
commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement
After the embargo period
via non-commercial hosting platforms such as their institutional repository
via commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement
In all cases accepted manuscripts should:
link to the formal publication via its DOI
bear a CC-BY-NC-ND license - this is easy to do
if aggregated with other manuscripts, for example in a repository or other site, be
shared in alignment with our hosting policy not be added to or enhanced in any way to
appear more like, or to substitute for, the published journal article.
Published journal article (JPA): A published journal article (PJA) is the definitive final
record of published research that appears or will appear in the journal and embodies all
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value-adding publishing activities including peer review co-ordination, copy-editing,
formatting, (if relevant) pagination and online enrichment.
Policies for sharing publishing journal articles differ for subscription and gold open access
articles:
Subscription Articles: If you are an author, please share a link to your article rather than the
full-text. Millions of researchers have access to the formal publications on ScienceDirect,
and so links will help your users to find, access, cite, and use the best available version.
Theses and dissertations which contain embedded PJAs as part of the formal submission can
be posted publicly by the awarding institution with DOI links back to the formal
publications on ScienceDirect.
If you are affiliated with a library that subscribes to ScienceDirect you have additional
private sharing rights for others' research accessed under that agreement. This includes use
for classroom teaching and internal training at the institution (including use in course packs
and courseware programs), and inclusion of the article for grant funding purposes.
Gold Open Access Articles: May be shared according to the author-selected end-user
license and should contain a CrossMark logo, the end user license, and a DOI link to the
formal publication on ScienceDirect.
Please refer to Elsevier's posting policy for further information.
18. For book authors the following clauses are applicable in addition to the above:  
Authors are permitted to place a brief summary of their work online only. You are not
allowed to download and post the published electronic version of your chapter, nor may you
scan the printed edition to create an electronic version. Posting to a repository: Authors are
permitted to post a summary of their chapter only in their institution's repository.
19. Thesis/Dissertation: If your license is for use in a thesis/dissertation your thesis may be
submitted to your institution in either print or electronic form. Should your thesis be
published commercially, please reapply for permission. These requirements include
permission for the Library and Archives of Canada to supply single copies, on demand, of
the complete thesis and include permission for Proquest/UMI to supply single copies, on
demand, of the complete thesis. Should your thesis be published commercially, please
reapply for permission. Theses and dissertations which contain embedded PJAs as part of
the formal submission can be posted publicly by the awarding institution with DOI links
back to the formal publications on ScienceDirect.
 
Elsevier Open Access Terms and Conditions
You can publish open access with Elsevier in hundreds of open access journals or in nearly
2000 established subscription journals that support open access publishing. Permitted third
party re-use of these open access articles is defined by the author's choice of Creative
Commons user license. See our open access license policy for more information.
Terms & Conditions applicable to all Open Access articles published with Elsevier:
Any reuse of the article must not represent the author as endorsing the adaptation of the
article nor should the article be modified in such a way as to damage the author's honour or
reputation. If any changes have been made, such changes must be clearly indicated.
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The author(s) must be appropriately credited and we ask that you include the end user
license and a DOI link to the formal publication on ScienceDirect.
If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has appeared in our publication
with credit or acknowledgement to another source it is the responsibility of the user to
ensure their reuse complies with the terms and conditions determined by the rights holder.
Additional Terms & Conditions applicable to each Creative Commons user license:
CC BY: The CC-BY license allows users to copy, to create extracts, abstracts and new
works from the Article, to alter and revise the Article and to make commercial use of the
Article (including reuse and/or resale of the Article by commercial entities), provided the
user gives appropriate credit (with a link to the formal publication through the relevant
DOI), provides a link to the license, indicates if changes were made and the licensor is not
represented as endorsing the use made of the work. The full details of the license are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0.
CC BY NC SA: The CC BY-NC-SA license allows users to copy, to create extracts,
abstracts and new works from the Article, to alter and revise the Article, provided this is not
done for commercial purposes, and that the user gives appropriate credit (with a link to the
formal publication through the relevant DOI), provides a link to the license, indicates if
changes were made and the licensor is not represented as endorsing the use made of the
work. Further, any new works must be made available on the same conditions. The full
details of the license are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0.
CC BY NC ND: The CC BY-NC-ND license allows users to copy and distribute the Article,
provided this is not done for commercial purposes and further does not permit distribution of
the Article if it is changed or edited in any way, and provided the user gives appropriate
credit (with a link to the formal publication through the relevant DOI), provides a link to the
license, and that the licensor is not represented as endorsing the use made of the work. The
full details of the license are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0.
Any commercial reuse of Open Access articles published with a CC BY NC SA or CC BY
NC ND license requires permission from Elsevier and will be subject to a fee.
Commercial reuse includes:
Associating advertising with the full text of the Article
Charging fees for document delivery or access
Article aggregation
Systematic distribution via e-mail lists or share buttons





Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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